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ABSTRACT

AN ANALYSIS OF THE POTENTIAL USE AND TMPACT
OF PRODUCER.LOADED RAILWAY CARS

by George Robert Mcl,aughlin
Major Advisor: Dr. E. W. Tyrchniewicz
The capacíty and costs of the Canadian grain

handling and transportation system are of vital concern
to all participants in the Canadian grain industry. As
a result the users and providers of the services of the
system are on the alert for cost-reducing and/or output-

increasing technological innovations. One such innovation
which has re-emerged as a credible alternative to the
primary elevator sector of the system is the direct
load.ing of railway cars by producers with farm loading
equipment.

There \^rere two main objectives to this investigation

of producer loading of railway cars. The first was to
estimate the extent to which direct loading would be used
under different circumstances after the general population
of grain farmers had become familiar with this alternative.
The second objective was to estimate the impacts of direct
producer loadings upon grain movement and the costs and
incomes of grain producers and elevator companies.

In developing the conceptual framework the process
of and the factors favouring the diffusion of innovations

ii
$/ere j-nvestigated. The research reviewed indicated that

larger and younger farmers are more Iikely to adopt an
innovation and that the speed and extent of diffusion
increase as the relative advantage of the innovation
increases.
The conceptual analysis also indicated that the

marginal costs of dj-rect producer loading are less than those
of elevator loading- Thus total grain handling costs will be
reduced by the diversj-on of grain from prJmary elevators to

producer cars, provided that any external costs incurred

do

not exceed the savings.
The empirical investj-gation confirmed the hypotheses
which had been developed. A survey of a probability sample
of Praj-rie farmers demonstrated that younger and larger farmers
are more likely to adopt direct producer loading. It also
showed that tî" extent of the diffusion and adoption of
direct loading will increase with higher primary elevator
charges, the continued closure of pri:nary elevators, the
greater availability of hopper cars, and higher delivery
quotas. One estimate indicated that if the relative cost
of primary elevation doubled, nearly one-third of prj-mary
elevator deliveries coul-d be diverted to producer-loaded cars.
The short-run impact of producer-loaded cars upon
grain producers and elevator companies \À7as found to vary
considerably depending upon t.he circumstances in which they
are used. With an adequate railway car supply, the income
increase experienced by producer car shippers is greater

]-

Ll-

than the income reduction of primary elevators and other
grain producers, yielding an overall increase in income.
However, since producers do not load railway cars as quickly
as primary elevators, producer cars will cause a reduction
in total grain movement if a limited car supply is a constraint
to total grain movement. In this situation producer cars
may cause an overall decrease in income. It was estimated
that in 1978-79 producer cars caused an overall increase in
income of seven hundred thousand dollars.
The results demonstrate that for the benefits of
direct producer loadj-ng to be ful1y real-ized, producer car
shippers must become as fast and relj-able as primary elevators
when load.ing cars.

The major limitation

of the research was that it
considered only the impacts of. direct loadi_ng upon the
operational efficiency of the grain handling system. The
impacts upon exchange efficiency, that is, the pricing
practices of the primary elevators, was not evaluated.
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ChaPter I
INTRODUCTION

Grainhandlingandtransportationarevital
components in the total Canadian grain marketing system'
As such, their capacity and costs are of concern to everyone
involved in the Canadian grain industry. In recent lêârSr
this concern has led the federal government t'o commission
several major investigations of the canadian grain handlj-ng
and transportation system. Prominent among tTrese were the
HalI Commission, the study of Booz-Allen and Hamilton, and

the investigation of the Emergency Grain Movement

Task

Force
THE

PROBLEM

of the above mentioned investigations had
somewhat different terms of reference but aIl attempted to
diagnose the underlying problems of the grain handling and
transportation system and to prescribe solutions to these
Each

problems.

potential .oroblem (or opportunity) dealt with by
atl of the studies was the issue of producer-Ioaded railway
cars, the use of which increased by over I,700 per cent
One

during the .oeriod over which the above investigations were
conducted (from 255 cars in the L976-77 crop year Lo 4,636
cars in the L97B'79 crop Year).

fhis dramatic increase was due largely to the
peculiar circumstances which prevailed at that time. In
those years there was a build-up of farm stocks resulting
from three successive larger-than-average crops and a grain
transportation system w}. ich was unable to handle them' Thj-s
gave the individual farmer additional motivation to searcl"t
out alternative marketing methods and channels which avoided
the constraints of delivery quotas and/or primary elevator
congestion.
one such alternative which existed was the use of
producer railway cars which for non-Board feed grains

provided the individual producer with additional delivery
opportunities.l Trhis was so because primary elevator
congestion and space constraints did not affect deli-veries

to producer railway cars. As a result an individual farmer
could delj-ver into producer railway cars virtually all of
the non-Board feed grain he wanted to market'
Tfhis apparent inequity in delivery opportunity (not
all farmers are able to or wish to ship producer cars) and
the rapid increase in the use of producer railway cars
caused concern and dissention among the various participants
in the Canadian grain industry. As a result, in Januaryr
Ig7g, the Canadian Grain Commission appointed a Producer Car
study commj-ttee to investigate and report on producer
railway cars.
lTrhrougtrout the thesis the terms producer-loaded

railway cars, producer railway cars, producer cars' and
direct producer toadings will be used interchangeably.

The major concern at the time of this study was the

inequity of delivery opportunity caused by producer-loaded
railway carS. Hohtevef, the broader and more important
question regarding this alternative to primary elevators is
its impact upon the capacity, costs, and income of the grain
handling and transportation system and t.he component
member s .

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMI4ENDATIONS OF RECENT INQUIRIES

In its report the HaIl Commission observed that in
the five years previous to its investigation (L97I-72 lo
Ig75-76) producer-Ioaded railway cafs were insignificant in
Lerms of total grain marketings in western canada'
representing less than one tenth of one per cent of the
total marketings. The commission estimated that
producer-loaded railway carS could, "without adversely
effecting the movement of grain through normal channels '
easily handle up to five pef cent of producer marketings.
This would mean approximately 40 million bushels, or 20
thousand cars annually, being loaded directly by producers'
resulting in savings, to those producers, of approximately

$4.8 million yearly in elevator handling charges."2 The
Commission went on to recommend that the administration of
producer railway cars be streamlined and that producers be
made more avüare

of this option.

2Report of the Grain Handling and Transport.ation
Commission, Grain and Rail in Westefn CanSÊ3, Vol' I
(ottawa: Govãnmentõf Canada , L977) , p. 189'

The Booz-Allen and Hamilton study noted briefly

in

its report that the number of producer-loaded railway cars
had increased dramaticalJ-y during the two or three years up
to and including Lg78-79 and that this had caused concern to
the railways because of the detrimental effects on their
oper

ations

.3

The Emergency Grain i"lovement Task Force recommended

that restrictions on producer cars should be Ielaxed and
eventual-Iy removed with the expansion of the car fleet'4
The report of the Pfoducer car study committee
recommended several measures to improve the administrat'ion
of the allocation of producer railway cars and to reduce the
apparent inequities of delivery opportunities. Several of
these reconmendations were adopted by the Canadian Grain
Commission. Unfortunat.ely, this invest'igation, Iike the
others previously mentioned, made no attempt to predict the

future use of producer railway cars nor to quantify their
effect on the grain handling and transportation system.
The lack of rigorous and quantitative research into
this grain handling option which has the potential '
according Lo the HaIl Commission, of saving producers
several millions of dollars annually, has been an
unfortunate omission on the part of previous researchers'
particularly during this period of rapidfy rising farm costs'
3Booz-Allen and Hamilton Inc. and IBI Group, Grain
transportation and Handlilg in W99!9fn CangÊa, Executive

ouP, L979), P. vl-z,

4rinal Report nmergengy Gf?i?.ptovemg!t task rorcer
L979), P. 20"
(ottawa:ffiahada,

OBJECTIVES

'

SCOPE

'

AND

Þ1ETHODOLOGY

There were two main objectives to this research" The
was to estimate by how much the use of producer cars

first
could change under alternate sets of circumstances. The
second v/as to estimate how the costs and incomes of grain
producers and elevator companies are affected by the use of
producer cars.

Estimating the use of producer caIS was accomplished
through the means of a survey of a probability sample of
prairie producers in which they were asked how much grain
they would ship in producer cars in various situations.
The estimates of the effects of producer car's were
obtained by combining information on the change in costs

with estimates of the impact of producer car shipments
the total movement of grain.

upon

oRGANIzATIoNoFTHEREIVIAINDERoFTHETHESIS

Chapter II reviews the colourful history of producer
In chapter III the conceptual framework for

cars.
explaining the spread and impact of the use of
producer-loaded railway cars is developed. chapter Iv
discusses the empirical procedures and data sources which
hTere utilized to obtain the estimates. In chapter v the
results afe presented and discussed" In Chapter VI
conclusions afe drawn and the implications for public and
private policy are set forth. As well, the limitations of

the study and suggestions for further research are
discussed. The appendices contain additional information
regarding the empirical procedures.

Chapter II
THE HISTORY OF PRODUCER RA]LWAY

CARS

In spite of the dramatic increase in the number of
producer cars in L977-7 8 and 1978-79 ' they are by no means a
new phenomenon. The purpose of this chapter is to give an
historical perspective to producer cars. To accomplish this
the twenty-year struggle to establish the right to ship
producer cars is first described. Subsequently, the changes
in the governing legislation and the extent of the use of
producer cars from L9O2 until 1980 are described as well as
the conditions which led to these changes.
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE RIGHT

-

THE PERIOD FROM 1883 TO L9O2

of wheat from western Canada was a
shipment in L876 of 857 bushels of Red Fife, shipped from
Winnipeg t.o Toronto via Duluth. The f irst shipment via the
Great Lakes occurred in 1883, the year the Canadian Pacific
The first

movement

Railwayts mainline v/as completed between Thunder Bay and

Winnipeg. In 1884, the first terminal elevator at Thunder
Bay was completed and the regular movement of grain from
western Canada

commenced.

From that point on, the production and movement. of

western Canadian grain increased. In 1886 the Canadian
pacific Railway (c.P.R.) carried 10r900r000 bushels of

grain, in 1890 , 20 '200,000 bushels, in 1896 , 32,500 '000
bushels, and in 1899, 42t700 '000 bushels.

I
AsPattonexplains,becauseoftheattempttomove
each fal1's harvest to Thunder Bay before freeze-up' there
was a tremendous seasonal strain on transportation
As is the case today, the lack of rolling
facilities.l
stock was only one facet Of the problem. Another was the
way in which the existing stock was utilized'
One part of the car cycle which the C'P'R' felt could
be reduced was the loading of the caIS in the country. In
1884, there v¿ere virtually no country elevators. In fact'
the endless cup conveyor leg, t,he most important part of a
grain elevator, was a relativety recent invention. As a
result, many cars were loaded directly by farmers by
shovelling grain from their wagons which were driven onto
loading platforms, if one was located at the siding. Many
others were loaded t.hrough flat warehouses which provided
covered storage but no mechanized means fox toading grain
into cars. The floors of these warehouses were generally
level with the box car doors through which grain was loaded
in bags (by hand ot on trolleys) or by shovelling.
understandably these methods of loading sometimes took

longerthanloadingcarsviaacountryelevator.
The c.P.R. fett that the car cycle would be reduced
and the rolling stock more efficiently utilized if more cars
were loaded through country elevators and fewer directly by

I nar aLd S. Patton, Grain Growers
Western Canada (Cambridge, n

p. 12.

Cooperation in

28),

farmers or through flat warehouses. Therefore, in order to
provide an incentive fox the construction of country

elevators and at the same time reduce car Ioadings by other
means, the c.P.R. offered free site leases on sidings to
companies prepared to build "standard" el-evators. The
c.p.R. also offered a commitment not to atlow loadings
direct from farmers' wagons or through flat warehouses at
points where elevators vlere located'2
No doubt these inducements were factors in the
increase in the number of country elevators which in 1900
numbered 447. More than 1ikely the increasing use of
elevators to load cars increased the efficiency of
utiliza|ion of the railways' rolling stock. However, the
c.p.R.rs undertaking not to provide cars to flat warehouses
or f.ox direct loading, which it began to enforce in L8g7,
was not completely to the liking of all farmers. Under the
locational monopsonies and oligopsonies which the elevators
enjoyed as a result of the c.P.R.rs act.ion, the "evils of
under-grading, over-docking and short-weighing grew up and
the farmers found themselves in an intolerable position in
marketing their 9rain."3
These conditions Ied to widespread discontent

among

western farmers and as a result in 1898 James M. Douglas
introduced a bill to regulate the transit of grain in

2ruia.
3the Grain Growers Record 1900 to I943 (Winnipeg:

The Publ

10

llanitoba and the North-west Territories, In the debate he
elaborated on the negative impacts of the cax monopoly
enjoyed by the elevators. The bill was referred to the
railway committee. There the c.P.R. acknowledged thaL
refusing cars t,o farmers was contrary to the provisions of
the Railway Act and committed itself to removing this
As a result lulr. Douglas v¡ithdrew his bill'
restriction.
However, farmers' obtaining of railway carS was st'i11
"subject to condiLions of car supply, and the elevators
If a
still enjoyed an effective priority in distribution.
farmer obtained a cax I it was by favour of the company, not
by virtue of an enforceable right."4
In 1899 l,1r . Douglas re- introduced a s imilar bi1l. In
the debate he acknowledged that producers could now obtain
cars but pointed out that flat warehouses, which were still
restricted in obtaining cafs' were necessary in order to

provide competition for the country elevators'
The bill was referred to a special committee where
there was much heated and conflicting debate. In the autumn
of 1899, the Laurier government, realizing the extent of the
dissatisfaction and the implications of the underlying
situation, appointed the first of the royal commissions
concerning grain, the Royal Commission on the Shipment and
Transportation of Grain.

4Harald S. Patton, Grain Growers' Cgoperati

wesÈeïn Canada (Cambridge:

W

s,

^.
L928)

'
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In its report in the following year the commission
noted that "So long as any farmer is hampered in' or
hindered from, himself shipping to terminal markets, he will
be more or less at the mercy of elevator operatols"'5 In
ordertoensufethisdidnothappen,thecommissioners
erection
recommended that provision be made fox the optional
of flat warehouses and the compulsory erection of loading
platforms at sites requested by producers in order to
facilitate direct loading. of course such structures would
assist the farmer only if he was assured access to cafs'
Therefore, the commission suggested that "Though the
furnishing of cars to farmers has been given as a privilege'
they shoutd, with pfoper restrictions, enjoy it' as a legal
r

ight"

.6

These recommendations were subsequently incorporated
into the Manitoba Grain-Act, 1900, which resulted from the
report of the commission" The Act also provided for the

appointrnent of a warehouse commissioner to supervise

and

regulatethestorageandhandlingofgrain.AsWílsonnotes
,,producers ref lected their satisfaction with the new
Iegislation to a substantial degree in the 1900 election
returns"

.7

5neport and nvidg?ce o! lhe,Bov9l commission on the
*'.
t..tt'
g6ip*s.rt

.no transpor

"t

Canada, 1900) ' P' I1'

6r¡i¿.

7c.r. wilson,

A century of_Ça!+dian-9rain (saskatoon:

Western Producer erafilãTootcs,

1978 )

, P'32'

12

However, the farmerst contentment was short-Iived.

In 1901 there v/as a record wheat crop of over 60'000'000
bushels" The railway lacked the locomotives and cars to
transport that volume of grain before the close of
navigation. In fact, Iess than half of the crop was moved
by that time. Because of the demands placed on railway
equipment, railway agents refused to supply cars to flat
Again the
warehouses or farmers loading cars directly.
action was intended to increase the efficiency of the use of
the railway equipment. However, because of this, the
farmerst market,ing options were once again reduced.
In the spring of L9o2 the Manitoba Grain Act was
amended to ensure that all shippers had equal access to
cars. To accomplish this it was made mandatory for each
railway agent to maintain a car order book open to anyone
desiring to ship grain. Cars were to be distributed at the

station in the order in which applications were entered in
the book,
The Lgoz crop was another record breaker and, notwithstanding the new amendment to the Manitoba Grain Act'

the situation of 190I prevaiLed again, i.e., there was a
general car shortage and farmers were receiving less than
their share of cars. A group of Manitoba farmers declared
that the Grain Act was worthless "conceived in conceit and
hypocri"y, shapen by hands traitorous to the interests of
the farming communities".B
Suugh BoYd, New Breaking (Toronto:

1938), p. 33.

Dent and

Sons

'
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Boyd describes another group of l4anitoba farmers in

the ¡4into district who did more Èhan complain" When three
cars assigned to the local elevators were being spotted' the
farmers beat off the train crew and seized the caIS. Not
content to share the booty, the farmers wound up in a
free-for-al-1 fight. Similar brawls occurred at other
points.
In Sintaluta, then in the North-!,lest Territories,
another group of farmers adopted a more conventional course
of action and pursued their rights through the established
channels. Two members of the newly formed Territorial Grain
Growersr Association went to Winnipeg to point out to senior
officials of the canadian Pacific Railway that their agents
were not complying with the car order book provisions of the
Ir{anitoba Grain Act. When no impzovement resul-ted, the
association laid a formal complaint with the warehouse
commissioner.

upon investigation it was decided that charges would
be laid against the Sintaluta agent on behalf of the crown'
The case \^¡aS tried in Sintaluta and evidence was produced

Èhat the elevators had been allocated cars out of Èurn" The
magistrates found the defendant guilty and imposed a fine of

fifty dollars plus costs. The C.P.R. appealed the verdict
but it was upheld by the supreme court of canada.
Thereafter the railways effectively complied with the car
order book Provisrons.
Thus was the right of Prairie farmers to order, load,
and ship their own carlots of grain establ-ished, legislated,
tested, and

made

a reality.
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SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENTS TO THE PRESENT TTME

After the colourful initial history, there were few
controversies involving producer-loaded cars for the next
seventy-five years. In fact, the number of producer loaded
cafs, after peaking at over fifty thousand in the l9l2-13
crop year, declined to almost zeto in the L9'70-7 1 crop year '
since that time developments in grain policy and the
economics of grain handling have caused a resufgence in this
method of loading railwaY cars.

Iation Directly Affecting producer Railway Carsg
As might be expected, since L902 there have been many
changes in the legislation governing producer railway cars '
The Lgoz amendment to the cat order book provisions of the
Manitoba Grain Act was replaced by a more detailed amendment
which provided that the railway was required to place cars
at, any elevator, flat warehouse, siding, or loading platform
specified by the applicant. This amendment prohibited the
transfer or sale of the right to a car. As previously' cars
were Lo be allotted in the order in which the applications
appeared in the car order book. There were no restrictions
on the number of cars an applicant could order but if there
were insufficent cars to fill all orders, then each
applicant received only one car each time the agent went
of the
9rfris section draws heavily from the Report
':
1958, pp.
caIS'
Box
Inquiry into the Distribution of Railway
TT-LZ.
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of unfilled orders.
In 1908, provisions were made for custodians of caY'
order books at stations where there were no railway agents
and for cars to be supplied out of turn to elevators in
danger of collapse or for the shipment or. heated grain.
through the list

The Manitoba Grain Act was replaced by the canada

Grain Act in LgLz which carried forward the loading platform
and cay, order book provisions. An applicant could stil1
order more than one car but when there was a cat shortaget
he could not have more than one unfilled order in the book'
Ir4inor changes were made to the caY order book
provisions in Lg25t Ig27, and Lg29 but they were rewritten
in the Canada Grain Act of 1930. This act made the use of

the cal- order book optional on t,he part of the shipper,
although the railways were still obliged to fill the orders
placed in a cal" order book. This act also provided fox an
el-evator manager to have two unfilled applications and other
applicants onlY one.
the transfer of a cal.
from the original aPPlicant if the grain for which the car'
was ordered was in store in a pr imary elevator and was sold
An amendment in L947

a1 lowed

before the car arrived.
In 1951 many complaints arose regarding the use of
cay. order books, largely on account of the L947 amendment.
As a result, the Transport Contfollef suspended the use of
car order books from December 4, l95l until JuIy L4, L952
and again from october 19, 1953 until- December 13, 1953.
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Althoughseldomusedafterthatpointthecar'orderbook
provisionsremainedinthestatutesuntilthepresentCanada
Grain Act was Proclaimed in f97l'
for
The present Act dropped the obsolete provisions
the
loading platforms but included section 7I which replaces
carorderbookprovisionsandpreservesthefarmers'right
to load cars directlY"
Thissectionallowsforaproducerwhowishestoload
acarlotofgraintoorderaca1,throughtheCanadianGrain
have it supplied'
Commission who will make arÍangements to
the
The farmer is not obliged to order cars through
Commissionifhecanobtainthemotherwise,butthe
Commissionisobligedt'oSeethatthecarsorderedare
the
supptied.I0 The fact that the orders are placed through
Commissionisamajordifferencefromthecarorderbook
provisionswherebytheorderSwereplaceddirectlywiththe
r

a

ilway

.

Therealeothersignificantdifferencesaswell.For
examplersectionT:-appliesonlytoproducerswhereasthe
In
car. order book provisions applied to all shippers'
addition, Section 7L, as currently interpreted by the
Ordered to
canadian Grain commission, does not allow cars sO
lOet the time of writing it was possible f9I
or directly
producers to ãi4", cars tfrrougñ grain dêalers
gfains
the
of
"minor"
from the railway to transport-ceitain
cars to loa<l
such aS sunffåw'ers. pro¿ucãrs can also order
outside the
users
to
non-Board feeã õiãin" destineA directly
the
from
cars
lfre
prairies trom giã1" á.afers who order
Grain TransPortation Authoz itY'
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be loaded through a pr imary elevator. On the other hand, ûO
restrictions were placed on the mode of loading cars ordered
through the car order book. Finally, there is no liinit to
the number of producer cars which a farmer can order at one
time (so long as he can load these within the limitation of

his quota). The former car order book provisions stipulated
that a farmer could not apply fox a Second car until the
first car ordered had been shipped.
of Producer Railway Cars and Belsleg-!eve!
For many years in the early part of this century
producer-Ioaded railway cars constituted a significant
portion of the total market.ings of western Canadian grain'
This is dramatically illustrated in table 1 which shows that
in the I}]2-L3 crop year more than fifty thousand railway
cars were loaded directly by producers. This represented
272 of the total grain shipments from western canada in that
crop year "

that point to the 1970's although there were
fLuctuations from year to year, there !{as a general downward
t.rend in the shiprnent of pfoducer-loaded cars with only
fifteen cars being shipped in 1970-71. Several reasons
may be inf erred f.oY this trend, but the ma jor one ' as stated
by the Producer Car Study Committee of L979 vras probably
"the development of an adequate primary elevator system
which provided the required services at a reasonabl-e
From
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Table

1

Shipments of Producer Cars
in Selected Years from 1 909-1 0 to

Producer Cars

1

980-81

Producer Cars
as a Per Cent
of Total Grain

Crop Year

Shipped

Cars

1909-10
1910-11
1911-12
191 2-13
1913-14
1 924-25
1 929-30
1934-35
1939-40
1944-45
1949-50
1 954-55
1959-60
1964-65
1 969-70
1 970-7 1
1 971-72
1 972-73
1 973-7 4
1974-75
1975-76
1 976-71
1 977-78
1 978-79
1 919-80
1 980-81

22,165
21 ,254
48 ,123

19
20
27
27
22

51 ,137

43,906
23,598
7 ,362
10 ,340
7

,717

756
373
170
71

36
35
15
183
193
181
96

394
255

2,174
4,636
2,064
2,954

11
4
5
3

0.20
0.15
0.06
0.03
0.01
0.01
0"004
0.04
0.04

0.05
0 .03

0.1

0 - 75

Sources:
1977-782 Reoort of the Producer Car
Study Committee (V'finniPeg: Cánad.ian Grain Commission,
1

901

-1

0 to

1979), pp. 39-40.

1978-79 to 1 980-81 : Producer Car Shipments
(Winnì-peg: Canadian Grain commffioñF

0

0.07
0.53
1 .27
0.50
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cosÈ. " r1

However, in the 1977-7 I czop year, there was

a

dramatic increase in the use of producer-loaded railway
cars.L2 The numbers of such cars ordered through the
Canadian Grain Commission increased more than eight-fold
from the previous crop year to over 2tL00 cars.
The reasons for this increase were not the following

traditional
Committee

incentives as cited by the Producer Car Study

t13

reducing of trucking distances.
saving PrimarY elevator costs"

- marketing grain in terminal position.
avoiding the services of a particular elevator
manager or company.
Although these were cont.f ibuting f actors, the major
impetus for the increase in producer railway cars was the
advantage to both producers and grain companies of using
producer railway cars to merchandise non-Board feed grain.
For certain producers, producer railway cars offered
a means of marketing considerably more non-Board feed grain
than vras possible by delivering t,o the primary elevator

IlReport of the Producer Car Studv Committee
(Winnipeg: Canadian Crain Commission, L979 ) , P.6.
L2ot course these cars were no longer loa<led by
producers shovelling grain from atop a loading platform but
?ather by use of the ubiquitous farm auger ' a relatively
recent iñnovation in terms of the history of grain handling
in western Canada.
l3Report of rhe producer car stu9lgittg9
(

Winn

ipeg

2.
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syst.em. At first glance this may seem illogical since the
open quota for non-Board feed grains would suggest that a
producer could deliver and sell a1l t-hat he wished to
primary elevators.
However, when the domestic feed grain poli-cy came
into effect in the early 1970's, limitations were placed on
the proportion of primary elevator storage space that could

be occupied by non-Board feed grain. The limitations were
ten per cent for a company's total system and twenty per
cent for an individual elevator (with certain exemptions)'
Because of the large crops of L9'76, L977, and L978

of feed grain production, deliveries of
non-Board feed grain were often restricted at individual
elevators by the twenty per cent constraint. At these
points the open quota was not very meaningful to producers
wishing to delj-ver to primary elevators. However , Lf they
ordered producer cars, primary elevator space was no longer
a constraint for them and they could ship and sell as much
non-Board feed grain as they vùere able and willing to load
into producer cars. For many, this was a considerable
and the distribution

incentive because of the limited alternatives'14
There were also incentives for elevator companies to
promote producer cars. one of these was the metTìod in which

l4canadian Wheat Board delivery quotas for feed grain
lvere relatj-velY low in the L977-78 and L97B'79 crop years '
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the Canadian Wheat Board allocated transportation resources
to the grain companies wishing to ship non-Board feed grain
to Thunder Bay terminals. Rather than allocating railway
cars to a grain company to ship its feed grain stocks from
its primary elevators, the Wheat Board would trade ot switch
its Thunder Bay stocks of feed grain f.ox the companies'
primary elevator non-Board stocks and subsequently ship more
wheat Board stocks to Thunder Bay to replace those stocks
lraded. These shipments v/ere only coincidentatly from those
areas where the original stocks of non-Boafd feed grain were
it was only by coincidence that the
cars for these shipments were allocated to the grain
companies in proportion to the volume of stocks they had

purchased. similarly,

traded wiLh the Vüheat Board.
As a result, a company active in marketing non-Board
feed grain could conceivably congest its eLevators with
Canadian Wheat Board feed grain originatly purchased as
non-Board while having increased its competitors' shipments
of canadian wheat Board feed grain. By having their
producer customers order producer carS grain companies wefe
able to move forward the non-Board feed grain that they were
purchasing from farmers and avoid to a degree the dilemmas
associated with switching.
Producer cars were also outside the car allocation

formula and did not directly affect a company's caf
allocation fox its elevators. Therefore, although all
primary elevators as a group lost a caL when a producer car
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was shipped, the company merchandising that car lost only
its allocated percentage of that car. Since the

merchandising and handling revenue of the fzaction of a car
lost was smaller than the merchanising revenue of the

"extra" producer cay I this provided an additional incentive
f.ox the elevator company to merchandise grain via producel
cars.
The Ig77'78 crop year also witnessed another

development which may be far- more important in the long run'

So far, aS producer cafs are concerned. In that yeaf grain
dealers owning no elevator facilities became active in
merchandising producer cars. This was significant because
such grain dealers wilt promote producer cars at all times
and not just in peculiar circumstances such as those that
were motivating some grain handling companies to do so.
The use of producer cars continued to increase in the
lg78-79 cr.op year and concerns began to be expressed that

they could lead to a disruption in the orderly movement of
Canadian grain to market. In order to coxr'ect or prevent
any of the alleged problems the Canadian Grain Commission in
January , LgTg I appointed a three-man Producer car study
Committee to investigate the allocation of producer carS and
to recommend measures to integrate this movement of grain
more effectively

into the overall grain movement from

country Positions.
From the representaLions feceived the committee
identified four major problems with producer railway cars
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and recommended solutions to them.I5
The first

major problem identified was the perceived

inequity in detivery opportunity due to the factr âS
previously explained, that producer car shippers of
non-Board feed grain had greater access to the grain
handling system than other producers. The Committee had
severaf recommendations in this aÍea. The most significant
was a conditional recommendation that, if the sit'uation
persisted, âñ acreage allocation for non-Board feed grains
be inst,ituted. In effect this would have been a type of
quota on these deliveries. However, this problem was
eliminated prior to the release of the report in April'
Lg7g, when the canadian wheat Board announced that delivery
quotas on non-Board feed grain would be implemented at Èhe
of the Ig79-80 crop year. As with all quotas'
these also apply to deliveries to producer cars thereby
largely eliminating any delivery advantages previously

commencement

enjoyed by Producer car shiPPers.
The second problem was the confusion about the

division of authority over the allocation and scheduling of
producer railway cars between the Canadian Grain Commission
and the Canadian Wheat Board. To remedy this situation, the
Committee recommended that the two bodies jointly agree on
the appropriate administrative procedures, give the rules
and procedures official

status, and make them widely

known

lSRefer to Chapters vI and vII of the Report of the

Producer Car Studv Committee.
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to alI concerned parties" This was partially accomplished
by the end of the Ig78-19 cxop year. In the process of
arriving at the appropriate procedures the canadian Grain
commission and canadian wheat Board agreed that the
authority and responsibility for the allocation and
scheduling of producer cars would be completely assumed by
the Canadian Grain Commission.
A third problem presented to the committee was the
possibility that producers might hold their grain in
terminal storage for an undue length of time and thereby
congest the terminal elevators. To remedy this it was
that no shipper be allowed to retain possession
of grain in terminal position beyond a predetermined period
oftime.Aperiodofthirtydayswassuggestedas
appropriate. To date the canadian Grain commission has not

recommended

acted upon this recommendation.
The fourth major problem recognized by the committee,
and related to the third, vJaS the occasional reluctance of

terminal elevators to unload producer railway cars which
they were not merchandising'16 The committee recommended a
rotational allocation of such cars to ensufe an equitable
distribution among the terminals. This was implemented by
the Canadian Grain Commission in August , L979 "
Another recommendation of the committee was that the

r6to refuse to unload such cars which are lawful1Y
presented is a violation of Section 57 of the Canada Grain
Act.
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Canadian Grain Commission predetermine the number of

producer cars for each period of time.

It was suggested

that five thousand cars per crop year or about one hundred
per week would be appropriate under the prevailing
circumstances. fhis too was put in place by the Canadian
Grain Commission. fhe number selected as appropriate for
Lhe 1979-80 crop year was one hundred cars per week. One
significant reconmendation not implemented to date was that
joint loading
significantly
impose on the
By the

of producer cars be allowed. Trhis would
reduce the constraint that delivery quotas
use of Producer carsend of tTre L97B'79 crop year, 4,636 cars

ordered through Lhe Canadian Grain Commission had been
loaded directly by producers. This was the largest number

of producer-loaded railway cars for almost forty years and
represented just over LL+Z of the t.otal rail car shipments of
grain from western Canada in that crop year.
In the 1979-80 crop year the number of producer cars
dropped to 2,064, fewer than had been shipped two years

earlier. Ttre main reason for the reduction v/as the quite
different situation wtrich prevailed for feed grains. In
1979-80 there was relatively free movement of feed grains
through all channels. fherefore, there was a smaller
incentive to use Producer cars to market feed grain since
they no longer allowed easíer access to the grain handling
and transportation sYstem-
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In 1980-81 the number of producer cars increased
again, this time to almost three thousand cars. Since the
shipments of all grains increased (with the relative
increase being greatest for Canadian VIheat Board grains ) it
may inferred that this increase was not the result of any
one peculiar market aberration but rather, ât least
partialty, the result of tTre continuing spread of
information on the mechanics and advantages of shipping
producer cars.

In 1980-8f the number of producer cars adminj-stered
by grain dealers and other smal1 grain companies exceeded
that administered by the major Prairie grain handling
companies (see table 3). This was a marked change from three
years earlier when such cars comprised less than six per
cent of the total producer cars.
T*re numbers of producer cars of the various types of
grain in recent years are shown in table 2. It can be noted
that, although the f980-81 shipments of non-Board feed grain
were 19 per cent less than in Lg77'78, in the same four year

period the producer car shipments of Canadian Wheat Board
grain increased by 70 per cent while for tY€, flaxseed, and
rapeseed the 1980-81 shipments were 4.6 times ttrose in
r977-7A.

Ttrerefore, at the end of f980-81, it appears that
direct producer loading has re-attained the status of a
credible alternative to the loading services of .orimary
elevators.
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Table

2

Shipments of Producer Cars by Grain,
1977-78 to 1 980-81

NonBoard

Canadian
Wheat

Feed

Board

Grain

Grain

Crop Year

Rye,

Flaxseed,
and
Rapeseed

Total

- number of cars
1977-78
1

978-79

332

1,609

233

2

,174

273.75

3,903

459. 25

4

,636

883. 5

2,064

1979-80

272

980-8

564

1

1

908.5
1

1,083

2,954

Producer Car Shipments (Winnipeg: Canadian

Source:

Grain Commission).

Tab1e
Sh

,307

3

j-pments of Producer Car by Type of Administrator,
1977-78 to 1980-81

Crop Year

Major Prairie
Grain Handling
Compan j-es

Other
Grain
Compani-es Producers

Total

number of cars
1977-78
1

978-7

9

1979-80
1

980-8

1

2,051

85

38

2,174

,884

658

94

4

1,177

860

27

2,064

,380

1,488

B6

2,954

3

1

Source: Internal statisÈics of the Canadian Grain
Commission.

,636

Chapter III
CONCEPTUAL FRA¡4EWORK

This chapter has two main purposes. The first is to
review the process of the diffusion of innovations and to
use this information to formulate hypotheses about the
possible future use of producer-loaded railway cars. The
second is to develop hypotheses concerning the impacts of
diverting grain deliveries from primary elevators to direct
producer loading.
The two subjects are clearly inter-related because
the speed and extent of the diffusion of an innovation are

largely determined bY its imPact"
THEDIFFUSIoNoFINNoVATIoNSAIqoNGFAR}4ERS

According to Rogers, an innovation is something which
is new to an individual (or gfoup) even though it may have
been in existence for Some time (for example the wheel was

an innovation to North American Indians). The process by
which innovations spread among and are adopted by social
systems is known as diffusion.I
In agricultufe, a technological innovation is a new
way of producing, handling, or storing an agricultural

product. Such an innovation generally changes the existing
production function ot results in a new production function
Roqers, The Diffusion of Innovations (The Free
Press of Glencoe, L962), p. 13"
1s -M-
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such that the same quantity of output can be produced with
less inputs (a cost-reducing innovation) and/ox a larger

quantity of output can be produced with the same quantity of
inputs (an output-increasing innovation).2 ¡ marketing
innovation, in the agricultural context, introduces a new
method for farmers to sell their output'

SimpleobservationofinnovationssuchaSzer'o
tillage, four-wheel drive tractors' and air seeders
demonstraÈe that not all innovations ( if any) are adopted
immediately by the entire population of potential adopters'
Research conducted into the diffusion process has done much
to explain the observed var iations of Èhe speed and extent
of the diffusion of different innovations. For the purpose
of t,his review the diffusion process and the associated
research have been discussed under the following four
head ing s :

the stages in the adoption process and the
associated sources of information'
theinnovativenessofindividualsandtheir
associatedsocio-economiccharacteristics.
the perceived at'tributes of the innovation
including relative economic advantage'
space.

.Y. Donaldson and J . P. l"lcInerny, " Chang ing
Machinery Technology and AgriculturaL lajusllgttll
.American
Jãurñai ót agricuftüraf ecónomics' 55'5 (1973) ' 834.
2e
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The Staqes in the edoption Process and Assoclqted

Information Sources
Rogers outlined the following five stages in the
decision of whether or not to adopt an innovation:3
Descr iption
Stage
the individual is
awar eness
exposed to the
innovation often in

a

non-purposive manner.

inter

es

evaL uat

t
ion

tr ia}

the individual seeks
additional information
in a purposive manner.
the individual gives
the innovation a mental
trial and decides
whether or not to try
it, in reality.
the individual uses the
innovation on a small
scale.

adop t

ion/non- adoPt ion

the individual adopts
or rejects the
innovation.

Lyster combined the fizst two of these stages in his
research into the sources of information from which
Saskatchewan farmers learned about new farming practices.4
He determined that different information sources were most
important for different st,ages and for different
innovations. For a new var iety of wheat the following
sources were found to be most important for the
3Rogers, op. cit.,

PP. 81-86.
49. Lyster, "Information and the Farmer in Southern

" Canad ie@ultural
(rg7o),
r6
Lgt2

SaskaLchewanl

Econqm:Ltq

'
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various stages:
Stage

awareness-information
evaluation
trial

l"lost ImporLant Source of
Information

farm press

"

seed grov'/er

st

neighbors, farm Press.
seed growers
neighbors. '

adoption
Personal exper ience '
For agricultural chemicals, the farm press and
elevator agents were equally important in the
awareness-information stage.

Lyster's results are remarkably similar to those of
Ryan and Gross in their classic research on the diffusion of
hybrid seed corn.5 They discovered that commercial channels
were the most important Sources of original information
while neighbors \{ere mosÈ import.ant when it came to being
convinced to LzY the seed. Final1y, most farmers tried the
seed on a limited acleage first before switching over to it
completely.
Funk has conducted similar research on information

sources used by farmers when making decisions on buying
herbicides.6 In his taxonomy he has used three stages

similar to the first three enumerated by Rogers but has not
dealt with trial or adoPtion.
53. Ryan and N.C. Gross, "The Diffusion of Hybrid
seed corn in Two lowa communitiesr" Rural sociology, 8
(l,Iarch, 1943), l5
24.
6a. Funk, "The Farmer Decision ProceSS in Purchasing
Herbicidesr" Canadian Journal of Agricultural Economics,
28 t2 (1980 ) , 26-40.
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His findings yegaí.ding information sources about herbicides
showed the following:
l4ost Important Source
of Information
Stage
other farmers.
problem recognition ( awareness )
information search ( inter

es t

)

chemical dealers,
gover nment
publ ications

'
package labels.

evaluation

not investigated.

The above discussion indicates that once an

individual becomes aware of an innovation, the decision of
whether or not to adopt is not instantaneous. Indeed, in
agricultural crop production, if trial is an integral stage
in the adoption process, it will take at least one
production per iod for a farmer to adopt a new production
innovation. On the other hand, handling, storâ9ê, and
marketing innovations can be tried and adopted more quickly'
The Characteristics of the Potential Adopters

studies have attempted to relate the
socio-economic characteristics of adopting units Lo their
degree of innovativeness. Rogers has concluded that the
mgre innovative farmers are more educated, have larger
l4any

farms, have travelled mo1e, and make more use of extension
services than less innovative farmers.T The reason fox some
of these cofrelat,ions have been suggested by subsequent
r esear ch .

Rogers, "A Note on Innovationsr" Journal of
Farm Economics, 41rI (1959), L34.

7n.u.
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In his investigation of the relationship between
education and the optimal allocation of inputs, Huffman has
equated education with the ability to acquire and decode
information.S thus, more educated individuals are able to
evaluate and adopt mole quickly an innovation than those
less educated.
In an article very pertinent to this subject Perrin
and Inlinkelmann described Lhe impediments to technical
progress on small versus Iarge farms. they cite three major
impediments.9 First, there are economies of size in
acquiring and evaluating a new technique which make it less
worthwhile for a small farmer to do so. second' new
techniques often involve risks which smaller farmers may be
less able to undertake. Third, smaller farmers may face
higher per unit input costs for the new technique because of
the smaller scale on which they operate. the corollary of

the third impediment is the possibility that some
innovations may not be available in a size or scale which
the farmer can economically use. For example, direct
producer loading of a railway car is less feasible' more
and may involve more costly freight (if there is
difficult,
a minimum freight charge) for a farmer with less than a
complete carlot of grain"
8ry. Huffman, "Decision Making: The Role of
Educationr" American Journal of Agricultural- Economics, 56,L
(r97 4)

,

87 .

9p. Perrin and D. Winkelmann' "Impediments to
Technical Progress On Small Versus Large FaImSr" American
Journal of Agricultural Economics, 58,5 (L976), 888.
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An additional characteristic possibly col-r'elated with

innovativeness which was not discussed in the Iiterature
reviewed is the individual's past experience with change
(although this could be considered as a component of

It would be expected that, âI1 else being
equal, the more change an individual has experienced and the
more innovations he has successfully adopted' the greater is
Èhe likelihood that he will adopt any other innovation and
the faster is the speed with which he will adopt it. Tf
education) .

this is the case t a gÍoup which has recently experienced
extensive structural change and adopted many innovations
(such as Prairie farmers in the late 1970's) will be more
receptive to innovations than the same group during a
relatively static period (such as the 1960rs) '
The Perceived Attrib

Variousinvestigationshavestudiedseveral
attributes of an innovation that can be perceived by a
potential adopter and enter into his adoption decision.
Researchers have identified several attributes which' if
possessed by an innovation, will affect the speed and extent
with which an innovation is adopted.I0'11-,L2

These

10G.w. Downs and L.w. Mohr, "Toward a Theory of
InnovatiOo," Administration and societvI L0,4 (L979) 379 -

408.

Itf. E. Ostlundr "Perceived Innovation Attfibutes as
predicatorS of InnovativeneSSr" Journal of Consumer
Resear ch , t ( Sept.ember , L97 4) , 23-29 "
128.1,1. Rogers and F.F. shoemaker Communic3!ig?s of
'
Innovations (2nd ed.; New Yofk: The Free Press, L97I), pp'

ffi
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attributes include the following:
Attr ibut.e
compatibilitY

Descz

iption

degree to which

innovation is
consistenL with
existing values '
habits, and Past

an

exper iences.

degzee to which an

comPlexitY

rnnovation is difficult
to understand and use.
degree to which an
innovation is available
fot trial on a limited
basis, without a large

trialabilitY

commitment.

observabilitydegreetowhichthe
results are
visible anð/or aPParent
and Possible to
communicate.

-perceivedriskdegreetowhichrisks
are Perceived as
associated with the
innovation

- perceived instability
óf future benefits
.

"

fear that the benefit
cost ratio will
decrease signif icantlY
after the innovation
has been adoPted.

relativeadvantagedegreetowhichan
innovation is suPer ior
to the Practices it
rePlaces both in
economic and
non-economic ( e.g.
Prestige) terms.

Insimpleeconomictheory,relativeeconomic
advantage should be the major factor in determining whether
a producer adopts an innovation. In other words, if an
innovation is cost-reducing or. output-increasing, a rational
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producer should substitute it fox the input or practice
which it replaces.

Unfortunately, the other attributes do enter into the
decision and make it more complex than if there were just
the one factor to consider, However, as Rosegger points
out, even disregarding the other attributes, the decision to
adopt or not in the short run wil-l be influenced by the
individuaL producer I s particular short-run situation,
especially if adopting the innovation involves a capital
purchase.13 For example, a farmer who has just purchased a
will Iikely have less incentive
to purchase an air seeder than a farmer who is in the market
fox a new seeder. The former is more committed to the oId
t,echnology because of the capital- loss he might incur by
switching to the new technology so soon after purchasing a

new conventional seed

new

drill

unit of the old technologY.

Space

research into the spatiat aspects of d if f usion
has been conducted by geographers such as Hagerstrand.
Their models compare the diffusion of innovations to the
Ivluch

diffusion of gases and diseases observed in the physical and
biological sciences. Their research suggests that
innovations afe generally more quickly adopted closer to the
point of their origin. This is in fact the expected pattern
l3c. Rosegger, "Diffusion and Technological
Specificity: The Case of Continuous Castingr" The Journal of
Industrial- Economics, 28 ,I (L979) , 40.
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of diffusion of agricultural innovations if inter-farmer
communication is important in the adoption process as the
research of Lyster, Funk, and Ryan and Gross has suggested.
THE DIFFUSION OF DIRECT PRODUCER LOADING OF RAILWAY

CARS

Although direct loading is as old as the western
Canadian grain índustry it can be classified as a modern-day

innovation because as recently as the L976'77 crop year it
was virtually

unused.

This innovation represents a cost-reducing technology
(from the adopter's viewpoint) of toading grain into a
railway car. If the grain shipped is not to be sold to the
Canadian Wheat Board, producer cars also provide additional
merchandising alternatives to the users such as selting to
the highest bidder in terminal position or shipping and
selling directly to eastern Canadian feed grain users.
fhus, producer cars represent both a technological and a
marketing innovation.

of projecting the potential diffusion and
adopt.ion of direct producer loading in general terms is to
evaluate this innovation in relation to the
previously discussed elements which are associated with
One method

these processes.

fhe Stages in the Adoption Process and Associated
Information Sources
Previous studies have demonstrated that, in general,
farmers become aware of innovations through the medi-a or
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commercial sources and evaluate them in terms of informati-on

obtained from neighbours who have used ttre innovation' Of
course, the innOvators or first adopters do not have the
benefit of their neighbours' experience and information'
A similar situation might be expected to exist in the
diffusion of producer cars. fhe farm media in western
Canada has an extensive coverage reaching the majority of

Praírie farmers. Therefore, the knowledge of the existence
of an innovation can be relayed much more quickly via the
media tTran via inter-farmer cOmmunications. As a result, it
is more likely that farmers will obtain their first
knowledge about a grain handling and marketing innovatj-on
from these sources than from other farmers. However, before
actually trying the innovation a farmer is likely to seek
more detailed information from sources whose opinions he
values and trusts.
In many cases this will be a friend and/or neighbour
who ?ras tried the innovåtion. If no such neighbour exists,
then an alternate interpersonal sources of informatj-on may

be sougTrt. One such source with which vi-rtually all the
Prairi-e grain farmers have easy and frequent personal
contact is a primary elevaÈor manager. For innovations
involving grain handling and marketing he would be a logical
source of information. (However, in the case of this
particular innovation, which in most situations represents
competit.ion to the elevator manager, Ïte may be a reluctant
source of information or even a source of misj-nformation) '
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of the detailed
information requj-red when deciding whether or not to try
shipping a producer car are the grain dealers mentioned in
Ctrapter II. Untike elevator managers, their incomes are
enhanced, not threatened, by providing the information and
administration farmers need to ship producer cars.
Therefore, it is to be expected that they would be a much
Another and relatively

new source

willing source of .oositive information regarding
producer cars than most elevator managers. In Other words'
rather than waiting for potential producer car shippers to
come to them for information, the grain dealers will
actively seek tTrem out and provide tTre required information
more

and services.

In light. of these fact.s it seems that farmers in tl. e
av/areness stage are more likely to have obtained their
information from the media and that those farmers in the
remai-ning stages of interest, evaluation, trial, and
adoption are more likely to have obtained information from
other farmers, elevator managers, or grain dealers.
However, because of Lhe negatÍve attitude of many
elevator managers to\¡/ard producer cars, it is difficult to
deduce whether the existing information sources speed or

retard the diffusion of producer cars.
fhe Characteristics of the Potential Adopters
Previous research has concluded that farmers
possessing certain socio-economic characteristics are

more

likely than others to be early adopters of innovations.

One
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characteristic associated with innovativeness is large farm
size. As previously explained, this is because it is often
easier and less risky for larger farmers to adopt
innovations.

For producer cars this is certainly the case since it
is necessary not only to produce a carlot quantity of grain
but also to have the delivery quota for this carlot. In

not meet these
prerequisites. Even if they do, the risk associated with
shipping a producer car (ttre loss of a carlot of grain) is
relatively more serious for small producers with their

many instances smalI producers do

smaller production bases.
fherefore, it is likely that larger farmers will have
more positive attitudes towards producer cars and wilI use
them sooner and more often than smaller farmers.
The Perceived Attributes of Producer Cars

Producer cars possess several of the attributes whj-ch

favour the adoption of an innovation. They are observable,
trialable (usually without any additional investment), the
mechanics of loading are not complex, and producer cars have
the relative advantage of yielding a higher per unit return
than deliveries to primary elevators.
On the other hand the mechanics of merchandising a
producer car are more complex than the merchandising of
deliveries to primary elevators. In addition, bypassing the
primary elevator system may be incompatible with some
producers' loyalties to thei-r co-operative elevator
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companies which have a vested interest in maximizing the

handlings of the primary elevator system. Also, the future
benefits may be perceived to be unstable if producers see
producer cars as a threat to their local elevator which,
even if they ship producer cars, they might not want to
lose. Shipping producer cars may also jeopardize future
good relations with the local elevator manager. A final

negative attribute entering into a farmer's deliberation of
wTrether to try direct toading of a railway car is the
perceived risk. fhrere is definitely a degree of loss of
control over the safety of the grain as the producer car
shipper assumes the risk of extended distance ownership.
A priori it is not possible to predict the weighted
impact of these various perceived attributes. However, as

the relative economic advantage increases, i.e. as the costs
avoided (primary elevator handling charges) increase, it is
expected that the number of farmers shipping producer cars
and the volumes shipped in producer cars will

increase.

Space

As explained previously, geographers' models of

diffusion suggest that innovations are adopted more quickly
closer to their point of origin. lf inter-farmer
communication facilitates the diffusion of agricultural
innovations thj-s hypothesis is appropriate in the case of
.oroducer cars, especialty when the vast distances of the
Prairie Provinces are considered. In other words, if at
some

starting point there were more points shipping producer
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cars in one province than another, the use would spread more
quickly in the f írst .orovince.
fhe foregoing hypotheses regarding the elements
affecting the diffusion and adoption of producer cars were
empirically tested by methods which are described in the
following chapter.
A OUA],ITATIVE

ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF PRODUCER

CARS

The purpose of thj-s section is to develop hypotheses

regarding the impact of the use of producer cars as an
alternative to elevator loading.
fhese hypotheses will predict in a qualitative manner
tl.e overall impact and the distribution of the impact among

the affected parties.
Market Efficiency

According to Koh1s, marketing.is the "performance of

all business activities involved in the flow of goods and
servj-ces from the point of initiat agricultural production
until they are in the hands of the ultimate consumer."L4 He
goes on to state that maximum marketing efficiency is
achieved when the ratio of consumer satisfaction to input
resources is maximi-zed. For example, a change which reduces
input costs without reducing consumer satisfaction is
obviously an improvement in marketing efficiency. However,

I4R. r,. Kohls, Marketin

3rd ed.; (Toronto: Macmillan

of Aqricultural Product
Company,
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if costs and consumer Satisfaction both change in the same
direction, it. is difficult to conclude whether marketing
efficiency Ïras improved because of the difficulty of
measuring consumer satisfaction.
Kohls dj-vides marketing
To overcome this difficulty,
efficiency int.o operational ot technological efficiency and
pricing or economic efficiency (cal-led exchange efficiency
by !,iarraci<) .15
As Warrack states, operational efficiency

concentrates on cost-reducing alternatives and tectrnologies
for physicatly providing marketing services. fhe problem is
one of adding form, place, and time utilit.y

with the

least-cost combination of inputs.
Exchange efficiency (of which pricing efficiency is
the major component) reflects among other things the
coincidence of prices and costs (including a normal profit).
In other words, the closer prices are to costs, the more
is the market"
According to l{arrack, operational efficiency is
largely determined by market organization, i.e. the way the
physical facilities are organized, while exchange efficiency
is largely determined by market structure, a major element
of which is market concentration or the number of firms in
efficient

the industry.

15e.e. warrack, "A Conceptual Framework for Analysis
Ef ficiêrlC!, " Canadian Journal of Agricultural
Market
of
Economics, 20,3 (I972) ,
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The comparison of operational efficiencies of

different technologies is a fairly straightforward analysis.
It basically involves determining the. cost of alternate v/ays
of performing a function at different scales and levels of
output. In the analysis of producer cars it required
determining the costs of direct producer loading of grain
and comparing these costs to those incurred by the primary

elevator system when loading railway cars.
However, the analysis of the impact of a marketing
technique on exchange efficiency is not as easy. Thris
requires estimating the impact of the marketing technique on
prices. In the case of producer cars, the analysis would
require the investigation of the impact of producer cars on
the price of primary elevators' Ïrandling services and the
prices of the non-Board grains. (ror Canadian Wheat Board
grain, producer cars have no impact on price since there is
only one buyer and one f ixed termj-nal price ) .
Producer cars have an impact on the price of primary
elevator services because the primary elevators consider the
possibility of farmers using the alternative of direct
loading when establishing their service charges. As stated
in the report of the 1910 Saskatchewan Elevator Commission,
Èhey are "rea1 competitors of the elevators, and their
competition has tended to the protection of the farmers who
do not use them. "16
l6Report of the Elevator commission of the Province

of sasXat

T

),
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Fornon-Boardgrains,producercarsrepresent
primarily an alternative to selling grain to t}-e local
primary or process elevators. with a producer car a farmer
has the opportunity to sell to any grain company rather than
Ïraving to accept the offer of the very I'i.mited number of
bidders at his local delivery Point.IT fhis alternative to
shop around for a higher bid without Ïravíng to travel down
the road to another primary elevator company introduces more
competition among the companies buying at primary elevators.
Conceptually, this should raise the price and/or level of
service received by all farmers (or at least for those with
the option of shipping a producer car) '
unfortunately, the quantification of the impact of
producer cars upon the pricing practices of primary
elevators was beyond the scope of the resources available
for this researcþ. Therefore, the analysis of the impact of
producer cars was rest.ricted to analyzing the impact of
direct producer toading on the costs or operational
efficiency of the grain handling system and the changes in
net incomes of the affected parties '

ITcanadian Grain Commission statistics show that over
hatf of the delivery points in western canada have only one
elevator company rePresented'
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A Qualitative Comparison of the Costs of Primarv Elevators
and Direct Pzoducer Loading
The purpose of this section is to present

a

qualitative assessmenL of the differences in the nature of
the short-run costs of these two alternative methods of
loading grain into railway cars and in the process to
develop hypotheses which wilI subsequently be empirically
tested. Before this is possible, however, a brief
explanation of the r.,ature of two technologies is ïequired.
Upon delivery to a primary elevatou, grain is
elevated sixt,y to one hundzed feet by a leg (an endless belt

with a series of buckets) and directed into a bin for
storage. When the grain is loaded into railway cars
(generally not at the same time it, is received) it is
re-elevated by the leg and directed into the railway car.
Modern legs (of which many elevators nowadays have two) are
powered by a twenty-horsepower motor and can elevate 5'000
to 61000 bushels per hour. However, because of the sporadic
arrival of railway cars, primary elevators generally ship
out much less in a season than their potential annual
shipping capacity.
Primary elevators are operated by skilled and
versatile employees known as elevator managers. t"lany of
these managers have one ot more assistants. the hours of
work of managers and assistants ate limited by labour
Iegislation and contracts.
Although the equipment has become more sophisticated
Èhe basic technoLogy of primary elevators (eLevation by a
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vertical l.g) has been in general use f.ox over one hundred
years. Farm grain augers, on the other hand, are a
relatively recent innovation, having been in general use for
less than forty years. Today, however, virtually every
cqmmercial farm in westezn Canada has at least one grain
augeï for. placing harvested grain into farm storage and
subsequently loading the grain into trucks for delivery to
the primary elevator system. This means there are at least
150r000 grain augers on farms in westezn Canada as compared
to approximately 3'500 primary elevators.
The construction of a farm auger is very simple.
Basically, it consists of a metal screw conveyor inside a
hollow metal tube general}y with a diametez of from six to
ten inches and a length of from twenty-five to seventy
feet. This tube and scfew conveyor is mounted on a mobile
metal frame with which the angle of the tube can

be

adj usted.

The smaller augers (six and seven-inch diameter) are

generally powered with smaLl gasoline motors of from eight
to sixteen horsepower while the larger augers are usually
driven by a tractor with a power take-off.
The capacity of gráin augers varies with the speed of
operation, the type of grain, the angle of elevation, and
the moisture content of the grain. However, the 1ange of
hourly capacities of seven-inch augers (the size most
commonly used to load producer caIS) elevating dry grain at
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a thirty degree angle is from L,320 to 2,9L0 bushels per
hour.18
The new price of such an auger duzing the 1978-79

crop year would have been from I/ZO0 to I/500 of the cost of
a typical new primary elevator ($2,000 vezsus $600'000 to
$r,000,000).
The operation of grain augers' although potentially
hazardous, is relatively

simple, requiring a minimum of

ski1l and ttaining.
From the preceding facts on primary elevators and
grain augers, it. is apparent that the nature of the costs of
the two methods of loading grain into railway cars vary
mar ked 1y .

difference between the level of the
costs of the two loading technologies is in the area of
fixed costs. This is because the initial cost of elevators
is so much greater than that of augers, yielding higher
The most dramatic

depreciation, interest on investment, and insurance costs.
However, in the short run, fixed costs will not be
affected by the diversion of grain from primary elevators to
producer cars. Therefore, the relevant costs in a shozt-run
analysis are the short-run variable and margina] cosÈs which
also differ significantly between the two technologies.
Except for labour, the major variable cost associated
with both technologies is the energy (gasoline, diesel fuel,
lSprair ie

Agr icultural i"lachinery Institute Evaluation
Reports No" EI97'7 A, B, and D, printed December, 1978.
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or electricity) to load the grain into the railway cars.
From the previous description of the operation of the two
loading methods it is quite obvious that a primary elevator
requires more energy to load a quantity of grain than does a
grain auger. This is because of the simple fact that a
primary elevator elevates the grain about three to seven
times higher than does a grain auger (the height of an
elevator versus the height of a railway car) and generally
does so twice (once on receipt and once on shipment).
To compare the labour costs of primary elevators and

grain augers, it is necessary to impute a value to the
farmer's labour. No doubt a farmer's tirne is valuable but in
this task it may be considered to be worth only the value of
the semi-skilled labour he could have hired to load the car.
In most cases, this is less per houz and per bushel or tonne
loaded than the salary and wages of an elevator manager and
his assistants.
In addition to the costs incurred at track side
the extra farm costs which would be affected by switching
from elevator to auger loading should be considered. It is
possible that a farmer would require additional farm storage
if he did not have the opportunity to deliver part of his
production directly from the combine to the eLevator.
However, this situation does not often exist and it. can be
assumed that the farmer's storage costs would not be
significantly affected. Similarly, farm trucking costs
would be virtually identical for elevatoz loading and auger
load ing

"
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The logical deduction from the preceding facts is

that the short-run marginal costs of loading gzain with an
auger are less than the short-tun marginal costs of loading
grain through a primary elevator. Therefore, total
short-run grain handling costs would be reduced by diverting
grain from primary elevators to producer cars.
In the long run the impact on total grain handling
costs could be even more significant if the capital
investment in primary elevators and therefore the fixed cost
of grain handling were reduced because of an increase in the
use of the alternate car loading technology of producer
cars.

External Costs of Direct Producer Loading
The preceding analysis hypothesizes that the loading
costs of producer cars are less than those of elevator
loaded cars. Iloweverr the consideration of external costs
might change this concLusion.
The major external cost that can be caused by
producer cars is a reduction in the total- grain movement
because of less efficient

use of railway rolling

stock or

terminal elevator facilities.
There are three major !./ays Èhat producer car shippers
could utilize railway equipment less efficiently than
priinary elevators" They are as follows:
they could take longer to load the car s.
they could load less into the cars.
they could misship (ship a wrong grade) more
often.
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The initial

expectations regarding these items are

discussed below.
The producer car survey and conversations with

indicated that
producer car shippers might not always load their cars as
quickly as do primary elevators for the following reasons:
farmers cannot always be contacted immediately to
inform them that their cars are (to be) spotted.
inclement weather (rain, snow, spring thaw) can
prevent farmers from gaining access to theiz grain

producer car shippers and railway officials

stocks or to the railway siding.
farmers may be busy with (from their point of
view) more important or profitable or critical

activities (such as seeding or harvesti.g) when
their cars are spotted and may decide not to
commence loading their cars immediately.
when their cars are spotted, farmers must load the
grain into trucks, transport the grain to the
cars, and load the grain into the cars. Primary
elevator s have only to load the car s.
Pr el iminary investigations al-so suggested that
producers might l-oad less into railway cars than do primary
elevators. Possible reasons for this include the following:
produceÍs are constrained as to how much they can
load into railway cars by their delivery quotas.
This constraint, which does not affect primary
elevators, may sometimes prevent producers from
loading a railway car to its capacity.
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producers do not alr¡Jays have access to accurate
weighing equipment and this could also prevent
them from loading a car to its capacity (or cause
them to overload, which could have much more

serious consequences) " Even if a farmer does have
access to a set of scales, unless the scales are
close to the site where the producer is loading
his truck, his final truckload may be several
tonnes different from the mass required to bring
the car's load to its carrying capacity. This
problem of matching the final ttuckload to the
remaining capacity of the railway car also exists
where volume capacity and not the mass capacity
of t,he car is the limiting constraint r e .9.
loading oats or barley into hopper cars.
most producers' loading equipment is not as well
suited for loading box cars as it is fox loading
hopper cars. As a result, rather than shovelling
to load a box car to its capacity (shovelling is
usually necessary for the Iess dense grains such
as oats and barley) r producers might load less
grain than the capacity of the car can
accommodate.

Producers were also expected to misship more often

than primary elevators' for the reasons below:
producers are less experienced at grain grading

than primary elevator managers and therefore

more
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likely to make an honest mistake in assessing the
grade of the grain they intend to ship.
at the time the research was conducted, the
disincentives for misshipping Canadian Wheat Board
grain which existed for primary elevators
(reduction in future car allocations) did not
apply to producer car shippers. As well, the
disincentive for shipping off-grades of non-Board
grain which existed for elevator companies
(congesting their terminal elevators with unwanted
grain) did not affect .oroducer car shippers.
It is also possible that producer car shippers could
increase the car cycle of elevator-loaded cars by causing
extra switching at country sidings. This could happen if
the railway had to work around partly loaded producer cars
loaded cars on the same siding.
when picking up elevator
Another possibitity is that producer car shippers
could cause some congestion at termj-nal elevators if, ês it'
has been alleged, producer car shippers or thej-r agents hold
onto their terminal stocks longer than other shippers while
speculating on an increase in the price of their grain.
Since the value of the grain shipped is considerably
higher than the costs of loading it, the savings resulting
from direct .oroducer loading could soon be outweighed if
direct producer loading caused a significant reduction in
the shipment of grain. With a quali-tative analysis such as
this it is impossible to deduce whether the direct cost
reduction or the external cost increase will predominate.
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Impacts on Component Sectors
The short-run impacts on the various sectors affected

by producer cars are discussed in the following sections.
Producer Car Shippers. The net saving to producer

car shippers is the difference between the costs escaped and
t.he additional costs incurred when loading a producer car "
A producer car shipper avoids all of the costs
associated with primary elevator loading, These include the
elevation charg€sr the shrinkage allowance which the
primary elevatoÍs are pezmitted to deduct, the excess
dockage assessed, and the storage and interest allowance
included in the buying margins of non-Board grains.
On the other hand, the additional costs associated
with direct loading include the loading and administration
costs, the extra freight on the dockage, the value of the
grain lost in transit, the terminal elevator shrinkage
allowance, the Canadian Grain Commission terminal elevator
fees for inspection and weighing, and interest lost between
the time the grain could have been sold at a primary
elevator and the time it is actually sold. Producer car
shippers also share proportionately in any income change due
t.o a reduction in total grain movement caused by producer
CAIS.

In addition to these savings on grain handling'
producer cars present an opportunity for the shipper to
increase his bargaining power when marketing non-Board
grains because gtain localed in terminal position is more
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a premium for its place
However, as previously stated, êIl evaluation of
utility.
this aspect is beyond the scope of this study.
As has also been indicated, in the L977-7A and

marketable and can at times

command

L978-79 crop year, producer cars presented an opportunit'y

for individual producers to market more non-Board feed grain
than they otherwise could have. fhis allowed those
producers to increase their sales and cash flow in tTrose
years. However, now that the same rationing device, i.e.
delivery quotas, applies to producer cars and primary
elevators for all grains, this factor no longer has an
impact on producer car shipPers.
Primary Elevators. The major negative impact of
producer cars on primary elevators is the lost elevation
revenue they forego. fhey also lose the overages (excess

stocks accumulat.ed while handlj-ng grain) ttrat may have been
derived from the grain if it had .oassed through a primary
elevator as well as the revenue they may trave earned from
upgrading it. (blending grain so as to ship out higher

quality grain than was received). However, this missed
opportunity for upgrading is probably captured by the
terminal elevator arms of the grain companies.
The positive impacts include the revenues from
providing the administrat.ive services associated with
producer cars (if they are provided by a primary elevator
company), the reduction in handling costs, and the
elimination of freight on dockage and weighing

and
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inspection fees for the grain diverted to producer cars,
The storage revenues earned by the primary elevators
will not be affected unless the average stock Ìevels in
primary elevators are changed by producer car shipnents.
Rather than this happening, it, is more likely that primary
elevator stock levels will remain the same and t.hat each
unit moved through primary elevators will stay in storage
longer because of the reduced primary elevator movement.
If the producer cars-reduce the total movement of
grain by using railway equipment less efficiently than other
shippers, the above impacts will be increased.
Other Grain Producers. The major impact upon
nonshippers of producer cars is most likeIy the income lost
due to any reduction in total grain movement.I9 Howevet,

their storage and interest costs for non-Board grains (built
into the companies' buying margins) are also incteased
because of the fact that the grain they deliver stays st.ored
in primary elevators longer than it would have if there were
no producer car shipments (assuming primary elevator stocks
remain at the same levels and total grain shipments do not
increase) . For Canadian Wheat Board grains these costs
remain the same for non-shippers of producer cars because of

the accounting system which shares t,hese costs among all
deLiveries, including producer car shipments.
The major benefit for this group is that producer
l9producer car shippers also share the impact of the
Ioss in total grain movement.
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cars help to restrain the elevator companies from charging
excessive rates for their services, both in terms of service
charges and marketing margins. However, as explained

previously. this is beyond the scope of the analysis.
Railways. fhe railways would likely experience
increased costs because of negative impacts upon their
operating efficiency and increased administrative costs
to having to deal with a greater number of shippers.
However, due largely to the problems of
quantification, the impacts upon the railways were not
evaluated. fhe analysis was consequently restricted to
consideri-ng the impacts of producer cars upon grain

due

producers and elevator companies due to changes in the

operational efficiency of the grain handling and
transportation system. fhese are summarized in table 4.
Many it.ems in table 4 net out to zeÊo, ê.g. elevation
charges have an equal but opposite impact on producer car
shJ-ppers and elevators. When all such items have been
removed the following items, which constitute the overall
short-run impact are left: the net change in the interest.
costs, the extra costs of direct loading, the reduction in
costs of elevator loading, the elimination of the loss of
grain during handling in the primary elevator, and the
effect of the reduction in total grain movement.
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Table

4

of the fmpact of Producer Cars
on the Incomes of Grain Producers
and Primary Elevators

Summary

Revenue or

Cost ïtem

Producer

Car
Shippers

Primary
Elevators

Other
Grain
Producers

direction of impact upon
Elevation Charges
Admi-ni-stration Fee
Elevator Storage
fnterest
Direct Loading Costs
Elevator Loading Costs
Freight on Dockage

income

+
+

+

-

+,

+
+

Vüeighing and Inspection

Fees

+

Primary Elevator
Shrinkage Allowance

+

Excess Dockage

+

Actual Loss in Primary
Elevator

Loss in Transit
Terminal Elevator
Shrinkage Allowance
Primary Elevator Overagea
Reduced Movement

tTh. elevator overag'e is composed of the preced.ing

five items.
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SUMMARY

OF THE CONCEPTUAL

FRAMEWORK

In terms of the recent history of Canadian grain
handling and marketing, producer-loaded railway cars are an
innovation. How rapidly and to what extent this innovation
diffuses and is adopted by producers depends on several
factors including the channels of communication, the
socio-economic characterj.stics of producers, the attributes
of the innovatj-on, and space or the initial geographic
distribution of the innovation. In tight of these factors
it. is hypotTresized that the use of producer cars should
diffuse more rapidly and extensively among larger farmers.
Ttre use of producer cars will have an impact upon the
participants in the grain handling industry. Basically,
producer car shippers will realize a saving in handling
costs at t}. e expense of other grain ,oroducers and primary
elevators. Total direct grain handling costs will be
reduced ín the short run because of the lower marginal costs
of direct producer loading.
Any external costs of direct producer loading in the
form of reduced total grain movement will be borne primarily
by the majority of farmers not shipping producer cars.

Chapter IV
EMPIRICAL

PROCEDURES

This chapter d.escribes how the conceptual analysis
described in Chapter III

was translated

into an empirical

analysis in order to test the hypotheses which had been
formulated.
THE DIFFUSION AND ADOPTION OF PRODUCER

CARS

of the Produeer Car Survey
The method used to test the majority of ttre
Ïrypotheses regarding the rate and extent of the diffusion
and adoption of producer cars v¡as a survey of a probabitity
sample of potential.producer car shippers. fhose surveyed
were sent, in addition to the survey questionnairer ân
Summary

information pamphlet explaining the procedures and
advantages of shipping a producer car.
In the questionnaire, the respondents were asked
questions relevant to the hypotheses concerning information
sources, socio-economic characteristics, and attributes of
producer cars. fhey s¡ere also asked how much grain they
would have shipped in producer cars in the previous crop

year if they had known then the information contained in the
pamphlet mailed to them. Conceptually, the estimates
obtained by expanding and weighting the responses represent
the entire population and give an indication of the level of
producer car shipments when the diffusion process has been
60
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completed.

Finally, in order to estimate the impact on producer
car shipments of increases in the relative economic
advantage of producer cars, the farmers surveyed were asked
how their hypothetical use of producer cars would have
changed

with increases in the primary elevator handling

charges.

To compensate for the possibility

of non-response
bias in certain questions, a sample of the non-respondents
was surveyed and the results of the tv/o surveys were
weighted.

Detaj-ls of the Producer Car Survey

After careful- consideration of the relative
advantages of the three major types of surveys (which are
described in Appendix A) the decision was reached that with
the resources available a mail survey would produce the best
results. Because of the resulting lack of opportunity to
interact with the respondents the survey material was
designed very carefully (for guidelines to survey design
refer to Appendix A).
In order to maximize the effectiveness of the
questionnaire and accompanying material they were
intensively pretested with a limited number of potential
respondents.

26, L977 and January I0, L97B five
farmers completed an early draft of the questionnaire in the
presence of the researcher. As a result of the questions
Between December
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asked by the farmers whj-le they were completing the

questionnaire, their responses to the questions, and their
suggestions for improvements, many changes were made to the
survey material.
fhis revised version of the survey material was used
in a test survey conducted in Februarfr L978. A sample of
one hundred farmers v/as obtained from the Canadian Grain
Commission from its file of farmers maintained for purposes
of administering portions of the Western Grain Stabilization
Act. Ttrese farmers were mailed the updated version of the
survey material on February 2, 1978. By the end of
February, twenty-one questionnaires had been returned.
fhe major changes made as a result of analyzing the
test' survey returns included the following:
a stronger appeal to complete the questj-onnaire and
more informatj-on about the research in the coverj-ng
letter.
a re-structuring of the questionnaire so that. the
somewhat sensitive and possibly irritating
identifying information (age, sLze of farm, etc. )
were asked last rather than firstr

âs in the test

survey.

the placement at the beginning of the questj-onnaire
of the simple yes-no questions relating to the
respondent's previous knowledge of and experience
wj.th producer cars.
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fhe purpose of this restructuring was to get the
respondent started on the questionnairà and have
him build up some commitment before encountering
the more difficult questions' particularly the
hypothetical questions a follow-up letter to initial non-respondents was
decided upon as a worthwhile means to increase the
response rate.
At the same time as the survey material was being
revised and tested, other researcTrers' some of whom trad
previously conducted mail Surveys of farmers, were consulted
about their experience and asked to review the survey
material. Many helpful suggest.ions were received from t?rese
-'t *
l_ndl-vr-duars.

Prior to the conduct of the survey the final draft of
the survey material was reviewed with three more farmers and
fully completed by one of ttrese farmers. Trhe material
actually mailed appears in Appendix B.
For this survey, the target population was all those
farms in western Canada that could possibty have shipped a
producer car of grai-n in the L976-77 crop year, i.e. all
farms in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British
Columbia which had enough acreage of grain to produce and

ship a carlot.
However, statistics

canada, from whom the sample

was

lsuggestions vrere gratefully received from Dr. Arthur
Messrs. Barrie Forbes, Jack Gellner, and Dennis
and
Wilson
Kennedy.
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obtained, for reasorrs of confidentiality, could not exclude
from tlre sample selection any farms possessing .oarticular
characteristics. Because of this the survey populati-on
could not be restricted to farms producing grain. In
addition, ês will be explained shortly, the sample was
stratified by farm sj-ze.
unfortunately, the published size strata for British
Columbia farms are different from those for the other
western provinces. For this reason British Columbia was
excluded from the survey poputation. fhe resulting survey
population consisted of all farms in Manitoba, Saskatchewan,
and Alberta.

Alternate sampling frames had been considered for
obtaining the sample. fhe Canadian tr{heat Board's listing of
permit book trolders v/as one. Another was the lVestern Grain
Stabilization Administration's listing of farmers with cas?t
grain sales. However, neither of these were selected
of obtaining a stratified sample
because of the difficulty
from the respective organizations and because of the
problems of duplication and missing items which are intrerent
Instead, a frame
with these two administratj-ve listings.
which is specifically designed for selecting samples for
agricultural surveys was utilized.
This frame is maintained by the Agriculture Division
of Statistics Canada and is known as the Central Register of
Farms. It is based upon the Canadian Census of Agriculture
which is conducted every five years. fhe base in use at the
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time of the research was the 1976 Census of Agriculture.2
fhe two types of probabifity sampling that were
considered for the survey v¡ere simple random sampling and
st.ratified random sampling (selecting simple random samples
from strata into which the population tras been divided).

On

the basis of expected efficiency a stratified random
sampling scheme was selected with the survey population
being dividied into five strata according to the acreage of
the farm. It was expected that the efficiency would be
increased with a stratified sample because it was felt that
the variance of potential producer car shipments would
increase with the acreage of the farms (certainly the
smallest farms which do not produce enough grain t.o ship a
carlot would have the smallest variance, i.e. zero).
Some indication of the relative variances of t'he
different. strata had been ascertained from the test survey.
However, for the purpose of determining the sampling rate of
each stratum the standard deviations of the strata vrere

proportional to the acreage of the strata.
Applying the formula for allocating a sample to
different strata yielded the results in table 5.

assumed to be

2fh" assistance of Mr. Bob Freeman in obtaining the
sample is gratefully acknowledged.
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Table
Ideal Allocation

Farm
Size

5

of Sample Among Strata

Hypothesj-zed
Relative 5í
N;

N;6i

N; 5;
:r.J,.6r

Proportion of
-- Total Sample

acres

I. less
L
than 24o
2. 240-559 3.3

48,600 160,380

3. 560-1,119 7

49,932 349,524

4. L,L2O-2,239 L4

25,29O 354,060

5. more than

2,239

TOTAL

43

25,604 25,604

25,604 =

0.02

160,380 =

0.13

349,524 =

O.29

354,060 =

O.29

319,275 =

0.26

156,851 1,208,843 L,2OB,943 =

r.0O

7,425 3L9,275

æõEæ

m{æ

rzõEEa3

T;Wffi
w

L,2Og, g43

fhe over-riding consideration in determining the
sample size was cost.. T?re resources available .oermitted the
mailing of approxJ-mately one thousand questionnaires.
Therefore, the problem became one of maximizing the
effectiveness of a pre-determined number of questionnaires.
fhis reduced to simply mulÈiplying tl.e proportion of the
total sample to be allocated to each stratum (obtained in
table 5) by the size of the total sample.
After some rounding, the following sample siees for
each stratum were calculated (see table 6).
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Table

6

Actua1 Allocat.ion of Sample Among Strata

Farm Size

Sample

Size

Proportion

of

Sample

Sampling
Rate

acres

1. less than 24O
2" 240-559
3. 560-r, tt9
4. \,L2O-2,239
5. more than 2,239
TOTAL

25

o.02

0. 1?

150

0. 14

0.3?

300

o.28

0. 68

300

0. 28

L.2Z

300

0.28

4. 0?

r.

o.7z

r,075

o0

fhe request for and s,oecifications of the sample were
mailed to Statistics Canada on March 10, L978. After
approving the request Statistics Canada forwarded a listing
of farmers and mail address labels which were received on
April IB, L978.
Because of confidentiality constraints, Statistics
Canada could not ident.ify the stratum from which each farmer
\úas selected.

fhe survey material was mailed to the L,O75 farmers
selected for sample on April 20th ' L978. fhis was later
than had been hoped for and by that time many farmers had
begun their preparations for seeding the L97B crop.
Nevertheless the response rate was encouraging. By the end
of twenty-two days after the initial mailing 2OB
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quest.i-onnaires had been returned.

the fifteenth of May, 1978, (twenty-five days
after the initial mail-out) ttre follow-up reminder letter
was mailed out to the farmers who had not yet responded.
The cut-off date for accepting returns was June 9,
L978. This was fifty days after the initial mailing and
twenty-fj-ve days after the follow-up reminder mailing. At
that point 314 questionnaires or 29.2 pet cent of those
mailed had been returned. Of these, 284 ot 26.4 per cent of
On

those maited were usable. of the remaining thirty,
hrere returned as undeliverable by the post office,

eight
fourteen

were returned by ret.ired farmers, and eight were so

incomplete that they lvere unusable.
As the returned questionnaires v/ere received they
were manually edited to ensure internal consistency. In

key ident.ifying information was incomplete
or suspect, the respondent was phoned to clarify the ans\der.
With a response rate of less than thirty .oer cent
there was a definite possibility that the non-respondents
v/ere significantly different from the respondents and that a
some cases when

bias of non-response would be included in the estimates if
only tTre responses of tTre initial respondents were used.
In order to compensate for any bias of non-response a
follow-up survey of a sample of the non-respondents v/as
conducted. fhe theory behj-nd this method of compensation is
outlined in Appendix A.
At the time of the cut-off of the Ínitial

survey, 76I
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farmers to whom the initial

survey had been mailed Ìrad not

yet responded. In addition there v/ere eight incomplete and
unusable questionnaires which were considered to be the same
as non-responses. From these 769 farmers a sample of fifty
v/as selected for an intensive fol1ow-up survey.
In this follow-up survey, which commenced on June L4,
1978, the farmers were phoned, whenever possible. They were
informed once again of the purpose and importance of the
survey and either interviewed on the phone or asked
complete the questionnaire (if they still

possession) and return it.

t.o

had one in their

Those which could not be

contacted by phone were mailed another information pamphlet
and questionnaire, this time accompanied by a hand-written

letter.
fhe response to the follow-up survey was as follows:
43
- usable returns
incomplete returns 1
4
- deceased or retired
- non-response 2
The data from both surveys were tabulated and
weighted. T'l:e results appear in Chapter V.
Mapping of the Producer Car Shipping Points
fhre hypothesis regarding the impact of space upon

diffusion was test.ed by mapping the points from which
producer cars were shipped in L976-77, the year before the
quantum increase in producer cars, and in the three
subsequent years. the spatial .oattern of diffusion was then
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analyzed.
THE IMPACT OF DIRECT PRODUCER LOADING

fhe method used to estimate the impact of direct
producer loading was to determine how the component costs
and revenues of producer car shippers, primary elevaÈors,
and all other grain producers would be affected by the
sTripment of one unit. of grain in a producer car. The unit
and total impacts were estimated for several different
scenarios.
Data Requirements and Sources

For some revenues and costs the data requirements
were quite straightforward. For others, the development
and/or adaptation of revenue or cost functions v/as required.
The time frame selected was the L97B-79 crop year.
Producer Car Shippers. fhe factors impacting upon

the incomes of producer car shippers were listed in table 4
in Chapter III.
Quite obviously, shippers of producer cars save the
primary elevator handling costs. These include elevation
and storage charges and the shrinkage allowance which is
deducted from the gross weight of the grain delivered to the
primary elevat.or. fhey also save the excess dockage which
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may

be assessed by primary elevators.3
On the other side of the ledger, the additional costs

incurred by producer car shippers include the administrative
charges, the cost of loading cars directly, the cost of the
extra freight charges on the dockage, the terminal weighing
and inspection fees, tþe value of grain lost in transit, the
terminal elevator shrinkage allowance, and the net
additional carrying charges white awaiting payment.
Very few data were readily available for many of
these items. Most of the required information had to be
compiled from ra\d unpublished data which were made available
by the Canadian Grain Commission. Thre estimates of the
costs of direct producer loading vrere obtained from a cost
analysis which is detailed in the appendices. For each item
the costs were estimated for each type of grain and then
weighted by the volumes of grain shipped in the LgTB-7g crop

year. A summary of tTre data appears in Chapter V and the
details are presented in the appendices.
Primary Elevators. fhe component impacts of .oroducer
car shipments upon primary elevators are also listed in

table

4.

include tTre loss of elevation
revenue and the revenue from the overages they may Ïtave
Ttre negati-ve impacts

3In L!TB-79 producer car shippers would also have
been able to market more non-Board feed grain than otherwise
because of the peculiar circumstances previously explained.
However, in order to make the results of the analysis more
general and relevant this factor was excluded.
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accumulated on the grain shipped in producer cars if it had
passed through the primary elevator system.

the other hand, the elevators avoid certain costs
they would have incurred if they had handled the grain.
These include the costs of handling the grain, the freight
on the dockage contained in the graín, and the terminal
weighing and inspection fees. In addition they have the
opportunity to earn extra revenue by providing the
On

administrative services required by producer cars.
As was the case with the producer car shippers,

most

of this information was compiled from raw unpublished data
supplied by the Canadian Grain Commissj-on. fhe elevator
handling costs, however, \Â/ere estimated with a cost function
developed by the Canada Grains Council and updated to the
Lg77-78 crop year by the University of Saskatchewan-4
This information is summarized in Lhe following
chapter and the details are presented in the appendj-cesOther Grain Producers. As explained in Chapter III
these producers are assessed more for interest and storage
on non-Board grain because of shipments in producer cars.
These additional costs were equated to the primary elevator

storage and j-nterest charges avoided by producer car
4canada Grains Council, Grain Handling and
Grains
Transport¡rt_þn Area trleven stud@da
n Smith of the universitY of
Saskatchewan provided the updated cost function which is as

follows:
log of the average cost per bushel in dollars =
0.600122 O.592J-57 log of bushels handled
+ O.392840 log of bushel elevator capacity
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shippers since the t.otal cost for these items remains
constant.
However, the major impact of producer car shipments
upon other producers is the reduction in income which would

result if producer cars cause a reduction in the total
movement of grain.
Relative EfficiencY of Pro{@
To determine if producer car shipments can or do in
fact reduce the total movement of grain, it was necessary to
estimate the relative efficiency of producer car shippers as
compared to primary elevator strippers'
fhe relative efficiency of grain shippers was
measured. and compared by the use of the foÌlowing three
shipping performance factors:
the time of Èhe railway car cycle, i.e. the time
between the placement of the car for one loading
and the placement for the subsequent loading'

the loading factor, i.e. the proportion of the
allowable load which the shipper loads into the
railway car.
the pro,oortion of misshipments, i.e. the proportion
of shipments in which the shipper ships a different
grainorgradefromthatwhichheissupposedto
shiP.
The above performance factors indicated how

efficiently

shippers utilize

railway equipment and determine
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their impact upon the total volume of grain transported.5
TLre values of these performance factors of producer
car shippers were compiled from the Canadian Grain
Commission's administrative records of producer car
shippers. These records consisted of shipping reports
voluntarily submitted by the ship.oers and unload reports
produced for producer cars unloading in terminal elevators.
Unfortunately, these records provided neither a one hundred
per cent coverage nor a probability sample. If the missing
records differed significantly from those that v/ere
avail-able, this may have introduced a bias of non-response.
Unfortunately there was no \¡/ay to determine whether the
missing records did vary significantly from those evaluated.
values of the performance factors of other
shippers (primary elevators) v/ere obtained from a variety of
sources. fhe car cycle t.imes were derj-ved from the
TLre

tsooz-Allen and Hamilton study of Grain Transportation and

Handling in Western Canada as v/as the proportion of

misshipments. fhe loading factor of other shippers

5Two

v/as

other factors which may have some impact on
total grain movement were excluded from this analysis. The
first was the extra switching that producer cars may cause
the railways on country sidings. fhis was excluded because
tl-e impact was expected to be negligible and because no data
were available. fhe second was the length of time of
terminal storage. (ft has been alleged that "old" producer
car stocks of rapeseed have caused congestion in Vancouver
terminals). This allegation has never been proven largely
of tracing the ownership of
because of the difficulty
terminal elevator grain stocks and of calculating the time
in storage of particular lots of grain.
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obtained from a report compiled by the Canadian Natj-ona1
Railways. Because the relative efficiencies fot loading
times and loading factors might vary for hopper cars and box

cars, separate results v/ere compiled for the tv/o car types.
The initial expectations regarding these ,oerformance
factors v/ere presented in the previous chapter and the
actual comparisons of the values of the performance factors
of producer car shi-ppers and primary elevator shippers
appear in the following chaPter.

External Factors Influencing the Impact of Producer Cars
In order to estimate the impact of producer cars upon
grai-n movement, it was first necessary to specify the
factors which would affect Lhe impact of the producer car
shippers' relative efficiency and the values which these
factors would likely assume
fhere are four factors which can influence the impact
of the relative efficiency. They are the railway car
supply, the proportion of producer car shipments carried in
hopper cars, the mix of grains shipped in producer cars, and
the handling system's tolerance to misshipments.
If there is an excess of raj-lway cars' a small
decrease in efficiency would have no impact on total grain
movement. If efficiencies differed by car type and grain,
the proportion of shipments in hopper cars and the mix of
grains shipped would affect the impact on total grain
movement. Similarly, different tolerances to misshipments
would result in different. impacts on the total movement.
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Most of the remaining impacts of producer cars are

notaffectedbyexternalfactors'However'becauseofthe
non-Iinear nature of the cost function of primary elevators,
the impact on grain handling costs will vary with the
geographic distribution of the grain which is diverted from
primary elevators to producer cars '
Values Assigned to External Factors

In order to complete the estimation of the impact of
producer car shipments upon the total volume of grain
shipments and grain handling costs, it was necessary to
assign values to the preceding factors. Trhe values assigned
were selected to represent as closely as possible the
situation which existed in the L97B-79 crop year and
situations whic?r are likely to or may possibfy exist in the
future. On the basis of these criteria, the following
values were assigned:

a) t.otal railway grain car supply'
inadequate to carry aIl the marketable grain'
adequate to carry aII the marketable grain'
b) proportion of producer car shipments carried in
hoPPer cars.

the proportion of producer car shipments
carried in ïropper cars in the L978-79 crop
year, i.e. 72 Per cent.
100 per cent.
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c) mix of grain shipped in producer cars.
the same mix as was actually shipped in
producer cars in the L97B'79 crop year.
the same mix as the primary elevators shipped
in the L97B-79 crop Year.
d) tolerance of terminal elevators to misshipments.
three-quarters tolerance, i.e" one misshipped
car reduces the total shipments by one quarter
of a car.
complete tolerance, i.e. misshipments do not
red.uce the total shipments at all.

e) the distribution of producer car shipments and
lost primarY elevator handlings"
- distributed equatly among one-quarter of the
primary elevators.
distributed equally among all of the primary
=levators.
Viith values assigned to all of these factors the
impact of producer cars on the volume of total grain
shipments and grain handling costs could be estimated.
Seven different

scenarios or combinations of external

factors v/ere examined. In the first scenario it was assumed
that no reduction in total grain movement was caused by
producer cars. In the second scenario, aII factors v/ere
assigned the values they had assumed in L97B-79. In t].e
last five scenarios each factor in turn was assigned its
alternate va1ue.
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Estimation of the Volume and Cost of Movement Reduction
In order to determine the impact on graín shipment
volumes of shipping one unit of grain in a producer car, the
amount of the correct grade of grain that would have been

transported to a terminal as a result of the shipment of a
hypotheticat unit of grain in a producer car was
cal-culated. fhis v/as compared to the amount of the correct
grade of grain that would have transported if that same
hypothetical unit had been shipped in a car loaded by an
elevator. The difference between the two calculations
represented the reduction in total movement resulting from
the shipment of one unit of grain in a producer car.
Once the volume of the reduction in movement had been
calculated, its cost could be estimated. There were several
possible methods of obtaíning this estimate" First, it
could be assumed that the reduction in movement was a dead
1oss, that is, that the farmers burned or otherwise
destroyed this grain. Alternately, it could be assumed that
the reduction in the rail movement of grain was sold in the
local Prairie market at some lesser price than would have
been realized by selling it through the elevator system. In
this case, the total cost would be the difference between
the elevator system price and the local price multiplied by
the volume of movement reduction. Fina1ly, it could be
assumed that the reduction in movement would be sold and
moved in some future period and that the difference between
the L97B-79 price and the present value of the future sale
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represents the cost of one tOnne of movement reduction.
Ttris was the approach adopted. It was assumed that the
reduced movement from 1978-79 was sold and moved in the
following year, L979-8O, a year of record grain movement

virtually

and

open quotas for wheat, oats, and barley.

The impacts of the various Scenarios are presented in the

next chapter.

Chapter

V

RESULTS OF THE A-ÙTALYSIS

This chapter presents the results of the empirical
procedures. fhe first section sets forth the tabulatj-ons
from the producer car survey and discusses the implications
for the future use of producer-loaded railway cars. Ttre
second section presents the pattern of geograph!-c diffusion
of producer cars which occurred during the period from
L976-77 t.o f979-80. fhe estimates of the impacts of

producer car shipments appear in the third and final section

of Lhe chapter.
RESULTS OF THE PRODUCER CAR SURVEY

In the tables which follow all of the population
estimates which are stratifj-ed by farm sj-ze are weighted
averages of the initiat and follow-up surveys. However,
those tabulations which are stratifj-ed by age group coul-d
not be weighted with the follow-up survey because the number
within each age group of the total sample was not known. In
additj-on, tabulations of the characteristics of certain
sub-groups of the population (for example, the seasonal
reliabj-lity of potential .oroducer car shippers) are also
based on only the initial survey on the assumption that the
characteristics of such a sub-group are the same among those
in the sub-group that responded to the initial survey and
those that di-d not.
80
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Because there was not a one hundred per cent response

to the follow-up survey, the non-response bias of the
original survey may not have been completely eliminated by
weighti-ng the results of the original and follow-up survey.
The response rates of the two surveys are indicated in the
t.ables.

question of the survey v/as designed to
determine the degree to which Prairie farmers were av/are of
the option of bypassing the primary elevator system and
shipping producer railway cars. As is shown in table 7 , at
The first

the t.ime of the survey (spring, 1978) SA.9 per cent of the
farmers in the Prairie provinces vrere unav/are that they
could order and ship a producer car. Of the 63. f per cent
that v/ere aware of the producer car option only 4.2 per cent
indicated that they possessed detailed information about
producer cars.
These figures would undoubtedly be significantly

different in 1981 because of the increased use of producer
cars since L978 and the media coverage it has received
during this period.
The differences in awareness of the various farm size
and age strata are sþown in tables 7 and 8. In general, the
Iarger farmers were more aware of the producer car option
and of the details involved. fhis is consistent with their
being more able to take advantage of this option and finding
it worth their while to determine the details. In addition,
the older farmers responding to the init.ial survey v/ere
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Table

7

Awareness of Producer Cars by Farm Size ê,b
Degree of Awareness in 1978

of
the Option
Unaware

Farm

Size

Aware of
ttre Details

- per cent of producers wíthin each farm
si-ze with the above degrees of
awareness -

acres

O

8.0

30.2

67 .L

2.7

.6

4.7

16.8

72.2

10.9

20.7

7

6.6

2.7

less than 24O
24O t.o 559
560 t.o I,119
L,L2O to 2,239

92.

more tTran 2,239

A1I

Aware of
the Option

Farms

27

36

.8

.9

(r.7)

67

58.

9

(r.8)

astandard errors appear in parenthesis.

bfhe response rates v/ere as follows:
Initial survey - zBL of L,O75
Follow-up survey - 43 of 50

0

4.2

(0.6)
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generally more av/are of producer cars and the details
involved. fhis is not surprising collsidering that from
prior to I¡IorId War I untj-l the mid-1970's shipments of
producer cars had been decreasing. Therefore in 1978 the
older the individual the greater was the likelihood that he
had shipped a producer car, seen one loaded, ot known
someone who had shipped one.

The two broad degress of awareness in tables 7 and

B,

that is, av/areness of tTre option and awareness of the
details, can be equated to the stages in the adoption
process. Awareness of the option can be likened to the
stage of awareness in whictr an individual non-purposively or
passively acquires information about an innovation. If he
is aware of the details, Ïtowever, it is more likely that an
individual purposively or actively sought and obtained
additional information. Such an individual is likely in one
of the four remaining stages of the adoption process, that
is, interest, evaluation, trial, ot adoption.
Table 9 indicates that other producers were by far
most frequently cited by producers in the avfareness stage as
the most informative source of information. On the other
Ïrand, producers who v/ere aware of the detaits indicated that
personal experience and elevator managers were most
frequentty the most informative sources of information.
At. the time of the survey (spring, L97A) tne grain
dealers discussed in previous chapters were just commencing

their activity with producer cars. As a result the
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Tab1e

B

Awareness of Producer Cars bY Agea
Degree of Awareness in I97B
Unaware

Age

Aware of
the Option

Aware of
the Det.ails

- per cent of respondents within each
of
group wíth the above

- years

a!ì¡Af eneS

less than
25 to 34

25

37

.5

22.6

S

age

_degrees

62.5

0

L,7

0.6

73.O

9.5

7

35 Lo

44

17

45 to

54

L2.

55 ro

64

L4.5

69.

r

L6.4

27 .8

50.0

22.2

over 64

.5
O

68.7

aThese resulLs were compiled from the initial

only.

r9.

3

survey
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Table

9

Most Informative Source of Information about Producer Carsa'b

Information

Source

For Producers

Aware of the Option

For Producers

Aware of the Details

- per cent of producers within each group
tinai.rg each source most informative
10.4 (6.7 )
r3.I (3.r)
Written material
6.0 (s.s)
2.8 (1.3)
Radio or television
Other producers

35.8 (4.6)

Elevator

r0.

managers

Observation

Personal Experience
Other

L4.3

(7

6.1 (2.s)

2r.B (e.r)
8.e (s.7)
33.r (10.2)

18.3 (3.8)

s.s (4.3)

5

(2.e)

L3.4 (3.3)

astandard errors appear in parenttresis

'

bThese results v¡ere compiled from the initial

onIy.

.4)

survey
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estj-mates did not show them to be a significant

source of

information about producer cars. No doubt the results would
be quite different if the survey were conducted again in
1981.

fhe next series of tables shows the attitudes of
producers towards producer cars. Table l0 indicates that,
in L978,77.O per cent of producers did not intend to ship
producer cars either because they felt producer cars v/ere
not worthwhile or were impractical for their situation. On
the other hand, 13.5 per cent of producers felt they might.
try shipping a producer car and I. I per cent of producers
said thåy intended to ship a producer car. The remaining
8.5 per cent of producers $/ere undecided.
Table t0 also shows that larger farmers, with the
exception of the very largest stratum, generally had more
positive attitudes toward producer cars than smaller
farmers. l The differences in attitucles between farm sizes
is likely due largely to the fact that it is more .oractical
for larger farmers to market grain in this manner, since
smaLl farmers may have neither the grain nor the quota to
market a carlot at one time. fhis is clearly indicated by
the column "worthwhile but impractical" in table I0. In the
smallest farm size group 96.0 per cent of producers had this

lfhe largest stratum has a larger proportion of
ranchers than the other strata. Many ranchers market no
grain to ttre elevator system. fhese facts may account for
the less positi-ve at.titude toward .oroducer cars of this
stratum.
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attitude toward producer cars. In the next group the figure
dropped to 74.9 per cent while in the largest three groups
the proportion was between 34 and 39 per cent. Larger
farmers may also be more willing to try this different
method of grain marketing than small farmers because they

are better able to bear the risks involved. If a farmer
with a 30,OOO bushel crop lost a 3,000 bushel producer car,
it would represent lO per cent of his production. fhis is
undoubtedly a major loss but he still would have 90 per cent
of his crop to fall back on. However, if a farmer with only
bushels of grain lost a 3,000 bushel carlot, he would
fhis is certainly a
have only 50 per cent of his crop left.
relatively more serious loss.
6, OOO

As well as larger producers having more positive

at.titudes than smaller producers, table 1l shows that
younger producers are more positive toward producer cars
than older producers. rlrhis may be because the older
producers find the extra time, trouble, and effort more
onerous than do young producers. If this is the case, the
differences between the attitudes of the various age groups
may not change over time unless some of these negative
aspects of producer cars are improved. On the other hand,
if the present day younger farmers retain their more
positive attitudes as they grow older, tTten the proportion
of t].e farm population with positive attitudes toward
,oroducer cars will increase over time.
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Table

1

0

Attitudes Toward Producer Cars by Farm Sizea'b
Attitudes in

1978

!üorthwhile

Not
but
May Intend
UnhTorthwhile Impractical Try to Use decided

Size
acres
tress than 240
240 to 559
560 to

"7
22.8
19

,119
1,120 to 2,239
more than 2,239
All Farms
1

per cent of producers within each
farm size with the above attitudes
4.0
96.0
0
0

17.8
53.0
"4
(1.s)

19

2.0

0

74.9
34.3
37.2

23

.1
32.0

.7
3.0

.7
57 .6
(1.6)

.7
1 3.5
(1.0)

.0
1 .1
(0.3)

37

6

astandard errors appear in parenthesis.
h

"The response rates hrere as follows:

Initial survey 272 of 1,075
Follow-up survey 40 of 50

0

1

1

3.3
1

8.

1

10.0
1

.7

8.5
(o.e)
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Table

11

Attitudes Toward Producer Cars by
Attitudes in

L97A

I¡Iorthwhile

Not
Worthwhi-1e

Age

but
Impractical

Agea

Intend
to Use Undecided

May

Try

- per cent of respondents within each age group
with the above attitudes -

- years
less than
25 to 34

37.5

L2.

5

25.O

25.

18.

9

22.6

49.L

7.5

35 Lo 44

2L,3

32.8

23.O

8.2

r4.

45 to

54

2L.O

35.8

28.4

3.7

rt.l

55 ro

64

25"5

3r"4

27

.5

5.9

.4

47.L

25

over 64

29

aTtrese

only.

O

Éo

0

11.

B

results were compiled from the initial

1.9

I

9.8
5.9

survey
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fhe next series of questions rr/as designed to estimate
Ïrow many producers would ship grai-n in producer cars and how
mucTr they would ship as the diffusion process spreads
information about the producer car option and the increasj-ng
price of the major alternative (delivering to primary
elevators) makes producer cars more advantageous. This was
accomplíshed by asking each respondent a series of
hypothetical questions about how much grain he would have
shipped in L976-77 with his present knowledge, gained from
the survey material, and various levels of primary elevator
charges.

fhe results in table 12 indicate that 8.0 per cent of
producers would have shipped producer cars in L976-77 if the
diffusion process had made the general population of Prairie
producers as a$/are of producer cars as these producers in
t.he survey sample. Ttris figure is very high in comparison

to the 3/4O of one per cent of producers who actually
shipped producer cars in L976-77. However, this result does
not necessarily indicate that 8.0 per cent of producers
would permanently adopt the producer car option. Rather, it
may indj-cate that 8.0 per cent of producers would be willing
to give it a try.
Table I3 shows that these producers would have
shipped up to fifty-four million bushels or 5.9 per cent of
the primary elevator deliveries for L976-77 ín producer
cars.
As might be expectedr âs the primary elevation
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charges increased the proportion of hypothetical producer

car shippers and the hypothetical amount shipped in producer
cars also increased.
fhe highest hypothetical elevation charge presented
\¡/as two and one-half times the actual charge in L976-77.
V¡ith this charge and with the knowledge of producer cars
diffused throughout the population of Prairie producers, the
survey indicated that 32.7 per cent of producers would have
shipped up to three hundred and fifty million bushels or
close to 40 per cent of the L976-77 primary elevator
deliveries in producer cars in the L976-77 crop year.
Once again, this does not necessarily mean that these
farmers would become regular users of producer cars.
However, it does indicate that almost a third of aII farmers

would be willing to give them a try under these conditions.
fhre larger farm strata were expected to yield

a

higher proportion of hypothetical shippers. fhis pattern
was not clearly evident in all of the scenarios of the
weighted results. However, in the initial survey, the
expected pattern (except for the largest stratum) was
present in all scenarios. fhe pattern for the follow-up
survey was more erratic, possibly because of the smaller
in the survey.
ftre results by age group, shown in table L4, indicate
that in general younger farmers are more likely to ship
producer cars. As with attitudes, this may be because older
farmers find the extra effort more onerous than younger
number
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Table

12

Hypothetical Shippers of Producer Cars in L976-77 with
Increased Knowledge and Primary Elevation Ctrarges , by Farm
Sizea, b

Scenarios
Increased

Increased

and 50?
Increase in
Elevation

Knowledge

and Same
Elevation

Farm

Size

- acres

shippers as

Iess than 24O
24O to 559
560 to l, I19

t3.r

L,L2O to 2,239

L7.L

more than 2,239

z.

Alt

8"0

Farms

Increased

Knowledge

0

3.3

I

(1"0)

a

Knowledge
and I00U

Increase in
Elevation

Increased

Knowledge

and 1503
Increase in
Elevation

per cent of producers within
each farm size

00
25,5

4.O

29.L

30.4

r

41. r

43.9

25.9
6.0
L7.2

45.7

50.9

7.7

9.0

29.8

32.7

(r.s)

(r.s)

(r.7)

15.

astandard errors appear in .oarenthesis.

bflre response rates u¿ere as follows:
Scenario
Init.ial Survey
Follow-up Survey
260 of 1,075
43 of 50
259 of I,O75
42 of 50
258 of 1,075
42 of 50
260 of L,O75
42 of 50
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Table

13

Hypothetical Producer Car Shipments in 1976-77
Vüith Increased Knowledge and Prima¡y Elevation
Charges, by Farm Sizea,þ*
ïncreased
Increased Knowledge

Knowledge and 503

and Same fncrease in
Elevation Elevati-on

Farm

Size

to 1 ,119
1,120 to 2,239

560

ïncrea sed
Knowledge

and 1 00U
and 1 502
fncrease in ïncrease in
Elevati-on
Elevation

- millions of bushels -

acres

less than 240
240 to 559

ïncreased
Knowledge

0

0

20.2

1.5

0

.2

30.0

28 .6

115.5

130.8

.7

145 .9

171 .4

2.1

7.5

10.6

14 .0

54.3

116 .1

302.0

352.0

(30.1)

(s8.s)

(60.4)

26

4.7
27 .4

53

34

.2

more than
2

,239

All

Farms

(22.2)

per cent of del-iveries
primary
to
elevators in 1976-77
5.9
33 .0
12.7
38. s
astandard errors appear in parenthesis.
h
-The response rates were as follows:
Scenario

Initial

Survey

Fol1ow-up Survey

1

260 of

,075

43 of

50

2

259 of 1,075

42 of

50

3

258 of

1

,075

42 of

50

4

260 of

1

,075

42 of

50

1
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Table

L4

Hypothetical Shippers of Producer Cars in L976-77 with
Increased Knowledge and Primary Elevation Charges, by Agea

Increased

Knowledge

and Same
Elevation

Age

and 508
Increase in
Elevation

shippers

- years

as

Increased

Knowledge

and 100å
Increase in
Elevation

Increased

Knowlege

and 150?
Increase in
Elevation

a per cent of producers within

each age group

less than
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to

Increased

Knowledge

25

64

more than 64

25.O

37

.5

62.5

62.5

20.8

42.9

62.O

66.0

18.

3

33.3

45.6

52.6

L4.5

26.O

44.4

54.

6,3

2L.2

25.5

36.0

11.1

11.1

It.1

15.

afhese results were compiled from the initial
onIy.

L

B

survey
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farmers. If this is the case, the presenÈ day younger
farmers will probably become less likely to ship producer
cars as they gro\d o1der. If on the other hand the
difference is because younger farmers are more willing to
try and thus more like1y t.o adopt an innovation, then their
tikelihood of shipping producer cars wilI not necessarily
decrease as they grov¡ older if they have adopted this
innovation in their youth.
Table 15 shows the degree to which some expected
changes in the grain handlng and transportation system will
provide additj-onal incentive for farmers to ship producer
cars. Over one fifth of producers indicated that the
closure of their d.elivery point would influence them to
consider shipping more grain in producer cars. Tl're
assurance of receiving a hopper car would provide an
additional incentive for over thirty ,oer cent of producers
as would greater flexibitity
in the quota system.
Since more delivery points are expected to close in
the future, since the proportion of the grain car fleet
compared of hopper cars is expected to increase, and since
it is likely that there will be larger quotas as the
capacity of the grain Lransportation system is increased, it
appears that there will be increased incentives for farmers
to ship producer cars in the future.
Table l6 demonstrates quite convincingly that the
grain handling system could not depend solely on direct
producer loading of railway cars to achieve a smooth flow of
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Tab1e

15

Changes Which Would Provide Producers With an Increased

Incentive to Ship Producer Carsa'b
Change

Closure

of
Del ivery
Point

Farm

Size

Assurance

of
Receiving

More

a

Hopper Car

FIexibil ity
in the

Quota System

per cent of producers within
each stratum for which the
above changes would increase
the incentive

acres

less than 240
240 to 559
560 to 1,119
1,120 to 2,239
more than 2,239
All Farms

8.0

4.0

8.0

8.7

24.3

28.3

34.3

37.9

31.8

35.0

50.8

58.

19 .6

39.9

38

30

31.4

21

.5

(1 . s)

"3

(1.6)

astandard errors appear j-n parenthesis.

blh" response rates were as follows:
Initial slrrvey - 259 of 1,075
Follow-up survey 38 of 50

(1

3

.2

.7)
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grain to terminal positions. T?ris is because the great
majority of potential producer car shippers are either
unwilling or unable to load cars all the year round.
flre periods of greatest inability or reluctance to
load producer cars are in increasing order winter, harvest,
seeding, and during spring road bans. It is fairly easy to
infer why these periods are less desirable from a producer's
point of view for loading producer cars. During the winter
severe or stormy weather can make it unpleasant or even
impossible to load cars. During seeding and harvesting a
farmer's first priority must be_his field operations. Many
farmers would feel their t.ime during these .oeriods is just
too valuable to divert to anything else. Finally, during
spring break up and road bans it may be impossible to get to
the farm-stored grains and/or the loading site as well as
impractical to truck the increased number of smaller loads
necessitated by the load restrictions.
DIFFUSION OF PRODUCER CARS OVER

SPACE

The previous chapter dj-scussed the theory that the

diffusion of innovations is largely a spati-al phenomenorl,
similar to the spreading of a contagious disease. Ttrat is
to sâlr an innovation is more like1y to be adopted by
individuals adjacent to someone who has already adopted the
inncivation than by individuals who are farther away.
fhis hypothesis was briefly examined for the case of
producer cars by mapping the points from which producer cars
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Table

16

Seasonal Reliability of Potential
Producer Car Shippersa'b

Scenario

Period

ïncreased
Same Elevation

Knowledge and

Increased Knowledge
and 1 50? Increase
in Elevation

nêr cent of potential shippers
riifirrg and able to ship during
period All year round
Spring Road Bans
Seeding
Harvest
lVinter

4.4
.1
64.6
75.4
85.3
20

(2.4)
(4.3)
(3.71
(4.4)
(4.0)

15.1
40.7
43.1
55.8
70.7

astandard errors appear in parenthesis.
bTh.=" results v/ere compiled
from the initÍaL
survey only.

(5.1)
(6.1

)

(6.1)
(6.2)

(5.0)
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in the years from L976-77 Lo L979-BO. These
maps appear on tTre following pages as figures I to 4.
Figure I represents the base year, 1976-77. fhe
number of producer cars shipped in that year (255) was not
mucÏ¡ different from what it had been each year in the
previous twenty-five years. Figure I shows that the

v¿ere shipped

majority of producer cars in L976-77 were shipped from
points in Manitoba.
In L977-7A the number of producer cars v¡as over eight
times greater than in L976-77 and the number of points from
which they were shipped increased proportionately. Figure 2
indicates that the majority of the increase occurred around
those points where producer cars trad been shipped ín the
previous year.
In 1978-79 the number of producer cars doubled again.
Manitoba and north-eastern Saskatchev/an remained the areas
of Ïreaviest use butr âs is shown in figure 3, in that year
the phenomenon became more significant in Alberta.
fhe following year, L979'8O, producer car use fell
Some points which
back to the level of two years earlier.
had shipped producer cars in L97B'79 shípped none in

L979-8O. However, there !üere also new points of origin for
producer cars, .oarticularly in Alberta, as is shown in
fì-gure

4.

The maps demonstrate that the use of producer cars

did not increase evenly in all areas in the period from
l-976-77 onwards. fn fact, certain areas, particularly
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southern Saskatchewan, shipped virtually

no producer cars

over the four-year period. Instead, the use of producer
cars intensified in and spread around those areas rvhere they
were already being used.
fhis fact seems to support the hypothesis that
diffusion of innovations, or at least the diffusion of the
use of producer cars, is a spatial phenomenon. However, it
must be remembered that during the period of the rapid
increase of producer car use' producers in the areas of
heaviest use (¡¡anitoba and north-eastern Saskatchewan) had a
much greater incentive to use producer cars than producers
in the areas of least use (southern Saskatchewan).
As previously explained, this was because in those
areas of heavy producer car use, the combination of elevator
congestion and open delivery quotas for non-Board feed
grains allowed the producers who exercised the option of
shipping producer cars an opportunity to market more graín
than they otherwise could have.
fherefore, it is difficult

to conclude whether the
use of producer cars increased around the areas of use in
the base year because diffusion is a spatial phenomenon or
because in these areas it was most advantageous to use
producer cars or because of a combination of these two
factors.
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DIRECT IMPACTS OF PRODUCER CAR SHIPMENTS

IN

L97B-79

The tables in this section present the impacts of

producer car shipments upon grain producers and elevator
companies in the situation where producer cars causeno

reduction in total grain

movement.

On Producer Car Shippers

fhe previous chapters outlined the various factors
influencing the net return of producers shipping producer
cars. The total unit impact on producer car shippers is
simply the sum of the impact.s of the individual factors.
These impacts are summarized in table L7 and detailed in the
appendices.
Tab1e L7 shows, among other things, that .oroducer car

shippers saved more money in L978-79 by loading hopper cars
rather- than box cars and by shipping non-Board grains as
opposed to Canadian Wheat Board grains.

fhe reason that hopper cars save producer car
shj-ppers more money is that two of the additional expenses,
that is, the producer car administrat.ion fee and the
terminal weighing and inspection fee, are assessed on a
carlot basis. Since Ìropper cars carry more toines than box
cars it follows that this additional expense is less per
unit for hopper cars resulting in a larger saving. Also,
the direct loading costs, which are detailed in the
appendices, are less when loading hopper cars than when
loading box cars.
The reason why producer car shippers saved more money
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when shipping non-Board grains is that producer car shippers

of non-Board grains save the primary elevator storage and
interest carrying charges included in the primary
elevators' buying margins. For Canadian Vfheat Board grains
these costs have no impact on the individual producer car
shipper's savings or net income because they are paíd by the
Canadian Wheat Board pools, that is, by aII producers
marketing those grains. fherefore, the producer car shipper
cannot save or escape a charge which he does not pay
directly
Overallr producer car shippers experienced a weighted
average reduction in grain handling costs of $4.84 with each
tonne of grain they shipped in producer cars in l97B-79
(assuming no reduction in total grain movement). Since
producer car shipment.s totalled 3O2 32g.O tonnes in LgTB-7g,
the total decrease in producer car shippers' grain handling
costs was over $1.+ million.
However, ês pointed out in the previous chapter, the
impact upon producer car shippers wilI vary with the values
assumed by certain factors such as the proportion of
producer car shipments carried in hopper cars and the mix of
grains shipped. fhe impacts of changes in these factors are
shown in tables 24 and 25.
On Primary Elevators

In the previous chapters the component impacts of
producer car shipments upon the net income of primary
elevators v¡ere enumerated. The total direct impact on
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Table

17

Reduction in Grain Handlj-ng Costs Experienced
by Producers DÌ-verting Grain from
Primary Elevators to Producer
Cars in the 1978-79 Crop Year
Loaded Into
Hopper Cars

Grain

Loaded Into
Box Cars

icrhted
aveiaqeb
Vte

dollars per tonne diverted Wheat - Wheat Board

.26

0.39

3.52

2.67

5"20

4.50

Wheat Board

2.52

1

.68

non-Board

5.35

4

"52

non-Board
Oats

BarIey
Rye

Flaxseed

1

N/A

14.83

15 .64

14 .73

.98

Rapeseed

7

Weighted. Averagea

5.08

6

.87

4"23

4.84

A
*Weighted
by the prod.ucer car shipments of each
grain from each province in 1978-79.

b__

-üfeighted by the proportion of producer car
shipments carried in each type of car in 1978-79.
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primary elevators of grain diverted to producer cars in
L97B-79 is shown in table I8 and the component impacts are
presented in the appendices.
Table l8 indicates that in L97B-79 primary elevators

lost less per tonne on producer car shipments that were
carried in box cars. Ttre reason is that two of the positive
i-mpacts, that is, the additional revenue f rom ttre
administration fee and the reduced cost of the inspection
and weighing fees, are assessed on a carlot basis. Since
box cars carry fewer tonnes than hopper cars, tTrese positive
impacts v¡ere greater per tonne for box cars, thus resulting
in a smaller reduction in primary elevator income for
producer box car shipments than for producer hopper car
shipments.

Overall, for each tonne of grain shipped in producer
cars in L97B-79, primary elevators experienced a direct
reduction in net grain handling income of $0.28. With
producer car shipments totalling 3O2 329.O tonnes in that
year, the total direct decrease in the net grain handling
income of primary elevators v/as less than one hundred
thousand dollars.
However, âs with producer car shippers the impact
upon primary elevators wilI vary with the values assumed by

certain external factors. fhe impacts of different
scenarios upon primary elevators are shown in tables 24 and
25.
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Tab1e

1

8

Direct Change in Net Grain Handling Income
Experienced by Primary Elevators Due to the
Diversion of Grain to Producer Cars in the
1978-79 Crop Year

Loaded Into
Hopper Cars

Grain

!üheat - VÍheat Board
non-Board
Oats

!{heat Board

Barley

non-Board
Rye

Flaxseed
Rapeseed

_a
!{eighted Averagie

Loaded Into
Box Cars

lVe

ighteÉ

AveraqeÞ

dollars per tonne diverted
0.69
0.07
+ 0.15
0 .47
+ 0.32
0.21
+ 0.14
0.49
+ 0.18
0.45
+ 0 .88
N/a
.88
0.50
0.46
0

0

.29

+ 0.24
+ 0.17

a__

-Weighted by the producer car shipments of each
grain in 1978-79.
b__

-Weiqhted by the proportion of producer car
shipments carried in each type of car in 1978-79.

0

.28
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On Other Grain Producers

fhe direct costs of grain shipped in producer cars
paid by other grain producers include the increases in the
primary elevator storage and interest charges built into the
buying margins for non-Board grains. In L97B-79 these costs
averaged $3.I1 for each tonne shipped in producer cars (or
four cents for each tonne delívered to primary elevators)
for a total of over nine hundred thousand dollars.
In Total
total direct impact of producer shipments upon
the three groups in 1978-79 was an increase in net income of
$1.45 per tonne shipped in producer cars due to a net
reduction in grain handling costs. On the total volume
shipped in producer cars that year the amount was over four
hundred thousand dollars.
TYre

THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF PRODUCER CARS
CARS UNDER AI,TERNATTVE CONDITIONS

fhe results of the preceding section illustrated the
impacts of producer cars with producer cars causing no
reduction in the total movement of grain. However, if
producer car shippers used railway equipment less
efficiently than other shippers, it is possible that the
total movement of grain may have been reduced. T.his of
course would alter the impacts of producer cars.
To determine the possible range of impacts of producer

cars the relative efficiency of producer car shippers

was
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Table

19

Additional Storage and Carrying Charges Assumed
by Other Grain Producers Due to the
Diversion of Grain to Producer
Cars in the 1978-79 Crop Year
Dollars Per Tonne
Shipped in Producer Cars

Grain
I¡Iheat - Wheat Board
non-Board
Oats

Barley - !{heat Board
- non-Board

0

2.26
1

.59

0

2.97

Rye

14 .10

Flaxseed

16.55

Rapeseed

7.90

Weighted Arreraget'b

3.11

uw.ight"d by the prod.ucer car shipments of
grain in 1978-79.

each

b-Each composite tonne shipped in producer cars
increased the carrying charges of other producers by
$3.11. This j-s equivalent to four cents for every
tonne delivered to primary elevators.
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first

determined and subsequently the impacts were

recalculated under various sets of circumstances.
fhe Relative Efficiency of Producer Car Shippers
fhe relative efficiency of producer car shippers was
analyzed in terms of three shipping performance factors.
Ttre results are shown in tables 20, 2L, and 22.
Table 20 indicates that the average car cycles of
producer cars are longer than those of elevator cars. As
result, unless there is an excess supply of railway grain

a

cars, the total movement of grain will be reduced when grain
is shipped in producer cars and the impact of producer car
sTri-pments wilI be altered.
However, table 2I demonsùrates that ,oroducer car
shippers utilize railway car shipping capacity just as
efficiently

as do elevator shippers. Therefore, this

shipping performance factor will not change the total
movement of grain or the impact of producer cars.

Finally, table 22 suggests that producer car shippers
misship at a different rate from elevator shippers.
However, one is not consistently better or worse than the
other for all graj-ns. fherefore, on account of this
shipping performance factor, the total movement of grain and
the ,oosit.ive impacts of producer cars may be increased or
decreased depending on the mix of grains shipped in producer
cars.
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Table

20

Average Car Cyc1es of Producer Cars Versus

Primary Elevator Carsa

Car
Type

Part of Cycle

Producer Elevator
caisbðarsc

Dif f ererr.ud

days

Hopper country siding tjme
cers
total cycle

17

Box
cars

21 "8

country sidj-ng time
total cycle

?t

.7

4.8

1.9

16.3
2.1

19.1

1.4 (+
2.7

92)

(+142)

tc.N.R. car cycles for both shippers.
bB-sed or, 254 hopper cars spotted
in the third
quarter of 1978 and 129 box cars spotted in August and
September, 1978 and July, 1979. Total producer car cycles

the elevator car cycles by substituti-ng
the producer car country time for the elevator country

Ì¡rere derived from

time.

cGrain Transportation and Handlingi in Western

Canadar
¡,
V-8 and V-9. The total- car cycles are averages for the
whole of 1978 while the country time is the averag:e for
the third quarter of 1978.
dthu differences are statistically

significant.
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Table

2L

Average Loading Factors of Producer Cars Versus Elevator
Carsa

Car
Type

Elevator

Producer

Grain

Di

Carsc

Carsb

Mix

fferenced

- per cent of capacj-ty utilized

Hopper Producer car
Cars grain mix
Primary elevator
grain mix
Box

Cars

Producer car

grain mix
Primary elevator
grain mix

89.4

85.4

4.o (+4.72)

93.3

90.

5

2.8

94.

95.

3

-L.2 (-r.3?

96.2

0.9 (0.9?)

L

97.L

(+S.1? )
)

aloads on t"if lines where cars could not be loaded
to capacity lvere excluded.
bBased on 237 hopper cars and I45 box cars unloaded
in the 1979-80 crop year.
cBased on an analysis provided by Mr. Andy Stephen of
alt C.N.R. terminal elevator grain unloaded in the I97B'79

crop year.

dNone

significant.

of these differences are statistically
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Table

22

Misshipments of Producer Cars Versus Elevator Cars
Grain/Grade
Supposedly Shipped Producer

to fhunder Bay

All Wheat
I Feed Bar1ey

Carsê

r

2.4

rs. o

-L2.2 (-813 )

1.4

L7.4

6.0 (-342)

22.O

s.

Weighted average
L97A-79 primary elevator
Thunder Bay grain
ml-x

carsb

Differencec

- per cent unloading incorrect grade
11.0 (+463)
24.O
35.0

Weighted average
L97B-79 producer car
Thunder Bay grain
mix

Elevator

27

.9

9

(+272)

aBased on L37 shipments of wheat and L7B shipments of
I feed barley in the 1979-80 crop year.
bcrain Transportation and Handling in I{estern Canada,
Appendi-ces (ottawa: Grains Group, 1979), 115.
cfhe differences are statistically significant.
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fhe Imrract of Different

Scenarios

scenarios within which

In Chapter IV seven different

the impacts of producer cars could be analyzed were
described. fhese are summarized in table 23'

Table

23

Seven Scenarios For Analyzing the Impacts of Producer Cars

External
Factor

Value Assumed

by External Factor

I

ProducerCar
Shipments in

Inadequate
- Adequate
722
f003

x
x

MixofGrains
in Producer

x
-ProducerCar
PrimarY Elevator

CarSupply

Hopper Cars

Scenariosa

6

7

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

2 T-TE

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

Cars

Misshipment3/4xxxxx
1
Tolerance
GeographicSkewedxxxxxx
Even
Distribution of

x

x
x

Producer Car
Shipments

first

aFor example, in scenario 2 each factor assumes the
of the two Possible values.
Trhe

impacts of producer cars in each of the seven

scenarios were calculated for L97B-79 and the results appear

in tables 24 and 25.
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Scenario I represents the direct impacts of producer

cars that have already been described. fhat is to sâfr it.
indicates ttre impact of producer cars exclusive of any
reduction in movement that they may have caused.
Scenario 2 represents as closely as possible the
situation that actually existed in the L978-79 crop year.
In this scenario each unit of grain shipped in a producer
car caused a reducti-on in total grai-n movement of 0.084 of
a unit, primarily because of the longer car cycle for
producer cars. Thris did not change significantly the impact
upon producer car shippers but dj-d alter the impact on the
other two groups. Primary elevators experienced a further
loss in income (now totalling $O.ql per tonne shipped in
producer cars ) because of the further loss in handlings due
to the reduction in total grain movement. However, this
loss in movement had the greatest potential impact upon
other grain producers as a group, depending upon the length
of time tl-e grain was held on farms, the interest rates, and
the price for which it was eventually sold. In this case,
because of the record grain movement in 1979-80, it was
assumed that the reduction in grain movement was held on
farms only one year. Because the grain prices in L979-BO
were significantly greater than in L97B-79, the impact of
selling the grain one year later was actually positj-ve. Of
course, this is not the generally expected result of
reducing grain movement. In any case, the reduction in the
income of other producers in Scenario 2 was $2.05 for every
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tonne shipped in producer cars (or three cents for every
tonne delj-vered to primary elevators). Tfherefore, the total
unit impact was an increase in the incomes of the three
groups of $2.33 for every tonne of grain shipped in a
producer car in L7TB-7T. fhis produced a total increase in
income of over seven hundred tÏrousand dollars'

The results for scenario 3 demonstrate that the

impacts of producer cars would be the same as those of
scenario f if there htere an adequate car supply since in
this circumstance the longer car cycle of producer cars and

the different misshipment rate would have no impact on the
total grain movement (if there were sufficient excess cars
to accommodate the longer car cycles of producer cars).
scenario 4 indicates that the impacts of producers
cars on producer car shíppers and producers as a whole would
improve while those on primary elevators would be worse, Lf
one hundred per cent of producer car stripments were carried
in hopper cars. fhe impact upon producer car shippers would
improve because hopper cars are less costly to load
directly. Tlrey also carry more grain and hence those
expenses which are assessed on a carlot basis would be less
per tonne. By the same token the per tonne administration
revenue of the primary elevators would be decreased.
Because producer car shippers load hop.oer cars more quickly
than box carsr êrI increase in the proportion of producer car
shipments in hopper cars would decrease the reduction in
total movement and the impact of this reduction. fhe total
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impact of this scenario in L97B'79 would have been an

increase in the income of the three groups of over six
hundred thousand dollars.
Scenario 5 assumes that .oroducer cars in L97A-79

carried the same mix of grains as v/ere shipped from primary
elevators. Ttris would Ìtave reduced the benefit to producer
car shippers because they would have shipped relatively less
non-Board grains which realize a higher saving for producer
car shippers. The impact upon primary elevators would be
little different. Because producer car shippers misship
this mix of grain relatively more, the movement. reduction
and its impact would increase. fhe overall impact would be
an increase in the income of the three groups of less than
one hundred thousand dollars.

Scenario 6 demonstrates the impact of an increased

tolerance to misshipments. Because producer car shippers in
fact mísshipped less frequently than primary elevators in
L97B-79, this change in circumstances would further reduce
the total movement of grain and increase the consequent
impacts upon primary elevators and .oroducers as a group.
The resulting total impact would be an increase in the
incomes of the three groups of over seven hundred thousand
dollars.
In the final scenario it was assumed that the
producer car shipments in L978'79 were evenly distributed
across the Prairie shipping points rather than concentrated
in about one-quarter of tTrem. This would have changed only
the impact upon the primary elevators because of their

Table

24

üIeighted Unit fmpacts of Producer Car Shipments in 1978-79 j-n Various Scenarios

Tonnes

Scenar

io

Reduction
in Grain

Movement

Dollar Changes in Net Incomesa
Of Other
Of the
Of Producer Of Primary
Grain
Three Groups
Car Shippers Elevators Producers
in Total
per tonne shipped in producer cars

1- no movement

reduction

2-

1978-79

conditions

adequate car
supply

0

4.84

-0.28

-3.11

1

0.084

4.85

-0.47

-2"05

2.33

0

4.84

-0 .28

-3

" 11

1

.45

0 "067

5.09

-0.62

-2 .26

2

.21

.35

-0.46

-1.70

0.19

0.103

4.86

-0.51

-1.81

2.54

0 .084

4.85

-0.53

-2.05

2

4- producer cars
1
tr

J-

004 hoppers

primary elevator
mix in producer
cars

6- complete tolerance
to misshipments
7- even geographic
distribution

0

.112

2

aAssuming the movement reduction can be carried into and sold in the

following year.

.45

.27
J

N)

o

Tab1e
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Total Impacts of Producer Car Shipments in 1978-79 in Various Scenarios

Scenario

Reduction
in Grain

Movement

in Ne!-Inggugsa
-- ---Three Groups
Of Producer Of Prímary
Grain
Car Shippers Elevators Producers
in Total
Changes

dollars

tonnes

1- no movement

reduction

2-

3-

1978-19

conditions

0

25

400

1

,463 , 000

85,000

-940,000

438,000

1

,466,000

-1 42,000

-620,000

704,000

1

,463,000

85,000

-940,000

438,000

1

,539,000

-187,000

-683,000

669,000

0,000

-139,000

-514,000

57,000

adequate

car supply

4- producer cars
1

00? hoppers

5- primary elevator
mj-x in producer
cars

6- complete tol-erance
to misshipments
7- even geographic
distribution

0

20

300

33

900

71

31 100

1

,469,000

-1 54,000

-547, 000

768,000

25

1

,466,000

-160,000

-620,000

686,000

400

aAssuming the movement reduction can be carried into and sold in the

following year.

N)

1))

In this case, because more
elevators would have experienced reduced handlings and
increased average costs, the negative impact upon primary
elevators would have increased slightly.
non-linear cost function.

SUMMARY

OF RESULTS

The results discussed in this chapter indicate that

there exists a potential for a significant increase in the
use of producer cars as this innovation diffuses across the
Prairíes and its relative economic advantage increases.
fhey also demonstrate the short-run savings gained by the
producer car shippers are partially at the expense of the
primary elevators and those producers who do not ship
producer cars.
Whether or not the overall short-run impact on

operational efficiency is positive may depend on whether or
not producer car stripments reduce the total movement of
grain, which they can do in certain circumstances. L{hen
this is the case the j-ncome of grain producers as a group
may be reduced (although it was not in thj-s particular case)
and the overall short-run impact of producer cars on
o.oerational efficiency may be negative.

In the long run the negative impacts of producer cars
may be ameliorated and the positive impacts increased.
fhese possibitities are discussed in the final chapter.

Chapter VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The capacity and costs of the Canadi-an grain handling

and transportation system are of vital

concern to all

participants in the Canadian grain industry. As a result
the users and providers of the services of the system are

on

the alert for cost-reducing and/or output-increasingt
technological innovations. One such innovation which has
re-emerged as a credible alternative to the primary elevator
sector of the system is the direct loadi-ng of railway cars
by producers.
There were two main objectives to this investigatj-on

of .oroducer loading of railway cars. fhe f irst was to
estimate the extent to which direct loading would be used
under different circumstances after the general population
of grain farmers had become familiar with this alternative.
The second objective r¡¡as to estimate the impacts of direct
producer loadings upon grai-n movement and the costs and
i-ncomes of grain producers and elevator companies. The
results of the research are summarized in the sections
immediately following. Subsequently, the limitations of the
study are pointed out and suggestions for further research
are

made.
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THE FUTURE USE OF PRODUCER

CARS

The speed and extent of the spread or diffusion of an

innovation are determined by several factors. Chief among
these are the sources of information about the innovation
and the associated communication channels, the
socio-economic characteristj-cs of the .oot.ential adopters,
the perceived attributes of the innovation including the
relative economic advantage, and the spatial distribution of
the present users and potential adopters.
fhe results of the empirical investigation indicated
how the diffusion of direct producer loading can be affected
by the above factors.
First, elevator managers were the most frequently
cited source of tl-e detailed information required to make
the decision of whether or not to try direct loading.
Ttrerefore, elevator managers, through the information
provided and the manner of providing it, appear to be in a
powerful position efther to promote or to discourage the
dj-ffusion and adoption of producer cars.
Second, larger and younger farmers are more likeIy to
try (and thus to adopt) direct producer loading. fhus, âs
the average size of farms continues to grow (as seems likely
from past and present trends) more farmers will try and will
adopt direct producer loading. Similarly, ôs today's
younger farmers move through the age spectrum there wiIl be
an increasing proportion of farmers with favourable
attitudes toward producer cars (assuming today's younger
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farmers retain their favourable attitudes as they age).
fhird, the higher the cost of primary elevator

services (relative to Lhe cost of direct producer loading)
the greater is Lhe relative economic advantage and
Iikelihood of producers' loading cars directly. fherefore,
if the relative costs of primary elevators continue to
increase there will be more farmers who try and who adopt
di-rect loading.
other factors which will make direct loading more
advantageous are the closure of delivery points (in those
cases where the siding remains), an increase in the
probability of receiving hop.oer cars, and higher quotas.
Since these factors are presently increasing, in the future
they will provide a greater íncentive to try and to adopt
direct loading.
Fourth, the investigation of the spatial distribution
of producer car shipments over the course of four years
demonstrated that the spread of the use of direct producer
Ioading appears to be affected by the distance between ttre
present users and the potential adopters. fhe smaller the
distance, the more likely is the potential adopter to try
and to adopt direct producer loading.

If this is the case,

as the use of direct producer loading spreads, more
potentiat adopters wilt be exposed to it and try it and
Eventually, of course, the diffusion
subsequently adopt it.
over space witl cease when the use of direct producer
loading has spread to all parts of the Prairie provinces.
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Notv/ithsLanding that the research has indicated that

the use of producer cars is likely to increase, the producer
car survey demonstrated that for some time to come producer
cars wiII be only a supplement to the primary elevator
system rather than a replacement. Ttris is because there are
periods in the year (particularly in the spring) when the
majority of potential producer car shippers are unable or
unwilling to load producer cars. fherefore, it would be
impossible to maintain an even flow of grain shipments from
the Prairies without the storage and shipping facilities of
primary elevators.
THE IMPACT OF PRODUCER

CARS

The total direct impacts of producer cars (excluding

external costs) are determined by the nature and level of
the costs of direct loading versus loading through primary
elevators. Since the short-run marginal costs of direct
loading are less than of primary elevator handling, there
will be a reduction in total short-run costs for each unit
that is loaded directly rather than handled through a
primary elevator.
How the benefits of this cost reduction are
distributed is.determined by the impact on the net incomes
of the affected participants. Since the charges for primary
elevator services are greater ttran the marginal costs of
both primary elevator handling and direct loading, the net
incomes of producer car shj-ppers will rise and the net
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incomes of primary elevators will

fa1l. fhe impact on other
producers depends on how their access to the grain handlÍng
and transportation system is affected by producer cars.
The estimates of the direct impacts of producer car
shipments in the L97B-79 crop year are summarized in table
26. They show that the average impact of each tonne of
grain shipped in a producer car was a reduction in total
short-run grain handling costs of $1.45 for a total of
reduction in costs of over four hundred thousand dollars.
However, this was not the total impact.

took longer to load railway cars
than did primary elevators and the car supply was a
constraint to total grain movement, each tonne of grain
Because producers

shipped in producer cars reduced the total rail movement of

grain by 0.084 of a tonne. fhe impact of this movement
reduction, which in this particular case \¡/as positive, fe11
primarily upon other grain producers. The total resulting
impact of each composite tonne shipped in a producer car in
1978-79 was a reduction in total net income of grain
producers and primary elevators of $2.33.
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Table

26

Impacts of Producer Cars on Net Incomes in L97B-794

Sector

Tota1 ImPacts
Direct Impacts
(Including
(l¡ot Inctuding
Movement Reduction) Movement Reduction)

- dollars per
Producer Car Shippers
Primary Elevators
orher Grain Producersb
Total

tonne shipped in producer cars

4.84
0.28
3.1I (-0.04)
L,45

4.85
O.47

- 2.O5 (-0.03)
2.33

aExcluding increases in shippers income due to
termj-nal elevator .orice premiums and movement reduction due
to terminal elevator congestion and longer primary elevator
car cycles.
bfhe numbers in brackets represent ttre income change
for other producers per tonne delivered to primary
elevators.
Subsequent investigation revealed that the reduction

j-n grain movement would be lessened if a greater proportion

of producer car shipments vtere loaded into hopper cars since
producer car ship-oers utilj-ze hopper cars relatively more
effj-ciently than box cars. fhe research also indícated that
the movement reduction caused by producer cars could be
eliminated if the car supply were increased sufficiently
(at a cost which was not estimated). It is also worthwhile
to note that the benefit to producer car shippers of
shipping the same mix of grains as the primary elevators
would have been about half of the benefit actually
experienced because of the smaller savings when shipping
Canadian Wheat Board grain.
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IMPLÏCATIONS OF THE

RESEARCH

fhis section discusses the implications for the
various participants in the Canadian grain industry of the
results of the research.
Implications For Producers
fhe results indicate that several present trends are
likely t.o facilitate the continued diffusion and adopt.ion of
direct producer loading. fhese trends include the movements
toward larger farms, relatively higher primary elevator
charges, more hopper cars, fewer elevator ,ooints, and higher
delivery quotas. These factors will make the use of direct
producer loading easier and more advantageous.
fhese factors favouring the increased use of producer
cars could be quickly counterbalanced if the structure of
railway freight rates for grain were changed so that smaller
shippers ,oaid more than larger shippers. In such
circumstances it is possible that the extra freight charges
associated with producer cars would equal or exceed the
savings from bypassing the primary elevator system.
However, because of strong opposition by many large
farm organizations to this type of variable freight raLe
structure for grainr producer car shippers wiIl likely avoid
this extra cost for some time to come.
fherefore, in the short run as the use of .oroducer
cars continues to increase, the income transfer from primary
elevators and non-shippers to producer car shippers will
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also increaser ês v/ilt the saving in total grain handling
costs and the reduction in total grain movement (ie tTre car
supply is a constraint to total movement).
fhe long-run implications for producers of the
increased use of producer cars depends largely on the impact
on the primary elevator companies and their reaction to the
si-tuation" It is .oossible that the elevator companies will
consolidate the primary elevator system further than they
otherwise would have because of the handlings and revenues
lost to producer cars. If this happens the trucking costs
of producers delivering to primary elevators will increase.
Another possibilit.y is that the elevator companies
wilI raise their handling charges more than otherwise in
order to recover their lost revenues. Whether the impact
would fall on non-shippers of .oroducer cars or on all
producers would depend on whether the elevator companies
raised theÍr primary elevator handling charges (paid by
non-shippers of producer cars ) or terminal chargres (paid by
all shippers).
Finally, if the car supply is increased sufficiently
or if the relative efficiency of producer car shippers
increases, then the reduction in grain movement caused by
producer cars will be decreased.
Implications for Elevator Companies
The indication that .oroducer car shipments are likely
to continue to increase has very definite implications for
the elevator companies.
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To begin with, the grain handling income transfer

from primary elevators to producer car shippers wilI

increase. In addition to this income loss, elevator
companies may also lose some merchandising and
administrative revenue if grain dealers, who own no
elevators, provide the required administration and
merchandising services for producer cars. This has, in
fact, been the trend over the past few years. From L977-78
to f9B0-BI the percentage of producer cars administered by
such grain dealers or by the producer car shippers
themselves increased from six per cent to over fifty per
cent. (See table 3).
fhere are a number of ways the elevator companies can
react to the increasing incidence of direct producer
loading.
As previously discussed, they can consolidate their
systems and thus recover some of the loss in income by

reducing costs. Alternately, they can increase their
charges for primary elevator services.

Both of these

alternatives, however, could be counter-productive because
they increase the relatj-ve advantage and economic incenti-ve
to ship producer cars.
One way for the elevator companies to recover the
lost revenue without increasing the attractiveness of direct
loading is to increase their terminal elevator charges.
These cannot be avoided by shipping producer cars. However,
this strategi)¡ can be thwarted by regulators who may not
a1low terminal elevator .orofits to subsidize primary
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elevator operations.
Another tactic which could be utilized by elevator
companies is a campaign to discredit and discourage producer
cars. Since elevator managers are often the source of the
information required to decide whether or not to try
producer cars, elevator companies might be able to conduct
However, suclt a campaign
such a compaign quite effectively.
could only retard, not stop, the diffusion of producer cars
sínce there are sources of information other than elevator
managers.

Finatly, the same resources with which the elevator
companies could try to suppress producer cars could also be
used to facilitate and encourage the use of direct producer
Ioading. In other words, instead of trying to beat them,
the elevator companies could join them. f'hat is to sâlr
elevator companies could become active promoters of producer
cars in order to head off the competitj-on of grain dealers
and to penetrate further those market areas where they have

no primary elevators.

Of course, those companies which already have
elevators in all areas could not expand their market share

by adopting such a strategy as much as companies which are
not so widely represent.ed. However, è11 eompanies could
reduce their costs by replacing part of their primary
elevator collection systems with producer car services or
some low cost compromise between direct producer loading and
conventj-onal primary elevators. For example, rather than
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upgrading an existing country elevator or constructing a

nev/

elevator, ârI elevator company might be able to provide
almost the same level of service much more cheaply by
building farm-styIe storage on track or close to a loading
site and loading the railway cars with farm-type loading
equipment. (et least one company Ïras already done this on an
interim basis when replacing an elevator destroyed by
eire. )l with such an arrangement, not only would capital
costs be much reduced but the operating costs could also be
significantly decreased by using one "elevator manager" to
service several loading points.
If the elevator companies took this route they would
be following the example of several other collection and
distribution systems which Ìrave lowered their operating
costs by reducing the level of service offered. For
example, many retail gasoline outlets are now self-serve,
offering fewer services but cheaper gasoline than
full-service stations. Perhaps a better example is that of
the local railway stations in the Prairies. In the past
there was generally a station trouse and a station agent in
every Prairie town (similar to the situation with primary
elevators and elevator managers). Nowadays these stations
and station managers are almost extinct. The railways have
replaced them with travelling service representatives

serve customers in several towns.

lrh" Western Producer, June ll,

1981, p. 38.

who
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Such a system would combine the reduced costs of

dj-rect producer loading and the faster and more reliable
loading of ,orimary elevators.
Implications for Railways
In the analysis the railways v/ere largely ignored.
Nevertheless, it is possible to discuss in general terms the
implj-cations for the railways of increased direct producer
loadi-ng.

Producer cars cause increased costs for the railways

in several ways. First, operating costs are increased by
the less efficient use of railway equipment. Second,
accounting and other adminj-strative costs are increased
because there are more shippers to deal with, many of whom
require more service because of their inexperience.
To discourage slow loading of producer cars, the

railways might consider exercising their option to collect
demurrage on producer cars. However, the administrative
costs and bad .oublicity (grain companies are not generally
cTrarged demurrage) involved with doing this could easily
outweigh any benefits.

Ultimately, to be properly recompensed, the railways
should be allowed to charge producer car shippers and other
smalI shippers higher freight rates because of the higher
costs they cause the railways. However, this will not be
possible until the whole question of the level and
structure of the railway rates on graj-n has been settled.
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Implications For Government and Regulators
Because the Canada Grain Act which guarantees the
right of direct producer loading is a federal statute, the
federal government is ultimately answerable for the
protection and responsible use of this alternative. The
Canadian Grain Commission, which administers the Canada
Grain Act, is immediately responsible.
In L97I, wTren the latest version of the Canada Grain
Act came into effect, this responsibility was largely
hypothetical since the use of producer cars v/as virtually
defunct. However, the resurrectj-on of this alternative and
the fact that its use will likely continue to grow implies
that its effective regulation and administration have and
will become increasingly more important.
ff the basic decision has been made that this right
will be preserved even at the cost of some reduced
technological efficiency in the grain handling and
transportation system (as its enshrinement in legislation
suggests), then the primary concern of the regulators must
be to minimize these inefficiencies.
That is to sêlr they
must facilitate and motivate the most efficient possible use
of railway equipment by producer car shippers. fhis means
the regulators must do what they can to speed up the loading
of producer cars and to reduce the proportion of
misshipments.

faster loading of producer cars, the
regulators should ensure that producer car shippers are
To facilitate
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given as much forewarning as possible of when their cars are
scheduled to arrive so that they can make preparations for
loading ahead of time (tine up extra trucks, prepare the
toading site, etc. ). To accomplish this the Canadj-an Grain
Commission should phone each producer as Soon as his car is
scheduled (if the company providing the administrative

services does not). A longer term and more relj-able
solution for slow producer loading is the construction of
on-track farm storage which allows the grain to be placed in
loading position before the car arrives. This is already
occurring and should not be discouraged or -trampered by the
regulators.
Reducing the proportion of misshipments could be

a

chore. fhe Canadian Grain Commission could
require a sample of the graj-n to be shipped to accompany the
application for a car. However, this would only be as
effective as the applicants were honest and competent as
samplers. Alternately or in conjunction with advance
samples, the regulators could i-mpose some type of penalty
for misshipments. fhis too could be of limited
effectiveness. For example, how does one penalize an
j-ndj-vidual who only intends to ship one producer car in his
lifetime? Certainly not. by reducing his future allocations
(ttre usual penalty for primary elevators).
Related to the efficient use of producer cars, the
regulators must ensure that the grai-n shi-pped in producer
cars is effectively integrated and co-ordinated with the

more difficult.
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overall grain movement in order to prevent terminal elevator
congestion. fhis is quite straightforward with Canadian
wheat Board grain. In this case the canadian Grain
Commission should allow producer car shippers to ship only
those grades of grain which primary elevators are allowed to
ship. For non-Board grains this rule would not be effective
because primary elevators are not restricted as to the
grades of non-Board grains they can ship. It is left up to
the companies to ensure that their grain shipments are
comprised of marketable grades plus a reasonable volume of
unmarketable grades whj-ch can be processed and upgraded to
marketable grades in the terminal elevators. To ensure that
producer car shippers do not overload and congest terminals
with such unmarketable grades, they should be allowed to
ship only readily marketable grades of non-Board grains,

unless they have prior agreement from a terminal elevator to
receive their grain.
Another possible source of terminal elevator
congestion is producer car shippers (or their agents)

storing non-Board grain in terminal elevators while
speculating on price increases. Regulators must devise a
Perhaps a system
method to discourage or prevent this.
similar to that at primary elevators would be operabl-e. In
that sector producers often give the elevator permission to
ship out the grain before they (ttre producers) sell it.
Trhis way the producers are able to speculate without

interfering with elevator movement- Alternately, the
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shippers could be forced or motivated to sell their grain
and do their speculating on the futures market. fhis could
be accompli-shed by limiting the period grain is allowed to
be stored in terminal elevators or by instituting higher
and/or escalating terminal elevator storage charges.
fire alternative to decreasíng the movemenÈ reduction
caused by producer cars by increasing the efficiency of

producer car shippers is to limit or eliminate producer car

shipments. However, such a drastic step strould not be
necessary if the aforementioned remedj-es are instituted.
Another concern of the regulators should be to ensure
that producer car shippers have access to the scarce
resources of the grain handling and transportation system
equivalent to that of non-.oroducer car shippers. fhere
incentives to use producer cars due
should not be artificial
to greater or faster access to the system.
In the past, producer cars have allowed greater
access to the grain handling and transportation system. In
L977-78 and L97B-79 elevator congestíon limited producer
delj-veries of non-Board feed grain to primary elevators
time there was virtually no constrainL on
producer car shipments of these grains.
Atthough this artificial
incentj-ve was removed with
the introduction of delivery quotas on non-Board feed grain,
at the time of writing, for some non-Board grains
(especially flaxseed and rapeseed) producer cars still
provided faster access to the terminal elevator markets than
while at the

same
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was available to the primary elevator shippers. This

unequal access resulted in lower carrying costs for producer
car shippers of these grains (compared to producers

delivering to primary elevators) and a relative advantage
unavailable to those who cannot ship producer cars. To
eliminate this discrepancy some administrative system should
be designed to approximate the waiting time for a producer
car to the time that same grain would have stayed in primary
storage if it had been delivered to a primary elevator.
fhe current freight rate structure on grain, which
does not recognize the extra costs of producer cars and

other single carlot shipments, also provides an art.ificial
incentive to ship producer cars" When the statutory freight
rates on graj-n are revised, the question of the
discriminatory structure favouring small shippers sl"rould be
addressed.

By the same token, regulators should ensure that

disincentives or discriminatory
there are no artificial
practices discouraging the use of producer cars. One
example of this alluded to earlier is the subsidization of
primary elevators by terminal elevators. Another is the
fact that, through the Canadian Wheat Board pooling system,
.oroducer car shippers pay for primary elevator storage,

service they do not' utilize.
Howeverr perhaps the most discriminatory rule
restricting the use of producer cars is contained,
ironically, in Èhe Canada Grain Act, the legislation

a
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purported to protect this right.

Section 7L of the Act
aIlows only one producer to load grain into a producer car.
this of course prevents smaller producers from shipping
producer cars jointly.
fhis anomaly should be removed as

quickly as possible.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

A potential limitation of the producer car survey

was

ttre fact that the estimates of future use v/ere derived from
hypothetical questj-ons. Both Selltiz and Reichmann point
out the possible weaknesses of such projections.2,3
First, the respondent has little basis for predícting
his own behaviour if he has not experienced tTre situation
previously. Second, even if he gives a considered and
honest opini-on on his course of action, there is no
guarantee that he will actually carry it out.
However, because the questions were asked in the
context of past situations, they v/ere not totally
hypoÈhetical. In addition, the correlation with the
estimat.es from the attitudinal questions, which do not have
the problem of being hypothetical, adds credibilit.y to the
estimates of the use of producer cars (younger and larger
farmers have both more positive attitudes toward producer
2C. Sellitz et â1, Research Methods in Social

nston
Relations (3rd êd., tr¡ew Yo
ñ8., Fe), p. 305.
fd. J. Reichmann, Use and Abuse of Statistics
(Harmondsworth, England:
p. 272.
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cars and a higher ,oroportion of potential producer car
shippers

)

.

As a final note on the survey, the responses to
questions on producer car use actually indicated what

proportion of farmers would try direct producer loading, not
the proportion that would eventually adopt it or continue to
use it. Of course, the two may be identical, but it. is more
likely that some who would try direct loading would decide
not to adopt it. In any case, the survey probably yielded
more accurate projectíons than the alternative methodology
of estj-mating a regression equation with time series data.
This is because such an equation cannot easily account for
the impacts of changing information and attitudes which are
inherent in the diffusion of i-nnovations.
There v/ere several limitations associated with the
estimation of the impacts of producer cars.
Conceptually, the most serious was the exclusion of
ttre impacts on pricing or exchange efficiency. As menti-oned
previously, the pricing practices of elevator companies
could be significantly altered by the additional competition
or threat of competition provided by producer cars. This
fact must be kept in mind when considering the empirical
results.
In addition there v/ere a number of limitations to the
analysis of the impact of producer cars on the operational
efficiency of the grain handling and transportation system.
limitation was the exclusion of the
impacts on the railways, a sector which is certainly
One obvious
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affected by the shipment of producer cars. However, as
stated. in Ctrapter III, these impacts v/ere not analyzed
in quantifying them. For this
because of the difficulty
reason the empirical analysis was restricted to grain
producers and grain trandlers.
within the restricted analysis there remained some
limitations. One of the more serious was the f act t'hat the
estimates of movement reductj-on caused by producer cars did
not consider the possibilit.y lhat producer cars might
increase the car cycle t.ime of primary elevator shipments or
contribute to terminal elevator congestion. fhe reason for
these exclusions was the non-availability of data with which
to quantify these imPacts.
One final limitation or quatification must be
stressed. fhe empirical results represent only the first
round short-run impacts. Ttre total short-run impacts
include in addition the resultant impact on those providing
goods and services to the grain producers and elevator

companies. fhe long-run impacts will depend upon how grain
producers and grain handlers respond to the short-run
impacts and may include a modification to the configuration

of the primarY elevator system.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

There are several refinements and extensions of the
research which would be worthwhile pursuing'

For example, a better understanding of the diffusion
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and adoption process could be gained by relating additional
socio-economic factors to the attitudes toward producer cars
and innovations in general. One such factor is the amount

of. a group's experience with successful innovations in the
recent past. It is possible that ttre adoption and diffusion
of producer cars are facj-litated in 1981 because of the fact

that. Prairie farmers have successfully adopted many
technological innovations in the past decade.
fhe most productive extension of the analysis of the
operational efficiency of the grain handling and
transportation system would be including the railways. This
would yield results which show the total impact of .oroducer
car shipments on operational efficiency. In such a study
the impacts of different structures of cost-related rail
freight rates should be examined. Such an analysis would
indicate the relative incentive to ship producer cars if
producer car shippers had to pay for the extra associated
railway costs.
To obtain a complete analysis of the impact of
producer cars, it will be necessary to analyze how producer
cars affect the pricing strategy of elevator companies.
TLris wiII include the pricing of their grain handling
services and the prices they pay farmers for non-Board
graíns. A priori it is difficult to deduce whether the
additional competition will improve pricing efficiency or

distort it through cross-subsidj-zation of primary elevators
by terminal elevators.
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To assist in determining the optimal course of

evolution for the primary elevator system, it would be
beneficial to investigate the economics of the modified
primary elevator system previously alluded to in this
chapter. Such a system would replace current primary
elevators and managers with travelling service
representatives and farm-style storage and loading
equipment. It is possible that such a system could combine
the best features of producer cars and the current primary
elevator system, that is, reduced costs and fast, reliable
car loading.
a more "oractical and immediate level, if , as ,it
appears, the opt.ion of shipping producer cars is going to
preserved., then research should be conducted to determine
how to minimize their negative impacts. Otherwise, the
potential benefits of this "innovation" in grain handling
technology will not be fully realized.
On

be
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SURVEYS

There are two methods to obtain information about the
characteristics of a population.
fhe first is to take a
census of all the members of the population.

This involves

contacting each and every member of the population and
obtaining from it the desired information.
with a smalr
population,

such as the pupils in a classroom, a census may

be convenient and practical.
a census is impractical

However, for many populations

because of the time and expense

required
In such cases it is necessary to survey only a sample
of the members of the popuration and obtain statistics

or

estj-mates of the true values or parameters of the

.oopulation.

fhe obvious question regarding this method is

Ïrow can one be certain

that the statistics

obtained from

a

sample are an accurate approximation of the population

parameters.

Ttre ansv/er is provided by the foundatj-on of

sampling and surveys, the central limit

theorem.

The

mathematical proof of this theorem is very complex but it
can be stated simply as follows:
"If a population has a finite variance 52 and mean u,
then the distribution
of sample means from samples of
N independent observations approaches a normal_
distribution \,rith variance 62 /ñ and mean u as the
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sample size N increases. " L,2

Ttrerefore, consistent with the nature of the normal
distribution, the mean of ninety-five per cent of aIl

lie within two standard errors of the
population mean.3 Stated otherwise, it i-s possible to
attach a degree of confidence to the statement that a range
of values around the sample mean actually contains the
population mean. Generally, the range selected is two
population standard errors on either side of the sample mean
which, ês indicated earlier, will in ninety-five per cent of
the samples selected contain the population mean.
Unfortunately, the population standard error is not
usually known (since it can be derived only from a census).
fherefore, in most cases, the standard error of the
population mean is estimated by the standard error of the
sample mean. As Hays states, "In general, for very large
samples, there is rather little risk of a sizeable error
when one uses s in place of 6 in estimating the standard
samples will

lW.f,. Hayes, Statistics for the Social Sciences (2nd
ed.; Holt Rinehart a
2ttte size of N required before the distribution of
the sample means approaches the normal distribution varies
with the nature of the distribution of the population.
However, Snedecor and Cochran state in Statistical Methods
(6th ed. ), p. 51, that "At the other exffi
populations require sample sizes of well over 100 before the
distribution of X (tfre sample mean) becomes at all near to
the normal distribution. "
3t?t" standard error of the

mean

=6

ryÑ-
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error of the

mean. "4

Selection of the Method of Data Collection
fhe relative

merits of the arternate methods of data

correction and Èhe combination of circumstances favouring
each have been very concisely summarized by Ferber and
Verdoorn.5

Tables 27 and 28 on the following pages are based
these comparisons.

4Hays, op. cit., p. 390.
5R. Ferber and P.J. Verdoorn, Research tfethods in
Economj-cs and Businesjì (ttew York: ttr@,

on

Table
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Relative Merits of Principal Methods of Data Collection
Personal Interview

Mai I
Questionnaire

Telephone

Interview

Advantages

I
2
3

5

6

( 1)
Most flexible
Respondent identity known
( 2)
Non-response generally
( 3)
low
Distribution of sample ( 4)
( s)
controltable in all
( 6)
respects
Ability of clarification
Interviev/er appraisal of ( 7)
validity
(

B)

Wider and more representative sample possible
No field staff
Cost per questionnaire low
Possibly greater frankness
No interviewer bias
Respondent can answer at his
own leisure
Segments of population

(r) Wider and more representa(2

(¡

(+

(s
(o
(7

more approachable

Less skill
required

tive sample possible
No field staff
Cost per questionnaire low
Easier control over
interviewer
Speedy

Possibly low non-response
Callbacks simple and quick

in administration

Disadvantages

I
2

(¡
(+

Most expensive generally
Interviewer supervision
control difficult
Danger of interviewer
bias and cheating
Lack of uniformity in
questions possible

(1) Indeterminate non-response

bias
(2') Interpretation
of questions
may vary--no clarification
(3) Interpretation of omissions
difficult
(4) Non-response can be high
(5) Respondent interest may be
(6)
(7

needed
Segments

of population

not be approachable
) Slow

may

(1

Short interview period

necessary
2
3

4

Easiest to refuse
Questions must be short
Types of questions
restricted
Non-telephone and unlisted
numbers excluded
Long distance charges

LN

È

Table
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A Guide to Preferred Data Collection Methods
Under Alternate Survey Conditions
Possibl-e Data Collection

Conditions of Survey
Funds

Time

Certain
Precision

Type of
Data

Required

rsonal
Interview

Pe

MaiI Telephone

Methocìs

Comments on
Method

If telephone
population
representat ive

Restr icted

Restricted

Yes or

No

Few ltems

Restricted

Restricted

Yes or

No

Much Information

Restricted

Ample

Yes

Fer., Items

X

If telephone
population
representative

Ample

Yes

Much Information

X

ReÊtricted

Àmp1e

No

FevJ ltems

Non-responden t
fol low-up

Restricted

AmpIe

No

Much Information

Àmple

Restricted

Yes or

No

AmpIe

RestricLed

Yes or

No

Ample

Ample

Yes

AmpIe

Ample

Yes

Much lnformati-on

Ample

Ample

No

Few Items

X

X

Àmple

AmpLe

No

Much Information

X

X

Res

tricted

If funds permit

x

If telephone
lation
representative

Few ïtems
Much Information
Fe\ÀI

popu
X

If telephone
population
representative

ltems

Either joint
or one method
a lone
LN

(Jl
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Incentives to Participate
In order to maximize the probability that a
respondent will comprete and return his questionnaj-re it is
necessary to maximize his motivation to do so.
Questlonnaire design and question formulation have a major
impact on how well a respondent completes a questionnaire
once he has decided to fill it in. However, motivating the
respondent to start firling in a questionnaire is largeJ-y a
function of the incentives that are provided to convince him
to participate.
As well as the obvious incentives of reward.s for

participation, such as money or a copy of the results,
incentives include appeals to the respondent's sense of
public duty and good will (bolstered preferably by a
prestigious sponsor such as a university or a government

and

a clear explanation of the purpose of the survey). Ttrey
also include guarantees of anonymity, faciritation of return
(by the inclusj-on of stamped and addressed return enveropes )
and the exhortation to return the questionnaire as soon
possibte.6

as

Most of these incentives are contained in the

covering letter which accompanies the questionnaire. euite
obviousry this letter must be very carefuJ-ry composed and
worded.

6T'hese

incentives are discussed in a booklet by
st.atistics canada titred ¡teir surt"v=, r*prqving Response
Rates
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Questionnaire Design

fhe first and most important step in designing a
questionnaire is deciding what information to coll_ect. rt
is essential to collect all the pertinent data while at the
same time minimizing the respondent's effort and keeping the
processing costs within the budget availabre. one of the
best ways to decide what data strould be collected is to set
up "dummy" tables of data to be obtained from the survey. A
critical review of these tables will be a great assistance
in selecting what information to col_Iect.
The second step is choosing the type or form of the

questionnaire, that is, standardized or unstructured. Mail
surveys tend to use standardized questj-onnaj-res because they
are easier to ans\^/er (and therefore encourage greater
response) in the absence of an interviewer and. are better
for achieving undimensionality of reply (respondents
answering in the same frame of reference).

Related to the structure of the questionnaire are the

instructions for its completion. They must be crear,
concise unambiguous, and preferably in a different type from
the questions themselves (in order to draw attention to
them).

The sequence of the questions is a very important

aspect of questionnaire design. selltiz
following guidelines. 7

et aI suggest the

7serlti" et ê1, Research Methods in SociaI Relations
(3rd ed.; New York: Ho

562-563.
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simple objective questions should be asked before
difficult questions or questions on the opinions of
the respondent.
the questions should move from areas more familiar
to the respondent to the areas with which he is
likely to be less familiar.
- personal questions such as those on age or wealth
should be asked towards the end of the
questionnaire after a rapport has been
established. Even if the respondent still will not
ansv/er them he will probably have answered more
questions than if these "offensive" questions v/ere
asked first.
Ferber and Verdoorn suggest that the first

questions

are so important to establishing a rapport wíth a respondent
that they may even be outsi-de the terms of the survey if
this is necessary to Ïraving first questions with the
desirable characteristics of being simple and
non-offensive. I
It is also desirable that the overall general
appearance of the questionnaire is atLractive

uncluttered.
important.

fhe first

and

impression of the respondent is very

One author suggests ttrat "the appearance of the

questionnaire frequently determines whether it is read or
discarded.

Once the respondent takes the effort

to read it,

he has some psychological commitment to complete it. "9
Further to the subject of first

impressions, it is

Bp. Ferber and P. J. Verdoorn, Research Methods in
Economics and Business (Uew York: fhe @
95. Levine and G. Gordon, "Maximízíng Returns on Mail
Questionnaires," Public Opinion Quarterly, 22,4 (Winter
1958-59), 57t.
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that the name of the study appear in bold face
type on the top of the first page of the questionnaire so
that the respondent wiII know immediately the subject and
possibly the purpose of the
"urrrey.l0
!'Iithin the body of the questionnaire it is preferable
to arrange the responses to multiple ctroice questions
vertically rather than horizontally so there will be no
confusion as to which answer tTre respondent is checking
off. It is also wise to design the questionnaire with
subsequent data processing in mind in order to reduce the
effort at that stage. This can be accomplished by precoding
the responses to multiple choice questions which facilitates
data capture and eliminates errors associated with coding.
recommended

Question Formulation

It is obvj-ous that the respondent must understand the
question being asked if his responses are to be of any use.
For this reason great care must be given to the formuration
of the questions. Otherwise, as the adage states "ask a
stupid question, and you will get a stupid answer. "
Formulating questions is not as simple as it migtrt
appear. As one author stated "The formulation of good

first
questions is a much more subtle and frustrating task than is
generally berieved by those who have not actually attempted

lo,r. Nixon, "The Mechanics of Questionnaire
Construction , " Journal of Educational Research, 47,7 (1954),
4BL-487.
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it. "1l

Oftentimes questi-on formulation is not given

sufficient attention. Payne goes so far as to suggest that
"At the present stage of development of the survey method,
improvements in question wording and in other phases can
contribute far more to accuracy than further improvements in
sampling methods."L2

Ferber and Verdoorn also stress the importance of the

clarity of question wording. They suggest that questions be
geared to the least literate and least intelligent of the
possible respondents. l3
Norton stated the guiding principle quite succinctly
when he wrote "Each question should be so clearly worded
that all respondents will interpret it in the same way."l4
Among other things this means that colourful adjectives and
biased wording must be avoided.
fhere are basically
with fixed alternatives

two types of questions, those

(multiple choicesr

1z€s

or no,

statements of fact) and those which are open-ended and allow
the respondent to elaborate.
questions are better-suited

fhe fixed alternative

type

to a mail survey because they

tlW. Goode, and P. Hatt, Methods in Social Research

York: McGraw-Hi1l , L962), p.-T3ã
t2S. L. Payne, The Art of Asking Questions
(Princeton: Princeton
. +
I3Ferber and Verdoorn, op. cit., p. 224.
14¡. DÍorton, "The Quest j-onnaire ", National Education
Research Bulletin, 8,1 (1930), 2L.
(New
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require less effort on ttre part of the respondent and do not
require any interaction with an interviev/er.
The following paragraphs cover briefly some of the
most important specific guidelines for formulating
questions.

First, questions should be as short as possible,
preferably twenty words or less. This reduces the
possibility of the respondent becoming confused or
dj-sinterested before he has compreted reading the question.
Second, Selltiz et a1 suggest that better responses

are obtained from specific and personarized as opposed to
general questions.15 For example, "As far as your farm
operation is concerned, what is your opinion of shipping a
producer car?" would elicit a better response than "what is
your opinion of producer cars? "
Ttrird, if it is necessary to pose hypothetical
questions, the responses will be more valid if they are
related to past situations. In this way the respondent is
able to answer in the context of a known set of
circumstances rather than in an unknown context.

Anotl.er guideline useful- for redueing the resistance

to answering possibly sensitive personal questions such as
age or income is to formulate them as multiple choice
questions and present the respondent v¡ith ranges into whj-ch
to fit himself. (rn many cases if the exact information
l5selltiz

et ê1, op. cit.,

p. 3o7,

557.
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v/ere obtained it would be classified
On the subject of multiple

into ranges anlnuay).

choice questions, it is

important that the options presented to the respondent are
balanced so as not to prejudice his answer and that in
opinion questions there is always the optj-on of "don't knolv"
or "undecided" so that the respondent is not forced to
indicate an opinion which he does not possess.

FinalIy, when asking quantitative questJ-ons, it is
essential to specify the units desired. It is also
preferable to ask for raw rather than derived data. For
example "Hov/ many bushels did you deliver to feed mills?" is
preferable to "What percentage of your deliveries did you
d.eliver to feed mills?" The former is easier for the
respondent to ans\^/er and as a result will be more accurately
and precisely completed.
Pretesting

Practically all of the literature reviewed on survey
design stressed the importance of pretesting prior to
conducting the survey. However, as is pointed out by Payne,
testing is a complement and not a substitute for careful
planning. 16 Questions and questionnaires should be tested
only after several careful drafts.
There are two methods of pretesting. fhe first is to
ask for comments and suggesti-ons from other researchers with
some experience in survey design. fhe second method is to
l6Payne, op. cit.,

pp. 13,

L4,
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test the material on potential respondents. fhis method can
be further subdivided into testing with potential
respondents who are aware it is a test and testing with
respondents who do not know it is a test.
Testing with a respondent who knows it is a èest
allows the researcher to obtain critical feedback and
helpful suggestions. On the other hand, testing on
respondents who do not know it is a test will simulate
actual survey conditions and likely give a better indication
of the problems that will be encountered when surveying a
Iess motivated sample.
Ferber and Verdoorn suggest that a pretest should be
set up as a miniature of the actual survey. 17 This will
enable the researcher to test not only the questionnaire and
questions but also Ïris control and data processing
procedures.

Follow-ups to Mail Surveys

indicates that a follow-up appeal to
initial non-respondents Lo a mail survey has a definite
positive impact on the response rates.
The literature

It is preferable to include a second copy of the
questionnaire with the follow-up in case the respondent has
misplaced the original.

If this is not feasible,

the

non-respondent should be informed of how he can obtain
second questionnaire

(preferably by phoning).

lTFerber and Verdoorn, op. cit.,

p.

42.

a
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fhere is some debate in the literature

regarding the

Cox criticizes

what tre terms

timing of a follow-up appeal.
the "fatalistic"

He suggests that,

letters.IB
initj-al

approach to the timing of follow-up

rather than waiting untiÌ

v/ave of response has died down before sending

the
a

a researcher should send a follow-up appeal

follow-up,

mailing.

approximately one week after the initial
Cox's approach reduces the total

time required for

a

mail survey but is more costly because more follow-up
letters

will

be mailed.

Sample Designl9

According to Satin and Shastry a sample design is

a

set of specificatj-ons which describes in detail:
- the target and survey population.
the sampling frame.
the sampling unit and unit of analysis.
the sample selection methods.
the sample síze.2o
The target population is the term describing the

ideal aggregate of units of which certain parameters are to

l8w.e. Cox, "Response Patterns to Mail Surveys,"
Journal- of Marketing Research, 3, (November, I966), 392.
I9ttis section draws heavily from a workshop on Basic
Survey Sampling presented to the Statistical Association of
Manitoba on November 28, L979 by Alvin Satin and l{ilma
Shastry of Statistics Canada.
2otbid, p. L4.
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be esti-mated. fhe population actualry surveyed, i.e. the
survey population, ideally is identical to the target
population but often varies due to various practi_cal
reasons.

a survey population is defined, a listing of the
elements in the survey population is required in order to
select a sampre to be studied. such a tisting is carled a
frame. fhe frame serected should be the most accurate and
complete available.
For the purpose of selecting a sample, the population
must be divisible into a finite number of distinct,
non-overlapping; and identifiable units known as sampling
units so that each member of the population belongs to only
one sampling unj-t. fhese sampling units may or may not be
equivalent to the unit of analysis.
When determining the sample selection methods the
statistical concept of "efficiency" must be considered.
"Efficiency" in this context means a reduction in the
sampling variance. rn other word.s, one sampling scheme is
more efficient than another íf, for a sample of the same
size, the sampling variance of the estimates is decreased.
A very important consideration with stratified
sampring is the allocation of the total sample size among
the various strata. The sample may be allocated on a
proportionate or disproportionate basis. with proportionate
allocation the sample is allocated among the strata in
strict accordance with the proportion of the survey
Once
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comprised by each stratum. Estimation .Drocedures are

simpler with proportionate than with disproportionate
allocation.
However, disproportionate allocation is called for if

either of the fortowing conditions exist or are anticipated
to exist in a significant degree:
variances among units vary by strata.

interview costs per unit differ by strata.
If either or both of these conditions exist then a
disproportionate sample arlocation scheme known as optimal
allocation will result in maximum statistical efficiency (in
the case of different variances) and/or minj_mum costs (in
the case of differing costs). The basic principle of
optimal allocation is to increase the sampring rate in those
strata with greater variance and with lower costs per
interview or questionnaire.
The formula for determinj-ng the proportion of the
total sampre to be allocated to each strata when the costs
per intervie\^/ are equal is as follows:
N;6; = optimal allocation of sampre to stratum i21
ZN¡6i

where Ni = the number of units in the ith stratum of
the survey population

and 6i = the standard deviation of the ith stratum of
the survey populati-on

2Ie . I,\i. Snedecor and W. G. Cochran, Statistical
MethoSg (6trr ed.; Ames: Iowa Srare universïSTlëËEl-I967),

p:-m.
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fhe size of the sample is a basic question which must
be addressed when planning any sample survey. Ttre factors
that are generally considered when decíding upon the sample
size are as follows:
desired precision of the estj-mates.
size of the population.
- variability of the population.
sample design.
non-response.

cost and time.
- operational constraints.
Compensation for the Bias of Non-Response

If there is less than one hundred per cenÈ response
to a sample survey a bias of non-response may be introduced
to the estimates. This would be the case if the
characteristics of the non-respondents differed from those
of the respondents.
Some reasons why respondents may differ from
non-respondents include the following:
respondents may reply because they are more
interested in and knowledgeable about the topic of
the survey than non-respondents.
respondents may reply because they have stronger
feelings, either positj-ve or negative, toward the
topic than non-respondents.
There are three basic methods of combatting the bias
of non-response.22 fhe best is to avoid it ny obtaining a
Armstrong and T.S. Overton, "Estimating
response Bias in Mail Surveysr" .Journal of Marketing
Research, L4 (August, Lg77), 396
22¿ . s.

Non
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one hundred per cent response. unfortunately, Íro matter

hov/

di-ligent the researcher, this is often impossible. The
second approach is to survey a sample of the non-respondents
and to weight the results of the two surveys. Ttris was
described in the classic article by Hansen and Hurwitz and
in several subsequent books and articles including a very
clear recent description by Jessen.23,24 with this method
the two estimates are weighted and added together so that
the result is equivalent to that which would have been
obtained if all of the original sample had responded.
fhe third method of compensating for the bias of
non-response is to estimate the effects of the bias by
comparisons of the estimates to known parameters or by
assuming late respondents are most similar to
non-respondents and adjusting ttre estimates accordingly.

H. Hansen and W. N. Hurwitz, "The Problem of
in Sample surveys, " Journal of the American
(L946J;--ffi8
Statistical Association , 4I (L946J-:-W,
231¿.

Non-Response

,:. Jessen, Stqlistical
York: John lViley and
24n.
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The University of Manitoba
Department of Agricultural Economics
and Farm Management

Winnipeg, Canada
R3T 2N2

April,1978
Deor 5ìr:

Are you o¡/ore of your rìghi to shíp producer cors?
Westem grqín producers hqve insisled upon ihis righi to lood their own groin cors sínce
lhe lum of the ceniury. However, producers hove nol exercised ihís right fo ony significont
exienf ïn recenf yeors. ln ils 1977 report the Holl Commissíon on Groin Hondling ond Tronsportotion nofed fhqt producer-looded roif cors represented less thon 0.t% of the totol morketings
of westem Conodion groin. However, ihe Hol I Commission srggested thot the use of producer
cqrs could increose subsfontiolly. fndeed, since the releose of the reporf ihere hos been o
four-fold increose ín the shípmenfs of producer looded roil cors of groin. lf thís irend continues

ii will

hove o signifîcont impoct on the Conqdion groin indusfry.

I om o groduole sfudent qf the Universiiy of Moniiobo. Äs porf of the reguirements for
groduofíon I om conducting o study, sponsored by the University of Mcrriiobo, in order to
defermine lhe degree fo which producers will lood their own cors in ihe future. The resulfs of
thís suwey will indicote how the future use of producer cors míghi offect ihe number ond locotíon
of groin elevqiors crrd the nef in@me of weslern groin producers.
You hove been rondomly selecfed os one of the producers to be surveyed. The limiied funds
ovoíloble for thís resecrrch hove restrícfed Ìhe distribufion of the questíonnoires to o smqll buf
rePresenioiive somple of producers. As o resulf we need to hove oll the questionnoires retumed
if ihe results qre to be meoningful. Therefore, would you pleose toke o few minufes io complete
the enclosed survey quesfionnoire and fhen retum iT in the enclosed pre-siomped envelope. Your
onsweni will be treoted os strícily confídentíol ond will be used only to colculote qveroges ond trends.
As o token of my oppreciotîon I would be pleosed to provide you wífh the rezulTs of the suwey
ovoiloble. There ís o spoce províded cf the end of the questionnoire for you to

os soon os they ore

request this informotíon

if

you would like to receive

ii.

A green pomphlet provídíng informolíon on producer cors ond how io obtqin them hos been
enclosed. You moy find fhís of volue ïn your own operaf ions ørd possibly useful in completing
the quesfíonnoíre.
Thonk you kíndly for your ossistonce.
Yours truly,

G*lg.

R. McLoughlin

Groduqfe Student
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PRODUCER CAR INFORMATION PAMPh{LET
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lmporf

oni

Focfs

I . Since 'l 902 wesfern groín producers hove hod ihe right to order rqil cors to ship
their own groin. These shipments ore colled producer cctrs.

2. This right is currenily guoronteed by the Conodo Grqin Acf

.

\). These cors musf be looded by the producer (os in the obove illusfroiion) ond nof through
o primory (i.e. couniry) elevofor.

4. Producer ccrs moy be shipped

onyrvhere in Conodo, but the Gows Nest rotes opply
only on shípmenfs to the Wesf Coosf, Thunder Boy ond €hurchill.

5.

ln 1976'77 the primoryèlevotion chorges soved when shipping o producer cor of Wheof
Boord groin were between 8ç ond l0 1/8ç per bushel. After poying the $100 per cor
odminisirotíon fee, this left o net soving of from 41/2ç fo 7ç per bushel.

ó.

For non-Boord groins ony benefits goined ore lcrgely the result of the sole price
negofíoted between fhe producer ond the buyer.

7. the mo¡<imumcopociiyof roil corsisbetween2,000ond3,900bushels(seeseaionV).
Generolly the cors ore filled with one grode of one groin.

8.
9.

The some guofos opply to groin shipped in producer cors os io groin delivered io fhe
elevotor sysfeT. However, two producers moy pool their quotos ond ship o producer
cor togefher. a

Shípping o producer cor involves some odditíonol risk ond uncertointy. However, fhe
loes of groin which is the foult of the roilwoy.

roilwoy will reimburse o shipper for ony

aSÍnce January, 19?9 shipping a producer ca¡ rogethet has not been allowed.
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ll"

Historv of Producer Cors

l.

proirie groin producers hqve looded groín direcfly into roil cors since fhe groin trode
begon in *"rt"rn Conodo. These shipments were formerly known os plofform loodings.

2,

ln 1902 legísloiion wos enocfed
roíl cors of groin

3"

The Supreme Court of Conodo upheld the producers' right fo order ond ship
.l902
Sintoluto, Saskoichewon cose'
of groin in the

4.

from
For mony yeors producer cors comprised o moior portíon of the totol groin shipments
been
hos
cors
producer
of
use
the
recent
wesiern Conodo. However, uniíl this crop yeor
ics:
followíng
siofisf
by
the
illustroted
focfs
ore
olmost insignificont. These

To

guoronfee ihe right of producers To order ond ship

roil

cors

Producer Cor Shipments
As o Per Ceni of
Bushel

Crop Yeor

Primory Elevofor ShiPmenfs

t9t0-1 I

26 r28O,127

1920-21
r 930-3.|
1940-41
t950-51

22,765,201

25.æ/.
8.7"/.

19 t105,127

5,670

7,945,953

2.æ/.

0.T/"

9ó0-ól

11064,057
I 80,959

1970-71

31,000

I

402,000

1976-n
Augusf

lll.

s

-

l,olo,ooo

Jonuory, 1977-78

0.03%
0.004/0
0.04/o
0.T/o

Why Producers ShiP Producer Cors
Some

of lhe reqsons why producers ship groín ¡n producer cors include the following:

i.e.

l,

To sove primory elevotor chorges

2.

To reduce fruckíng costs
lhe neorest elevotor.

3.

To byposs lhe locol elevotor monoger ond/or elevotor compony without hoving to truck
lheir groín to onother delivery point.

4.

To ship groín directly fo domestic Purchosers outside of trucking ronge.

5.

To sell groín on the bosis of on offîciol government grode, weight ond dockoger.by
shippinj ro o ierminol elevotor where oll gro¡n is officiolly weighed ond groded by
Conodion Groin Commission sioff .

6.

To ploce groin in o terminol elevotor fo deliver lowords o futures controct ond/or
ín hopes of reolízing o higher net price thon selling directly io o prímory elevc¡tor.

if it

elevofion ond shrínkoge.

is possible to spot o producer cor on o siding closer lhon
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lV.

Checklisf When Shipping o Producer Cor

l.

Moke Selling Arrongemenfs

This is not necessorily the firsf sfep but for procficol purposes probobly should be.
Wheqf Boord groins mud be sold through on ogenf of the Boord (on elevofor compony).

2"

Apply for Cor

Obtoin on opplicofion form frorn on elevofor compony or the Conodion Groi n Commission,
cornplefe it ond forwcrd tothe Conodion Groin Commission in Winnipeg. The opplicoiíon
should be submitfed of leosf for¡r weeks prior to the dofe you wish the cor io be spotted-

3.
-

Lood Cor
The roilwoy or your elevofor monoger (if you ore using his services) should inform you when
ihe cor is spoffed.
lf ihe ccr is fit to corry groin you must lood ii os soon c possible. You hove qf leost I
workirg hours to lood ihe cor (working hours ore befween the hours of 8 o.m. ond 5 p.m.).
Howevèr, you will nof be cssessed demurroge uniil ofier 2doys (not includirg weekends

-

ond holido¡æ).
The roilwoy
i

-

will provide groin

doors for box cors but you ore responsible for

iheir

ProPer

nsiol l otion.

The cor must nof be overloded ond the ioiol weight of fhe ccr plus the groi n musf nof
exceed the roil line copociiy. Otherwise the roi lwoy moy pull the cor off the trock ond
ossess demurioge unfil the excess groin is unlooded"
Freight chorges will be ossessed on o minimum weight even if less groin is looded inio
the cor.
The cor musi be seoled with roilwoy cor seols.

4.
-

Complefe ShippirE Docr¡menfs

bill of loding (obtoined from the roilwoy or your groin cornpony) represents your iitle
groin while ii is in trorrif. lt musf be complefed, signed by on outhori zed roilwqy
ihe
to
represenfofive, ond forworded to the roilwoy. Often ii is simply left in the bill box by
the frock ond picked up by ihe froin crew.
lf ihe groin is desfined to o lerminol elevoior o Conodion Groin Commission shíppirg tog
(form [-90) must be completed qnd otioched to thecqr.This form is ovoiloble from the
The

Commission

5.

or your groin

compony.

Seftle for the Groin qnd the Chqges lncurred

- lf you ore shipping to o ferminol

elevofor, mill or other processor, you will be poid

on

dockoge. The compony wiih which you ore
deolirg wilt usuolly poy fhe freight ond elevofor chorges for you ond deducf these, plus
the odministrotion fee, from its fìnol poymeni to you. ln refurn for the servi ces performed
on your beholf þrepcrirg the looding documents, deoling with the roilwoy ond merchondising the groin) o primcy elevoior compony will chøge o producer ccr odminislrofion
fee of 5.l00.

the bosis of the unlood weighf, grode ond
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lf you ore shipping io o siding or ofher destinofíon wíth no unlood scole, the roilwoy
wíll weigh the cqr ond bill you directly. The roílwoy moy require pre-poymenf . How
you seäle with your purchoser ïs o mqtter of negotíofion, bui if you use on order bíll of
lodíng the cor is in effect sent *C"O.D."o

6.

Seifle Dísputes

lf you hcnre o dispute wiih the roilwoy (u"g" o leok cloim) or ihe purchoser( e.g. over
the weíghf or grode), you or your ogent ore responsible for setiling the díspuie with
the other porty. ln cerfoín círcumstonces (e"g. defoult by o licensed groín deoler) fhe
Conodíon Groin Commission wíll ossisi you.
Complefe Permít Book

"

7

The net shípment must be enfered in your permii book. lf you ore deoling wiih your
locol elevotor monoger/ he wíll do thís. Otherwíse, you should forword your permít
book to the purchoser ond hove him moke the eniry.

V.

Other Focts Regondíng Roil Cors

l.

Over 1/3 of the cors ín the groin cor fleei ore hopper cqrsor These hove 4 comporfments
ond ore eosily looded from the top.

2.

Box cors must be coopered (groin doors ínsfolled ond olso poper liners, if necessory).
Some shovelling moy be required ínsíde the cor to lood it to its capocity.

3"

There is no gucronfee of the size or iype of cor you will receíve. You
gef fhe type of cor usuolly spofted on your roil line"

4"

The opproximoie copocitíes

ó0 ton box

of

cors (including dockoge) ore os follows:

Wheat

Oots

21000

31500

Borley Ug
Flsxseed Ropeseed
bushels
2t500 21100 21100 2r/f,i}

only) 2,900

3,500

3,300

3,100

2,900

3,200

3,900

3,ó00

31500

3,200

3róOO

cor

90 ion hopper cor

(sílver-CN
.l00

ton hopper cor

(oronge)

will líkely

31300

April,1978
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rPZffi PMffiMUCffiM ffAM SURVffiY
The purpose of this survey is to find out how much producer cor shipmenfs wíll increose
in the future. The results wíll be importont for everyone in the Conodion groin indusfry.
Your onswers to fhe following quesfions qre necessory for the completion of the siudy ond
I wor¡ld osk thot you return fhe compleied form os soon os possible. Al I onswers will be

ireoted os strictly confidenfiol ond

will

be used only to colcr¡lote overoges ond trends.

NOTE: lf you ore no longer ergoged in forming, pleose orswer question
the form so thof we moy occounf for oll quesfionnoires.

I

ond refurn

SECTION A
The quesfions in this sect¡on øe infended to mecsure fhe trend in fhe use of producer
The quesiions con be onswered by plocirg o check mork beside ihe oppropriofe
response, or, in some coses, by writirg fhe onswer in the spoce provided.

cors.
l

.

Are you presenily engoged in formírg?
1

Yes

2

No

2. o)

Before you rece¡ved the enclosed pcrnphlet obouf producer cors, were you owore
of the focf that yol con trder ond ship o producer cor?

I

no, not ot oll (if ihis is yorr response pleose skip to quesfion 3).

2

yes, buf the enclosed pomphlet gove me oddiiíonol informofion on how io do

yes, I wos olreody fomilior with the informqiion contoí ned in lhe enclosed
pomphlet.

b)

Hove yo{, ever shipped o producer cor?

I

Yes

No

c)

Hove you ever seen o producer cor being looded?

I

2No
-Y"t

ii.
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d)

Do you know of onyone who hos shipped o producer cor?

I

Yes

No

e)

Príor to receiving this questionnoíre, hod you ever tolked to other producers obout producer cors?

1

Yes

No

Ð

Hod you ever tolked to on elevoior monoger obout producer cors?

1

Yes

No

S)

Before you receíved ihe enclosed pomphlef, hod you ever reod onything oboul producer cors?

!_
2No
h)

Yes (pleose specify in which publicoiions)

Hod you ever heord onything obouf producer cors on the rodio or television?

I
No

i)

i)

Hod you obtoined informofion obouf producer cors from cny other

-Y"t
1_
2No

sources ?

Yes (pleose specifywhich sources)

Before you received the enclosed pomphlet, from which source hod you received the mosi
ínformoiíon obout producer cors?

.]__
2

personol experíence of shippíng o cor
seeing o cor beíng looded

folking to oïher producers
elevotor monoger(s)

writfen moteriol

6
7

rodio or ielevision
oiher source
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k)

producer cors?
When did you first leorn obout

1.

în 1978

2

in 1977
1970 and 1976

!-between
in the l9ó0's
4

before the l9ó0's

3.,Asforosyourownformingoperotionisconcerned'whotisyourPre3enioitiTudetowords
shipPing o Producer cor? ls it:
not worth the extro irouble

L2

for your sítuotion
possibly worthwhile bui not procticol

3

further investigolion
someîhing you moy try out ofter
something You intend io do

or5
4.

ore you undecided

How mony bushels of groin (cereols,
cors in the 197ó-V croP Yeor?

ship in producer
oilseeds ond speciol crops) did you

S.lfyouhodknownialgTi-flwhotyouknownowoboutproduc-efcors,howmonybushels
ofgroin*o,ldyo''ho"t'¡'ipp"¿in'p'odu""'corsinrhe1976-TTcropyeor?Keepin
quotos would hove opplied'
mind lhe foct thoithe some'jelivery
bushe

6"

I

s

producer
thot you could possibly hove shipped in
Whot is the mcncimum omount of groin
period?
fhof
the ¿"f i"ty q*tos thci existed during
cors in the 1976-77croP year wiih
bushels
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7.

ln 1976-T ihe primory elevotion chorge (the chorge ot primory elevotors for receivíng
for
ond shippíng yol, g.oín) wos opproximofely ì0ç per bushel for wheot. The chorges
ihe oiher groins voríed oround this figure.
Lei us suppose thqt in 1976-77 the primory elevotion chorge forwheot hod been increosed
proto fhe levels listed below (ond the chorges for the other groins hod been increosed
groin
bushels
of
how
mony
portionolly). With these higher elevotion chorges in ploce,
world yor"hove shipped ïn froducer cors in lhe 197ó-77 crop yeor if you hod known.ihen
;h; yå, kno", no* Lbout produ"er cors? Once ogoin, keep in mínd fhe focf lhof The
some delivery quotos would hove opplïed.

lf the Elevotíon
for Wheqt Hod

8.

Chorges

of All Groíns ihot You Would
Hove Shipped ïn Producer CgIs

Bushels

Been

15ç/\u"

bushels

20ç/\u.

bushels

25Ç/\u"

bushels

Which of the following chonges would influence you io consider shíppíng more groín inproducer cors in the fulture? Þ1"o." mork wiih o double check mork the mosi importonf foctor.

I

closure of your delivery point

(if ihis

is o reolistïc possibility)

ossuronce of receiving o hopper cor when requesiíng o producer cor

greoier flexibiliiy in ihe quoto system to focilitote the shipmeni of corlof
quonfities (os curiently exists to o degree for selected moliíng borley)
eosier occess to înformotion on ihe current groin tronsportotion sifuotion ond
lhereby of how long it would toke to hove o producer cor spotted ofter your

opplicotion wos submiTted
oihers (pleose specifY)

none of the obove

o

lf the chonges whích you checked in question I hod been in effeci in 1976'77, how mony
you
bushels of g-roín *orlá you hove shipped in producer cors ín lhe 1976-77 crop yeor íf
hod known then whof you know now obouf producer cors?
bushels
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i0. o)

Are there ony periods of ihe yeor when you would be unwilling or unoble to ship
producer cors?

I
No

b) lf so, whích periods ore lhese?
-Y".
during spring rood bons
L_
seeding
2
q

1

_

horvest

4

winter (pleose specify which monlhs)

5

other periods (pleose specify which ones)

1. o) lf you were shipping

o producer cor of wheoi, under normol conditions (good weoiher
number of frucks used) how much time would poss befween ihe
ond
ond the usuol size
time the cor wos spoifed ond the iime you finished looding the cor:

i) lf the cor were o ó0 ron (11000 bushel) box cor?
!_
2

less thon

4 to 8

4

'12

hours

24 to 48 hours

hours

I io 12 hours

ii) lf the cor were o 100 ton (3'300
!_
2

to 24 hours

more f hon

2 doys (pleose

specify how long

12 to 24 houn

4 to 8 hours

:

24 to 48 hours

I to 12 hours

6

more lhon

4

hours

would toke)

bushel) hopper cor?
4

less thon

ii

2 doys (pleose

specify how long it would toke)
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b)

Whoi is the shoriest lengih of iime in whích you could lood:

t)

o ó0 ton box cor wifh wheot?

I

less thon 4 hours

2

4 to

J

8

iï)

24 to 48 hours

hours

io ì2

to 24 hours

hours

more thon

2 doys

o I00 ton hopper cor with wheot?
less thon 4 hours

I_
2

4 to
8

SECTION

I

12

io

I

12 ¡o 24 hours

24 to 48 hours

hours

12 hours

more thon

2 doys

B

The quesiîons in fhís section concern cerloin stotisiicol informotion obout yourself ond
your forming operofíon. Pleose be ossured thoi rnrS
this informofíon
tnrormof ton \¡/t
il oe
be rreofeo
treqied os sTttcÍtv
wí ll
stríctl
confidentïol ond wi ll not be releosed to
under onv circumsfonces.
circumstonces- The onswers to
fo
questions ore necessory to ensure fhof o good cross-sectíon of groín producers hos
been selecfed. They will be used only to compile sfoiistícol summory tobles.
As in Secf íon A, most guestions con be onswered by plocing o check mork beside the
oppropriofe response.

12.

lnto which oge brocket do you foll?
l_

_

?_25
3
13"

24 or younger

45 ro 54

ro 34

55 ro ó4

35to4

over 64

Whot is the tofol oreo of the formlond which you operote, including lond owned ond lond
rented from oiherú?
less ihon 240 acres

1,120 to 2,239 dcres

2

240 to 559 ocres

more thqn 21239 ocres

3

5ó0 ro

1

_

lrll9

ocres
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14, o)

of groin (cereols, oilseeds ond speciol crops) did you morket ihrough
primory elevoiors in lhe 1976'77 clop year?

How mony bushels

(i.e. deliver to)

I_

None

2

1

-

8
9

2,000

14,000

.14,00]

-

'ló,000

41000

l0

ló,001

-

.l8,000

-

ó,000

'll

18,001

-

20,000

12

more thon 20r000 (pleose

ó,00] - 8,000
8,ool

-

10,001

estimoie to the neoresf ìr000
bushels)

10,000

-

12,000

How mony bushels of groin did you morket through oll oiher chonnels in lhe 1976'V
crop yeor (înclude moiketíngs to processing plonis, feed mills, other formers ond oll
other'purchosers, os well os groin grown on your form which you fed fo livesfock ond
poultry) ?

1_

None

I

12,001

-

l4,o0o

1

-

2,000

I

.l4,00]

2

-

ló,000

2,00.I

-

4,000

t0

tó,001 -'¡8,000

4,00.l

-

ó,000

il

t8,001 - 20,000

óro0l

-

8r000

12

more thon 20r000 (pleose

-

.l0,000

4

9,001

ì0,001

15.

-

2ro0l 4,001

b)

12,001

-

12,000

Whoi is your primory elevofor delivery poinf ?

estimoie io the neoresi
bushe I s)

'l

'000
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SECTION C

ln this sectíon I would oppreciote ony comments which you wish to odd'

THANK YOU FOR YOUR

HELP. lf

you would lïke to receive o coPy of the results of thís

in the spoce provided'
study, pleose prínf your nome ond oddress oi fhe bottom of this poge

NAME AND ADDRESS

your confìdeniioliiy'
NOTE: This section will be detoched from the quesiionnoire to ensure
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*

UVI
@

The University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Canada
R3T 2N2

Department of Agricultural Economics
and Farm Management

Moy, 1978

Deor Sir:

Hove you hod o chonce to complete your

If

@?

nof

,

would you pleose help me ùc complete this importont study by toking o few minutes

ot your eorlíest convenience to compleie ond refum your questionnoire. ln the eveni
thof you did not rece¡ve the quesiionnoire ond occomponying pomphlei, or thoi they
hove been misploced, pleose coll me collecf qf 2U-985'2308 qnd I

will

send you

q new set"

AslhovereqUestedinformqfíonfromonlyoliffiofproducers,your
reply is essentíol in order for fhe results of ihe study fo be occuroie ond useful.

I

know thot this is o very busy seoson for you, ond I cerioinly qPPreciofe you toking the

time to oss¡si in this siudY.

lf

your questionnoire is olreody in the moil, pleose occePi my síncere thonks.

Sincerely,

George R. McLoughlin

Groduoie Studeni
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Text of Handwritten Letter Sent to Those in the Sample
of Non-Respondents Unable to be Contacted
Telephone

Dear

I have tried unsuccessfully to phone you so I'm
writing instead to ask if you have had a chance to
complete your 1978 Producer Car Survey.
If not, f'd like to ask you now to complete and
return the enclosed quest j_onnaire.
Because of the type of sample being surveyed
(smaI1 in number but represenÈative of all farmers)
r need to receive your completed questionnaÍre in crder
to complete my study on producer-loaded rail cars.

Please reply regardless of your interest in
shipping producer cars. r require the id.eas and opinions
of everyone involved in the survey.
Thank you for your assistance.
S

j-ncereiy,

George Mclaughlin
Graduate Student

APPENDIX
COMMENTS

C

OF RESPONDENTS

PRODUCER CAR SURVEY
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TO THE

APPENDÏX C
COMMENTS

OF RESPONDENTS TO THE PRODUCER CAR SURVEY

The most relevant comments are reproduced below.

fhey are grouped according to the content of the comment.
POSITIVE

COMMENTS

Producer Cars Can Provide an Alternative and a Potential

I ap.oreciate knowing that it is so easy to by-pass
the local elevator. I may never do it but the fact
thaÈ I can helps keep local loadJ-ng costs in line.
fhere is and will continue to be a move toward more
producer cars particularly with t.ight quotas and
long line-ups in the L977-78 crop year. Large
farmers witl not put up with such inconvenience
particularly when elevat.ion charges continue to go
up the saving becomes substantial (time and money).
If elevation charges go over 15 cents a bushel, the
loading of producer cars could become a flood by
large farmers.
If primary elevation charges increase much I will
definitely consider producer cars for shipping
grain.
If elevator costs keep going up faster than farm
costs, it might be a serj-ous consideratj-on.
- With rising charges it may be advantageous to use
producer cars.

The main reason for switching to producer cars
would be the increased charges for handling at the

elevator leveI,
If I could interest a neighbour to do the same and
work together to share the labour, I might be
i-nterested. As I do my own work it is not
attractive. But elevator charges are borderline at
this time and may force us to it.
fhe idea is good t.o keep prices down in elevator
charges.
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Producer Cars Can Allow Faster Trucking of Grain

-

find delivering to grain elevators
unsatisfactory because it is impossible for us to
haul in one load every other day; however on a
s.oecified date we could move 3 to 4 thousand
bushels per day.
We

The advantage of loading boxcars is not only the
saving of elevator charges but also the convenience
of moving the grain much faster from farm to
boxcar. Quite often our local elevators do not
open ti1 8:15. You may have a number of trucks
waiting. fhey are closed from 12 to I o'clock and

close again at 5 o'clock.

fhey also are not

open

on week-ends. We are only 17 miles from our local
elevators. But a large number of people haul their
grain 30 to 50 miles and it would certainly be a
big advantage to them to haul their grain directly
into a boxcar or hopper car, and I am certain that
most of them are not aware of the fact that they
can load and ship their grain themselves.
Producer Cars Can Reduce Miles Trucked
Our primary shipping point was closed this spring.
This could induce producer car shipping from this
point, âs twenty miles have been added to our haul

to the elevator.
I think this should be continued as it would be a
benefit to farmers if their point was closed.
Producer cars are important to me in the future due
t.o possible shutdown of the elevators.
If our delivery point is closed and the railway is
still in operation in this area, I will give
serious consideration to producer cars, but must
have hopper cars. I'1.1_ save money in trucking and
will get an honest grade.
Producer Cars Can Help Obtain Better Grade and Dockage

- Would like to give this method of selling grain a
try as always seems to be better grade, dockage,
etc.
- We liked this system as we felt we gained on
dockage and expense. It also kept our elevator man
in line.
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Other Positive

Cornments

Hopper cars will help to make things easier to

load.

Ttrey are a good thing to have when need arises.

I'd hate to see farmers not able to ship them.
fhis producer car business sounds good if we still
sell to the Wheat Board and recei-ve all the
benefj-ts from the Wheat Board. However, bear in
mind that we do receive patronage payments from the
Wheat PooI. But I agree, the more tve look after
ourselves, the more hope we have of receiving a
fair share of society's wealth.
Producer car shipping has great potentj-al in many
surrounding areas here - because of rail
abandonment, and if such groups as Hutterite
colonies, etc. will be dominating our present
elevator shipping facilities.
I can see that in
general for the South East shipping block of
Alberta, that in the very near future, producer car
shipping of grain wiLl- be the only salvatj-on for
the grain farmers.
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NEGAÎIVE

COMMENTS

Produçef Cars Can Reduce the Efficiency of the Grain
Handling e¡rd Transportation System
If everyone started doing that, the whole system
would be slowed down.

I don't think producers loading their own cars is

good idea; it would tie up a system that already
has trouble moving large amounts of grain.

a

I feel the trend of the future is large inland
elevators that have the grain graded and cl_eaned
and ready for export. I think íf everyone filled
hís own car, the bottleneck on the West Coast would
be worsened because of more time spent in grading
and taking dockage, etc. AIso it would take the
railroads longer to build up the trains, picking up
cars, etc.
ï have my doubts if it would be full-scale working
proposition not all farmer shippers are
responsible some would ship anythíng just to get
rid of it. You'd need an overseer.
Our grain handling system must be kept simple.
Producer cars will just add complications. A few
cenès a bushel is not important. fhe final job is

what counts.

Producer Cars Can Threaten the Viabilitv

of primarv

I am not in favour of producer cars, because if
everybody vias shipping cars we wouldn'L have any

elevator agents to sell grain to.
I suggest that if too many farmers used producer
cars to save elevator charges, it would rob the
elevator company (especiaJ-Iy ones at low-handling
points) of much needed capital to operate, and
hence jeopardize our elevator system.
-

lVe already ?rave a good country elevator system
which is quite efficient and we should try to
maintain. Loading producer cars would entail a lot
of extra time and extra bother. Producers can't
load their own cars and still hope to maintai-n
their country elevator system which we just cannot
eliminate - but must maintain.
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I believe in using the elevators as they have a lot
of services to offer. To load producer cars you
need extra equipment also. Ì,iith the new protein
grading system coming in it will be harder to pass
the elevator system.
fhe agent would not be like1y to help the producer
in any \,üay as it. would cut down on his handling
grain and perhaps lead to the closure of some
elevators.
Would this hurt my local elevator poJ_ntr ês far as
handlings for the year? fhe smaller the handlings,
the more apt they are to close down small points.
I value the service provided by the elevator
companies quite highly, especially in view of bad
weather situations, which I can bypass and deliver
later, also in view of part carlot caused by
quotasr or by my o\^¡n operatj-ons. I do not wish to
lose the elevator companies or their country
operations.

Our forefathers tried this fifty years ago and were
not satj-sfied. It takes 200,000 bushels a year for
an elevator to break even on operating costs. üfhat
happens if we all started loading producer cars?
lVhat would happen to us if we all loaded producer
cars and our elevator closed? If I had 6 or 7
hundred bushels of flax left, what woul_d I do with
it? The average farmer has no scales, how would I

know the amount of bushels I shipped?

I know we could save money by using producer cars
but I worry about the effect it would have on the
elevator system. Even if we use producer cars we
still need elevators for smallejr lots, etc. Also
an elevator agent. can help you by blending marginal
grain with better grai-n to help the grade.
If farmers started using this method, more grain
elevators would close up and this would be
disastrous for the small farmers. It seems the
companies are already looking for excuses to close
elevators i-n small towns.
With present elevator facilities,
it would be
unwise to ship producer cars and would be a
backward step in the handling of grain products
like going back to oxen days.
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Producer Cars Are Impractical Due to Quota System

- Under present quota system it would be impossible
to load a car on my acreage.
Producer cars not practical in my circumstances as
quotas are too small. Quotas would be cancelled
before I'd get enough quotas. Likely would be
forced to if elevators were closed. Would have to
hire grain to be trucked, this would be too
expensive, also very difficult. to find truckers
when the time came.
Mine is a small operation and with quota
restrictions and availability of trucks for haulj-ng
at precise times needed, this type of procedure is
not feasible even with pooling with another
producer.

Loading producer cars may be a procedure for larger
farm operations but for small operations such as
mine, it just ísn't worthwhile.

I think it. is not very ,oractical to load cars

on

account of quotas and the different kinds of grain
v/e grow. For instancer lon would have to wait t.ill
close to the end of the crop year before you could
ship a car on a 150-acre quota.
Quotas are too small for producer cars. I haven't
enough acres to give me a carload on a 3 bushel
quota or even a 6 or 9 bushel when I am growing

different types of grain.
I have just doubled my farming o,oerations and feel
the added quota acres will enable me greater
flexibility.
SmaII farmers are extremely
handicapped in usÍng producer cars.
I think it's good for some big farmers but small
farmers are at a disadvantage.
fhis method is not practical for the small grain
producer because when the quota opens we have t.o
sell. Vüe can't wait till the quota opens to 5 or 6
before selling some wheat. lVe need the money right
nO\^/, Or aS sOOn as possible.
- After the quota system was used it. was almost
impossible to get cars and this is why the practice
\¡¡as discontinued.
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fhe quota system is such that you qan lose a quota
and in turn if you haven't enough for a car, you're
lost.
Producer Cars Involve Extra Risk and Inconvenience
Keep in mind the fact I farm alone and labour is

-

-

-

the greatest deterrent.
Producer car shipping is not my way of operating.
A lot of work and expense for the farmer. You
would need two augers, a guard man to watch the car
while you go get more graj-n. The dockage woul_d not
be known till you got your returns and it may not
meet your satj-sfaction. AlI B.S. It looks like
things are going backwards.
Shipping your own producer car is fj-ne but you have
to have a place to weigh the grain or you are in
serious trouble (over-loading car). Also how many
elevator agents are going to bear ill feelings
toward a person because of the loss of handle
Lhrough their elevator which could result i_n poor
service to the producer at later dates.
I wouldn't bother with producer cars if I could
load through the elevator. You could Ìrave an
over-load if you couldn't weigh it through the
elevator.
I don't think producer cars will solve our current
problems that much. Why shovel grain on top of
boxcars at my age. Give us a fair price return for
my investment and labor and we could then pay
elevator companies to ship our grain.
I am not over enthused about producer cars because
of inconvenience and time-consuming plus add.itional
tj-me involved in setting up the system.
Since the elevator system was set up to .oerform the
services mentioned, maybe it should become more
efficient. I would hate to load a car outside under
adverse conditions, i.e. heavy rain or snov/.
ït may be hard to fifl a car in a speci-fic time
whereas with an elevator you can haul at your
discretion according to quotas and room. Some
people say you can get better grades by shipping
producer cars. fhe elevators provide a lot of
services that would be hard to replace.
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If handling charges go up, we need to find a more
reasonable cost for loading grain. However there
is the problem of weighing the grain and loading
the old boxcars which are used on this ,oarticular
branch line.
Car loading would likely be awkward in winter due
to snov/ in railway right. of way. Railroads do not
seem to be in the habit of spotting cars when they
agree to, sometimes are a month or more behind.
Would be hard to load to maximum car weight without
scale. Increasing charges at elevators might make
car loadi-ng a necessity.

In order to fill a producer car, a grain auger is
required. Who want.s to .oull an auger 20 miles
behind a truck for a few measly cents. How would
you weigh the grain on a siding? What if the car
leaked, could you prove there was X number of
bushels in a car? At the rate wheat and barley
quotas are being introduced, a producer would have
to wait until July to ship, maybe ¡ oE split a car
with someone. lrlho gets the benefits of the extra
dockage between producers' grain? Also if you need
a few bucks today, a load of grain can be hauled.
fhis is impossible with the use of .oroducer cars.
Can't afford the time involved at. any time. We
aren't fooling around with a few hundred bushels
this is our business.
Grain deliveries will change considerably depending
on rail abandonment and nev/er through-put
elevators. Farmers do not have time to spend extra
days delivering grai-n.
lVe haul grain to elevators on a branch line.
The
trains are on no schedule so planning on receiving
a car at the proper time is nearly impossibte.
Al-so hauling grain on dirt roads is difficult
should the car arrive during a wet spetl.
As well as a lot of extra work arranging,
preparing, loading, and shipping your own car, as
compared to elevator deliveries, there are other
disadvantages (i.e. longer grain hauling tÍme,
failure to regulate your own workload (when car
arrives you have to load it), most sidings being
able to handle only a few cars a day, etc. If it
was relatively easy and money to be made, there
would be some shipped (in this area) in that manner
now. Some of these disadvantages would be
eliminated if you have very high dockage grain with
a good payment for the dockage.
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I am not at all interested in producer car
loading. I am also partialty disabted and the
extra work makes it impossible for me or makes
added work for others.
I feel that at present the most practical view is
to ship grain through the elevator.
For my own farm, it wouldn't pay. My furthest haul
to the elevator is only seven miles. And I need a
lot more information on the producer car program.
My primary elevator is an eight-mile haul making it.
quite convenient for delivery and. an alternate
point at similar distance. Being able to haul at
convenient intervals outwej-ghs the cost saving of
producer cars at the present primary elevation
charge.

l{e farm alone time to complete operations as
hauling wheat are an important factor. fhe I0
cents/bushel for grading, handling, lit.t.le risk,
loading cars, etc., at the elevator is reasonable
I do not think it is ,oractical to load producer
cars: I) changing weather 2) breakdowns 3) no
loading weights 4) extra handling 5) moving box
car loading machinery 6) difficult.y in checking
for rail cars left on sidings in transit.
I don't think that the savings are large enough for
the extra trouble it entails. Plus the uncertainty
of the weather when the car is spotted, etc.
I have received good service for delivery directly
to the grain elevatorr .or€ference grades and
dockage, which makes it a break even point for me
between shipping a producer car and selling through
an elevator.
I will not ship a producer car as long as there is
a co-operative elevator system.
I{e farmers worked for many years to establish a
pool elevator system and lately we have had to
fight to maintain our elevator and freight service.
We may lose all- of these if this system is put in
operation.

I doubt if we would load over the platform. We
would use elevator facilities.
We use Co-op and so
profit is returned. Relations with local agent are
such that we will support him. You can stil1 sell
subject to grade, etc. Usually quotas are too
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small for carlots. I think most people are av/are
of car shipments but quotas prohibit this and very
few people want to pool a car with others. There
are a lot of obstacles that make it. unattractive
and impossible. It was possibly more important
when this right was won but I would still be
against doing away with this privilege.
Today with the power of labour unions to call
strikes at will, it would be very difficult for
individual producers to cope with loading and
shipping cars on their own. Also, there could be
legal suits where the individual shipper couldn't
stand cost and time involved. Since the W?reat
Board has been formed, there is too much
centralized control and thís makes it. impractical
to ship grain on your own.
I would not want to ship a producer car. I like
the elevator to do the shipping.
Other Negative

Comments

- Loading space at our delivery point would be
limited.
I think it depends on the cost it takes to put it.
through an elevator. One has to take into account
that the Pool paid back 6 to I cents per bushel the
last two years, so cost isn't as high as one may
think. I hope it. never comes to load producer
cars. We need the elevator system. hIe have got to
take into account unemployment. It would cost
also, with malting barley and special grain, could
cause some real head-aches rejecting grain and such
like. It sometimes happens now.
If it were really feasible, (contrary to popular
belief, farmers aren't dummies) ttre idea would have
been already used extensively. Just imagine 500
farmers in one shipping point trying to all fill
cars at once. (Nuts)
Hopper cars and spotting time is important. At
many times of the year I cannot take a specified
day to haul grai-n especially on short notice. In a
period of a week no problem. I have a mixed farm
operation so have limited time and time not easily
scheduled.

Until a more guaranteed arrangement for settlement
as well as responsibility for the car after loading
are found, I will continue to market though normal
channels.
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I operate a mixed farming operation by myself and
don't f eel the savings would just.ify the additional
work and time.

If we ship producer cars there is no way to weigh
your grain which in turn is an ideal set-up for
short-changing. Some weighmasters can't be trusted
if there are dollars under the table.
If loading area was made available it would be more
interesting. If loading was practical there would
be more interest. Our track set-up makes it. very
difficult to load.
Producer cars are economical for a big farmer but
impractical for the small producer. I also think
it is a high risk for the þroducer because he has
atl the responsibility for the grain.
At present the elevator companies try hard to
discourage farmers using this method of shipping
their grain.
GENERAL COMMENTS ABOUT PRODUCER CARS

Information on the how to's of producer cars is not
readily available without concentrated research by
anyone thinking of shipping a producer car. fhis
discourages many right to start with.
If the lVeyburn Inland Terminal closed there would
be no competition here and shipping producer cars
may then be necessary.
I am probably like most other guys in that if this
producer car idea caught on and some other farmers
did it, I would too, I think.
It is highly unlikely that I would ever use a
producer car unless elevator charges escalated
appreciably.

I hope things don't turn out like this in the
future, but if it happens, I am sure all farmers
will take it in stride just like everything else,
hail, rain, insects, drought, strikes, no parts,
should I go on?
f grew up ín the era of the producer car. As a
young man v/e loaded an average of one carload every
two days during the winter months. Finally the
elevator system appeared to have priority and the
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individual producer could not ship carlot at one
time. Quotas are the controlling factor.
Corporate farming today may demand the return of
producer cars, which I believe would be a good
thing.
Our delivery .ooint will be closed soon. We will
have to haul a distance of 20 miles. I would use
producer hopper cars only. Farmers would get
together and help one another filf the cars.
You are conducting an interestl-ng and worthwhile
study. I hope you make headway with it because our
present system of grain movement is becoming
impractical and costly to the producer.
Service and cost by local elevator company would
affect my decision to load my own car.
My grandfather shipped aIl his grain through
producer cars.

I like selling through elevators for small farms,
small quotar êtc. We don't really know what v/e pay
for their handling and loading a car which may get
very high. Weighing is a big factor in loading a
car for insurance, and getting a car when you can't
load it.. They want certain grades shipped. It has
to be loaded in a car in a short time and some of
us can't. shovel that much in a day without hiring
help, and it might cost as much as the elevator.
The terminal might get too much wrong grades, which
is a problem no\r. Trains might not sto.o for small
amounts of cars.
SUGGESTÏONS

More Information

I would like to see more information made available
of loading
to all producers on the feasibility

producer cars.

More information should be made more readily
available including such things as costs, savings,
time between loading and unloading (specified time)

etc.

More information should be sent out to producers
especially if the grain companies will charge us
more for handling our grain. With the margin in
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grain farming so small any saving in expense will

help.

More information would be required as this seems to
be lacking from some of the recent discussion we
have had as producers and some of the controversy
that has arisen.
Lower Administrative Charges

Cut the administrative charge of the elevator
companies to a more reasonable figure or eliminate
it.. Give producer direct access to these channels
through specific set of instructions included in

,oermit. book.

Elevator companies are charging too much t.o secure
a car for you $fOO is too high a price for the

work involved.

Special Quota for Producer Cars
I would like to see special quota for anybody who
wants to ship by carlots. Quotas are too small to
fill a car so I Ïrave to sell to the elevator.
I would be interested in the future in loading
hopper cars if I had more informatj-on on ttre order
of cars and finding a grain terminal to purchase
same. Also would like Wtreat Board to authorize
more quota for carlots of grain.
Other

I would tike an easier way to estimate amount of
bushels loaded in a car to comply with the quota.
I would suggest a farmer should know what Ïrj-s grain
grades and should receive payment of shipment
within reasonable time.
Ttre cars we shipped we would have appreci-ated a
faster return on the grade and dockage and of
course the money.
fhis idea of loadi-ng producer cars should require
that the person or farmer loading the car load only
"weed seed" free grain.
fhe rail line should have to double check all
producer cars to ensure that they are sealed
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properly.

If farmers load their own cars, they shoul_d f ly out
to the coast to unload them for more efficiency.

APPENDIX D
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tables gives the details of the

component impacts of producer cars upon the three affected

groups. Vlhen added together these components yield the
total- impacts which are presented in Chapter V.
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Table

29

Primary Elevator Costs Saved by producer Car
Shippers in 1978-79

Elevariona

Grain

iîíå*5å3:, 3::;:;""

--

rotal

- dollars per tonne
!{heat - !,Iheat Board
non-Board

4.72

0.32

0.30

5.34

4.72

0.20

0.19

5.11

Oats

7

.17

0.13

0.15

7

.45

Barley - Wheat Board

5.79

0.17

0.10

6

.06

5.79

0.i3

0.08

6.00

0.47

0.06

5.9s

t

non-Board

.

Rye

5. 54

Flaxseed

6.8s

2

.48

L¡JJ

?q

6.98

Rapeseed

6.76

1

.40

0 .20

7.96

Vteighted. Averaged

6

.08

â
*Elevation
charges, whi-ch vary by province, were
weighted by provincial producer car shipments for the
individual grains. These savings by producer car
shippers li/ere losses to prJ-mary elevators.
brhrirrkrg. costs hrere cal-culated by multiplying the
difference between the primary and terminal shrinkage
allowances (a percent) by the average price received by

producers

"

c_

.Eixce s s dockage costs were calculated by multiplying
the difference between the assessed and actual dockage
(as estimated from Canadian Grain Commission statistics)
by the averagie price received by producers.

dlveighted by the producer car shipments of
each
grai-n from each province and the provincial elevation
charges in 1978-79.
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Table
Administrative
Grain

30

Costs of Producer Cars in L97B-79a
Hopper Cars

Box Cars

dollars per tonne
Wheat

1. 28

1. 85

Oats

r.53

2.02

Barley

1.39

1. 96

Rye

not available

2.03

Flaxseed

r.42

L.96

Rapeseed

1.40

2.O8

Weighted Averageb

L.37

l.

95

aPrimary elevator administration fee (gt0O per car)
divided by the average producer car contents, prirnary
elevators administered 86z of the producer cars in L7TB-79.
bWeigtrted by the .orod.ucer car shipments of each
grain in L978-79.
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Table 3l
Costs of Elevating Grain into a Railway Car with 'a Grain
Auger

in

L97B-79a

Loading Into

Grain

Hopper Cars

Loading fnto
Box Cars

dollars per tonne
Wtreat

o.66

0. B3

Oats

0. 87

1.00

Barley

o.82

0. 98

not available

Rye

0. 89

Flaxseed

o.7 4

0. 90

Rapeseed

o.7

3

0.93

Weighted Averageb

0. 78

0.95

afhe derivation of these costs is detailed in

Appendix

D.

bweigftted by the producer car shipments of each

grain in

L97B-79.
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Iable 32
cost of Freight on Dockage rncurred by Producer car shippers
in L97A-79
Extra

Average
Dockage
in L97B-79
Per Net Tonne

Grain

Freight

Costs
Due To

Dockagea

dollars per tonne
l.Iheat

2.302

o.L2

Oats

1. 408

0. 07

Barley

L.2BZ

0.06

Rye

2.542

0. r3

Flaxseed

9

Rapeseed

B. B1B

.642

Weighted Averageb

o

.52

0. 48

o.L2

aAn estimated weighted average freight rate of $5.07
per tonne for cereals and $5.40 per tonne for oilseeds v/as
used.

bWeighted by the producer car shi-pments of each

grai-n in L978-79.
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Table

33

Terminal rnspection and trJej-ghing costs of producer cars in
197B-79a

Grain

Hopper cars

dollars per

Box Cars
tonne

Wheat

o.L2

0.r7

Oats

0. 14

0. 1B

Barley

o.12

0.18

not available

Rye

0. 1B

Flaxseed

o.t3

0,18

Rapeseed

0. r3

0.

Weighted Averageb

o.L2

0. rB

t9

aWeighing and inspection fees (g9.OO per car) divided
by the average producer car contents.
bWeighted by the producer car shipments of each

grain in L978-79.
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Table

34

Cost of Losses of Grain in Transit in L97B-79a
Grain

Hop.oer Cars

Box Cars

- dollars per tonne shipped
Wheat - Wheat Board

0. r3

o.2L

0.08

0. 14

Oats

0. 06

0. r0

Barley - Wheat tsoard

0.08

0.13

o. o6

0. 10

Rye

0. 09

o. t6

Flaxseed

o.25

0. 41

Rapeseed

o

.25

o.42

lrleighted Averageb

0.09

0. 14

- non-tsoard

non-Board

aobtained by multiplying the average per unit loss by
the average .orice received by producers. Ttre per cent loss
figures were obtained with the assistance of Mr. Garnet
!ùatkins of the l,rieighing Di-vision of the canadian Grain
Commission.

bweighted by the producer car shipments of each

grain in I97B-79.
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Table

35

Cost of CarryÍng Charges Assumed By
Producer Car Shippers in 1978-794

ïnterest

Earninqs
Lostb

Grain

ïnterest

Savedc, d

Storage _

Total

ïmpact

savedðrd on cost

dollars per tonne
Wheat - Wheat Board
non-Board
Oats

Barley

0

1

.87

1

.80

0.74

0

.67

1

.38

0. 98

0.82

0

.42

0

0

1.85

1"

Wheat Board 1.07
non-Board

+ 1.77

1.77

i .38
.16

Rye

2

Flaxseed

s.68

Rapeseed

5.76

0

+ 1 .07
33

1

.80

.25

4 .18

-12"27

14 .82

2.58

-11.72

10

7

.55

1 ))

Weighted Averagee

3.01
1

.47

*Using the average Bank of Canada rate of 10.702.
a__

grains.
margin.

b_.
-Si-x weeks

for Board grains, ten weeks for non-Board

c"Carrying costs included in primary elevator buying
¡

\umber of weeks of primary elevator storage
estimated by dividing average stocks by average weekly
shipments.

-lrleighted by the producer car shipments of each
e__

grain in 1978-79.
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Table

36

Overage Revenues Lost by Primary Elevators on Grain Diverted

to Producer Cars in

Grain

L97B-79

Overage Revenue Lost

- dollars per tonne shipped in producer carsWheat - Wheat Board
non-Board

0. 59

0.37
.25

Oats

o

Barley - l{heat Board

0. 15

- non-Board

O.II

Rye

-o.76

Flaxseed

-0.58

Rapeseed

-0.53

Weighted Averagea

0.13

aWeighted by the producer car shipments of each

grain in

L97A-79.
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Table

37

Handling Costs Saved by Primary Elevators Due to the
Diversion of Grain to Producer Cars in L97A-79

Grain

Handling Costs

Saveda

- per tonne shj-pped in producer carsWheat

3. r0

Oats

5.47

Barley

3.BB

Rye

3.32

Flaxseed

3.32

Rapeseed

3.72

Weighted Averageb

3.79

afhe handling costs saved will vary with the
geographic distribution of the producer car shipments. From
the actual distribution in L97B-79, iL was estimated that
the impact was equally distributed among f/4 of the

elevator operating units.

uWeighted by the producer car shipments of each
grain in L978-79.
1^_ _
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APPENDIX E
COSTS OF ELEVATING GRÀIN INTO A RAILI^IAY CAR
WITH A GRA,IN AUGER

of determining these costs v/ere
considered. fhe first was to estimate a regression equation
based on data on loading costs collected from a sample of
farmers having loaded producer cars. The second approach
v/as to conduct an economic-engineering cost study. In such
a study a typical plant and production process are studied
to estimate the quantity and cost of input resources used.
ïtre first approach, i.e. estimating a regression
equation, \¡/as rejected as impractical after it was
discovered from interviewing a smalr sample of producer car
shippers that most Ïrad a very imprecise idea of the fuel
costs they had incurred. Since this is the most easily
quantified cost component, it was felt that to ask farmers
their total car loading costs would not yield very accurate
responses. As a result, the economic-engineering approach
Two methods

I¡¡as adopted.

Ttre two major types of costs to be estimated were the

fixed costs and the variabre costs.l rn this instance, the
fixed costs included depreciation, interest on investment,
insurance, and housing. fhe variable cost items were fuel,
oil and grease, labour, and repairs and maj-ntenance.
1_rlf
augers have a finite useful life in terms of
hours of use or bushels loaded, then each bushel loaded can
be allocated a portion of the fixed costs and the fixed
costs can be assumed to be an extra cost of loading a
producer car. Ttris was the approach taken.
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To estimate these costs it was necessary to determine
what size of grain auger is generally used when roading
producer car and what variable inputs are util Lzed..

a

To determine what size of auger is used a sample of

twenty-one producer car shippers was surveyed by tetephone.
fhese producers were asked the diameter and rength of the
augers they Ìrad used .and the size of the motor , if. the auger
v/as powered by its own motor. These tv/enty-one shippers had
used twenty-two augers of which fourteen (642) were seven

inches in diameter. The mean dj-ameter of the twenty-two
augers was 7.18 inches and the mean length of the tubing was
42.2 feet. seventeen of the twenty-two augers had their own
motors of which the mean horsepower v/as 13.8. T?re remaining
five augers were powered by a tractor connected to the auger
with a po\,ver take-off shaft. From this information, it was
decided that the auger to be costed in this
economic-engineering study wourd be seven inches in

diameter, forty-two feet 1ong, and have its

o\,vn

fourteen

horsepower motor.

Certain other information was also obtained from
these producer car shíppers in order to assist in the
estimation of the labour costs associated with roading
producer cars. This included the time required to comprete
an application, prepare the site and car for loading, and to
complete the required documentation. fhe shippers were also
asked (indirectly) how much supervisory and/or guarding time
was involved.
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Ttre technical specificaLions on the "typicaI" grain

auger were obtained from the Prairie Agricultural l4achinery

Institute and the Department of Agricultural Engineering at
the University of Manitoba.2
The only missing information that was required to
proceed with the estimation was the cost of typical auger
(in order to calculate the fixed costs) anA the incidence of
repair. Fortunately the Department of Agriculture in
Saskatchewan had calculated and published the hourly fíxed
and repair costs incurred by such an auger during the .oeriod
in question.3 t?ris hourly fixed and repair cost was
converted to a per tonne basis by dividing by the hourly
Ioading rates"
The per unit fuel costs v/ere calculated by dividing
the hourly fuel consumption by the hourly loading rate and
multiplying by the average cost of farm fuel during the
I97B-79 crop year. An estimate of oil and grease costs was
provided by Dr. Buchanan of the University of Manitoba.
The labour costs .oer car were calculated by
multiplying the man hours required to load a car by the
average hourly farm labour wage during the 1978-79 crop
year. The overhead (site and car preparation, etc. ) and
supervisory time required v/ere estimated from the shipper

2fhe assistance of Dr. Lorne Buchanan of the
University of Manitoba is gratefully acknowledged.
3Saskatchewan
Rental Rates L979.

Agriculture, Farm Machinery Custom and
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survey while the actual loading time (time of auger

operation) was estimated by dividing the average content of
.oroducer cars by the average loading rate (mo time for farm
loading or trucking was incruded in the calcurations ) . fhe
labour costs per car were converted to a per tonne basis by
dividing by the average content of producer cars.
fhe results are presented below:

Table

38

Costs of Elevating Graj-n into a Hopper Car with a Grain
Auger

Grain

Fixed and
Repair Costs

in

L97A-79

Gas and

oil

.

Labour

TotaI

dollars per tonne

Wheat

0. 15

o.02

0.48

0.66

Oats

o.22

0.03

o.62

0. 87

BarIey

o.22

0.03

o

.57

o.82

Rye

not available

Flaxseed

0.r7

0.03

0. 54

o.7 4

Rapeseed

o. L7

0.03

0.53

0. 73

Wei-ghted

o

.20

0.03

0.55

0. 78

Averagea

aweighted by the producer car shipments of each
j-n
grain
L978-79.

¿ to

Table

39

Costs of Elevating Grain.into a Box Car with a Grain Auger

in

Fixed and
Repair Costs

Grain

L97B-79

Gas and

Oil

Labour

Total

dollars per tonne
l{heat

0. 14

0. 02

Oats

0. r9

0.02

Barley

0. 19

0.02

Rye

o.L4

o.02

Flaxseed

0. 15

o. o2

Rapeseed

0.

f5

0.02

Weighted

0. IB

o. 02

Averagea

0.68
0. 78
o.77
o.7 4
o.73
0.76
o.75

0.83
1.00

0.98
0. 89

0.90
0.93

0.95

aWeighted by the producer car shipments of each
grain in I97B-79.
The tables show that there are significant

variations
in costs between grains and car types. fhe differences
between grains are due to the different loading rates of the
grains due to their different physícal characteristics
(chiefly density). Since the augers elevate a relatively
constant volume in a given time, fewer tonnes of the less
dense grains are elevated in an equivalent time period.
Furthermore, since the costs per hour are relatively
constant this means that the costs per tonne are greater for
the less dense grains. fherefore, in all cases the per
tonne costs are greatest for oats and barley and least for
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wheat.

However, the relationships between the costs of the

two car types are not as consistent. The fixed costs,
repairs, gãs, and oil cost less for box cars than for hopper
cars while with labour the situation is the reverse.

fhe lower costs for box cars for the former items are
due again to the different roading rates. fhe loading rates
(for actuar loading time) are greater for box cars than for
hopper cars because the grain does not have to be elevated
as high or at as steep an angle. To load a hopper car
through the top hatches grain has to be erevated twenty-one
feet (at an angle of thirty degrees with a forty-trvo foot
auger). On the other hand, loading a box car through the
door requires elevating the grain onry fourteen feet. at an
angle of twenty degrees.
However, the labour costs per tonne for box cars are
considerably greater than for hopper cars because of the
longer time required to prepare a box car for loading. Box
cars require the installation of inside grain doors before
they can be loaded while a hopper car simply requires the
lids on top to be opened (and the bottom hatches closedl ).
Box cars also frequently require cleaning and minor
re.oairs. This longer preparatory time combined with the
smaller loads in box cars yields higher labour cosÈs per
tonne loaded.

